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)41. Seen & Heard
,t\iounc14.
MURRAY
Ray Hann will be in Paducah on
Saturday. April 6. to open the
nations first free public Ray
alarm Wildlife An Gallery. Harm
is a naturalist and artist who has
won wide acclaim.
His daughter attends Murras
State
Came down town last night and a
Dove as just sitting there by
the edge of the road in the pour-
ing rain. We, dsn't know whether
ighis "clack" Was out of order or
whei.her he was just thirsty a!
whethei he had a dusk complex
Gcing bask home we noted that
lie was gone
We wonder what the Lord had ir
mind when he made the Tufted
Titmouse . This tiny bundle o f
fluff and nerves flits about with
lightning like speed, going about
I its business. Whatever that is.
Another math banging owtside the
windoa. Spring hes arrived for
sure However according to !he
weather man this moth may be a
mite early.
Ammons in full bloom finally. A
good sunny day would do them
good Herb Brooks celled the
other day to anncurice that his
• Joaquils were in bloom Last yea,
he ptcked a bouquet on February
1, but not this year.
BULLETIN Students Here
NEW YORK I" - 
Gov.
 " Do Well Inson A. Rockefeller announced
today that he has decided not
















Miss Marjorie Peel, missionary
to the Republic of South Africa
is on furlaugh in the United States
and is holding services among
Churches of the Nazarene. Site
will speak tonight at the Locust
Greve of the Nazarene and the
public is invited to hear her
This is her second furlough slate
being assigned to Africa in 1968.
The missionary service v411
feature the work of the Churth
iif the Nazarene in Africa. mils Mr. & Miss Calloway
be declared the regional sweep- Peel will present a missionary High Are Namedlitalroe winner. A certificate will message and will have some cur-
be awarded to the junior high ios on display. She will present --
school . which earns the most her colored slides wherever de-
points this 
are as follows 
.
She received her bachelor of sei-
Saturday sired.
Ratings received by local stu-I Miss Peel was born in Michigan.
Discussion: Superior. Christine enee degree in education front
Kodman, Murray University Olivet Nazarene College. Kaaba-Miss Oats laiderwo•wi of Nash-, School and Jay Richey. Murray :kee. Illinois and her master ofCharles Collie, fallaell oldest SOS ville. Tenn will he the special University School: Excellent, Jo- !ens degree in education from tIesiis back in Hum" an. ii over at guest speaker 31, son aisii41 Sista I aa 11 1111 111$1111• and Paid galakilai_of I university of Mic-hi5115- Prior AtBalks where he fa assisratiT main- ing t",nferen.a of the Business* °HMOS" dlemsty -1104:1111111.111111th her assignment overseas. Missseer He has 'frown quite a bit and Proles., !vial Woiners's Club. of Murray High and Edith Sharks i Peel taught in the public schoolsince he carried papers for us , District I. a, he held at the Nut. of Murray University School. 1 system of Grand Rapids. Illichi-some years ago. !ray Woman a Club House on Sun- ! Good. Barbara Brittain, Calle- . gait for nine years.I day. Mardi 24, 'svaa County High, Cary Brandon, Miss Peel will be making herthat District I etinsista of approxi- penny Nall and Dana Johnson of home in Michigan during her fur-
field , in the Western Kentucky area. Murray University School; Fair, _ 
Jennifer was selected Class Fav-
onto her sophomore and junior
alma mately 360 WiArtell W911 nine clubs Murray High, Melissia Sledd of lough year
else.' Mrs Jesaie Sheemaker. Murriaa Charles Watkins of Calloway years and as a senior she was
Things that should be a certain tor. Registiation will start at 9:30, 
crowned 1988 Basketball Queen
i currently serves as district direc- County High.
Duet Acting: Superior. Gary She was recently elected to theway hut aren't and things that . a m :Adams and Jane Shoemaker of C C H.S. Wt.o's Who as "Bestshould be done, but are not. and One of the honor guests at this Calloway County High, Marciathings that should not be done, all day meeting will be Miss Mar- Hayes and Joy Swaim of Murray 
Eteaking".
but are, and things that should guerite H. Care Lexington. first 
Stan is theson of Mr. and MN.
University School: Excellent, Lin- Calvin Key of Hazel. He has par-
O That sort of thing, puts a fel- of the Kentucky Federation. 
ticipated in baseball four years
not be a certain way, but are, vice-president and President elect- da Boyd and Darlene Stewart of
low in the position of having to MISS' Underwood. serving - her Frances lianneyer of Murray Una 
and basketball four years. He has
been a member of the Pep Club
'Murray High, Samuel Collins and
count Li10 before he acts, second team as membership chair- , varsity School; Good. Cynthia four years and is also a member
of FTA and FBLAman of the National Federation of . Cooper and Celia Taylor of Cal- . During hisB&PW Clubs, Inc. is an attornea loway County High, Donna Jones freshman year he represented hisand insurance executive in Nash- and Mary Matarazoo of Murray homeroom in the Student Council
and was selected as Class Favor-ville, Tenn. She received her Its High.
chelor of Laws degree from tile -, Re. He was recently selected as
YWCA Night Law School in Nash- "Most Athletic" of Who's Who
vile in 1936 and was admitted Calloway Singing of his class. He was also recentlyto th, Tennessee bar selected as the "Most Outstand-
The speaker has held an intei• Convention Will ing Senior Boy". He served as
a More things happen today
can make a fellow's hackles
We are thinking more in the
of indignation than anything
Agriculture Students
Visit Bank Recently
Agricultural students from Mut..
ray State Unix entity recently via-• !
ited the Federal Reserve Bank in
Louisville and the Farm Credit
Banks there, sponsored by the
Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association.
Charles Magness, assistant gen-
eral manager of the Jackson Pur-
chase I'CA, also niade the title
Those going to Louisville were
Keith Hays. Wayne Clark. Rich-
ard Wendell, Gary Fuller, Robert
Hodges. Jack Vaughn, Robert
Hendon. Paul Mullins, Larry Par-
ker. Larry Gunter, Charles Ford,
Rodger Swollen, Bill Walker,
Harvey eSundmaker. Bob Lee,
Charles Magness. and Larry Leath.
ta••=-Ce=iale=s0e=a=-=1.C.S7-:=-SZCI
WEATHER REPORT
West Kentucky - Cloudy and
colder this afternoon tonight and
Friday Scattered showers occas-
ionally mixed with light sleet this
afternoon and tonight ending Fri-
day morning Chance of light rain
changing to snow flurries north
portion late afternoon and to.
night but no accumulation of im-
portance expected High this af-
ternoon upper 30s to low 40s.
hVortherly winds 12 to 20 Tiles
per hour. Lows tonight mainly in
I wer 30s. High Friday upper 30s
t mid 40s. Probability of measur-
ab e rainfall decreasing to 30 per
cerkate tonight.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.1; below dam 315.7, no
change Two gates open.
. Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.5,
down 0.2; below dam 323.9, up
0.5.
Sunrise 559, sunset 6:09.
Moon rose 1 47 a.m
###
Murray State University was the
host Saturday. March 16. for the
'irst rsun(l of the Regime! Speech
Festival. a preiiminary to t h
State sperah Festival to be held
April 4-6 at the Uqiversity of
Kentucky.
Saturday's meetina included
• ompetitie inn debate, discussion,
and duiet wting.
Teams from Lone Oak and Pa-
ducah Tilghman High Schwas won
three debates each and advanced
t) the state festival.
Fight students from six high
saluiels revived sueerinr ratings
in diwussa-n. and Five teams from
'our high schools earned superior
aanking in duet acting. They also
qualify far the state festival.
The Kentucky High School
Speech League sponsims both reg-
ional and state competitim.
The second round of the reg-
ional-festisal is' set for Saturday,
March 23. at Murray State. Nine
individual speech events are
scheduled at the senior high level
and four are .on tap at the junior
high level.
The senior high school coming
out on top after both rounds will
eating variety of B&PW assign- Be Held On Sundaymerits duringher 25 sears if
membership. She has been actoe
in her Owle club and in the Ten-
nessee State la&PW federation.
In addition to her R&M Club
work and her work in her pro-
fesainn. she is active in the Wo-
men's Civic Forum and the Inter
Club Council of Women's Civic
Clubs She is a Sunday School
teacher at the Belmont Heights
Baptist Church and has served as
state officer for the Tennessee
Baptist Business Women.
Miss Underwood is a avid read-
er, loves music, and has collected
an extensive library of record.
Inge
All EldiPW Club members are
urged to attend the meeting on
Sunday by Mrs. Shoemaker, dir-
ector.
Five Are Fined By
Judge McCuiston
Five persons were fined in the
Calloway County Court of Judge
Hall McCuiston during the p t
week Records show the folloaing
occurred.
Jerald 1) Driver, Route One,
Hazel, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00. State Police.
William Carroll Morris. Star
Route, Pellville, Ky, speeding,
fined $1000 costs suspended,
State Police
Joe Wilson. public drunkenneas,
sentenced to ten days in jail at
hard labor; Jailer.
Anna B Parker, 219 Woodlawn,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs $18.-
00. State Police.
Ann Duffey, Pakin. Ill., reckless
driving, fined $1000 costs $1800;
State Police.
The regular spring meeting of
the Calloway County Singing Con-
vention will be held Sunday,
March 24 at the Dexter-Hardin
Methodist Church. according to.
Dwain Jones, secretary of the con-
vention.
Jones said that he was quite
pleased that the officials of this
new church had extended an in-
vitatian for the convention to be
held there and that a large crowd
was expected. Ile said everyone
was 'anted and especially urged
the singers to come.
The program will begin at 130
p.m
One Is Cited For
Shoplifting Here
The Murray Police Department
cited a person for shoplifting at
the Jim Adams IGA store last
night at 9:30 p.m.
Other citations by the police on
Wednesday were one for public
drunkenness at 5.20 p.m., one for
running a red light at 16th and
Chestnut and not having an oper-
ator's license at 855 p.m., and
one for disregarding a stop sign
I at 10:50 p.m.
VISIT MUSEUM
Sarasota, Florida - Rev. ,and
Mrs. Johh Pippin and son, Route
Four, Murray, visited the state-
owned Ringling Museums on
March 19 while vacationing on
Florida's lower west coast. The
Jangling Museums are the fore-










Head Pancake Day For
Murray Civitan Club
"The Physicists" by Friedrich
Duerrenmatt will be presented
Thursday through Saturday. March
21-23, beginning at 8100 p.m each
night at the MSU auditorium.
The scene is a madhouse and
the focus is on three inmates who
are nuclear physicists. One thinks
himself to be Newton, and an-
other, Einstein. They at first ap-
pear to be nice, likeable tuna-
tics, but then nothing is as simple
as it seems. Are they, in fact
really mad' Or are they playing
ane murderous game. with the
world as the slake' Who is earn-
est and who is the spy? As the
 play urrfoirh all questions are an-
swered. "The Physicist" mixes bi-
zarre comedy and satire, some-
times extremely amusing with a
silence fiction approach.
Individual tickets are now on
sale at the University 'SUB from
8 a.m. ta 4 p.m. each day. The
price is $1.25 per ticket.
Cast members from Murray in-
chide Bobby Dodd. son of Mr
and Mrs Jack Dodd. Route 5.
Steve Howard, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Howard. 1605s. West
Olive and Dan Miller. son of Mr
and Mrs Robert Miller, South
19th Street.
Starkie Colson has been select-
ed by the Murray Civitan Club to
head up the Aunt Jemimah Pan-
cake Day to he held Saturday,
March 30. at Rudy's Restaurant
and the Maple Leaf Cafe.
Members of the Civitan Club
will man the restaurants from 4
Sin, to 8 p.m. on that day. A var•
iety of food will be available, in
addition to the famous Aunt Jein-
imah Pancakes. served with Aunt
Jemimah Pancake Syrup.
Proceeds from the sale of the
Aunt Jemimah Pancakes are used
by the Murray Civitan Club in
their many projects to aid the
people of Murray and Calloway
County.
The Civitan Club spends hund-
reds of dollars each year in Cal-
loway County. Their projects tra-
ditionally have centered around
children in need, particularly the
mentally retarded_ Mentally re
tarded children, if helped with
schooling, can become productive
members of society and can fit
in as good neighbors in the com-
munity.
Tickets for the Aunt Jemimah
Pancake Day can be purchased
for one dollar from any Civitan
member, or can be purchased at
the two participating restaurants
on the day of the affair.
Car Slams Into
Highway Guard Rail
A one car accident occurred
Wednesday at 11 .45 a.m at the
intersection of State Highway 121
and North 18th Street according
to the report filed by Set Ed
Knight..Sga, Max Morris. and Pat-
rolman Delo Spann of the Murray
Police Department.
Polk! said David Stokley Stew
art of Murray Route One, driving
a 1956 Plymouth four door, was
traveling weal on Highway 121,
and applied his brakes at the in-
tersection ills brakes failed and
as a result the car ran into the
miend rail or barricade demolish-
ing the guard rail and the front
end of the car, according to the
police report
Stewart was reported as not
being injured
•
The student body of, Calloway
County High School recently sel-
ected their Mr and Miss Calloway
County High School They were
Miss Jennifer Erwin and Stan
Key
Jennifer is the daughter of Mr
end Mae, ituren Erwin of Hazei
She has been a member of tairl't
Track for three years. FBLA three
years, and Pep Club two years.
She participated in chorus her
freshman year. PTA her junior
year and FHA her senior year.
class vice-president his junior




The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its noon luncheon on Saturday,
March 23, at the club house,.
Mrs. Lochie Christopher's sixth
grade class will present a play on
Greek life entitled "A Day At
Olympia". The class at Austin
Elementary School has just com-
pleted a study of Greek life.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Miss Retina Senter, Mrs. Rob-
ert N. Scott, Mrs. W. C. Adams,
Mrs. L. A. Moore, Mrs. Edwin
Larson, and Mrs. G. B. Scott,
Rev. John Winkler
To Speak Tonight
The First Christian Church is
continuing its revival services at
7.30 p.m. each evening
Tonight the evangelist Rev.
John Park Winkler, will speak on
The Bible, A Book of Faith" with
his scripture from John 20-30
Mrs William Porter will be the
soloist for the evening.
The public is urged to attend.
HONORARY PAO,
Gil Wilcox was elected by sec-
ret ballot at Robertson School as
duly appointed honorary page on
motion of Senator Pat McCuiston.
Gil received a nice certificate and
said he was very proud to he pre-
sented with this honor, He is in








Dr. N. Leo Eddleman, president
of the New Orleans Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary. New Orleans,
Louisiana, will be the evangelist
in the revival at the First Baptist
Church, Murray. March 24-31.
1)r Eddleman is a native of Mis-
sissippi and a graduate of 1fissis.
sippi College He received h is
Master of Theology degree and
his Doctor of Philosophy degree
at the Southern Baptist Theolo-
gical Seminary.
Dr. Eddleman spent five years
in Palestine, serving as educator
and pastor. After teaching Old
Testament and Hebrew at New
Orleans Seminary for one year,
he became pastor of the Parkland
Baptist Church. Louisville. in 1942.
and served in that capacity for ap-
proximately ten years From 1950
to 1952 hetaught Old Testament
and Hebrew at Southern Semin
ary. Louisville, on a part-time bas-
is; then in s 1952 he resigned as
pastor .and; became a full-time
teacher at the Seminary. From
1954 to 1959 he was president of
Georgetown College, Georgetown.
Kentucky. Since February 1, 1959.
he has been president of the New
Orleans Baptist Thca!salcal Sem-
inary. Through these years he has
preached in scores of revival
meetings.
W. Voris Howard. minister of
music of the latonia,.11aptiet
Church. Covington. Kentucky, will
be the director of music during
the revival.
Howard Is a native of Callo-
way County, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Howard. Route 2, Mur-
ray, sled a former member of the
First Baptist Church.
He attended Murray State, and
received his Bachelor of Music
Education degree from Belmont
College. Nashville. Tennessee,
and Is working toward his Secon•
dary Education degree at George-
town College He served as min-
ister of music at Radnor Baptist
Church, Nashville. from 1954 to
1956.a t the Lakewood Raptiat
Church. Donelson. Tennessee,
from 1956 to 1961. and has been
at the Latonia Baptist Church
since April. 1961 He has also
been president of the Kentucky
Baptist Music Association
Mrs Howard is the former Mary
Eva Johnson of Murray. The How-
ards have two children, Mark and
Claire.
The Sunday services will be
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U.S. War Deaths
Go Over 20,000
tirIllucksairillMe egg 4gageggedi  al" "Man *gat
Ily JACK WALSH
SAIGON (UPI) - American I net • lune Ser aahlign•
battle deaths in the Vaatesin War Whir dame wan alma at
Comma* IMO aienropo semen
sting emerald Baia Vises= mid
U.S. Mew pikes mspeeint apes&
maw lid nee time newt mei'
tilleodod Sal hot Mem the eir•
The eilkilds aid at hied 1111
passed the 20,000 mark last week.
U.S. officials said today. The
South Vietnamese government
announced it will draft 135,0011
more of its own youth to help
fight the war.
President Nguyen Van Thieu
said the new soldiers will include
18-and 19-year-olds previously ex-
empt from the draft are' dis-
charged veterans. They will or in
the army by the end of the yesa,
be said.
Heavy ground fighting raged
today in two areas of South Viet-
nam. U.S. spokesmen said. aria
in North Vietnam American plan-
es etruck their heaviest blows an
a month by bombing a M1G base
and supply convoys.
One battle today was 16 miles
west of Saigon where allied troops
counted 142 Communists killed in
fighting that erupted Wednesday.
In a series of clashes south of Da
Nang troops of the U.S. America!
ision killed another 111 Com-
munists.
U.S. officials said 336 Amera
cans died in fighting last week.
It was the lowest figure reported
in several weeks but it pushed
to 20,096 the total killed since
1961.
During the same period, spokes.
men said, Communist losses tO-
taled 314.460 killed.
The spokesmen said U.S. pilots
Sow 119 Pargons over the gorth
Wednesday, the most since Feb.
9 when American pilots went on
28 missions





FRANKFORT. Ky. (UPI) - It
Gov. Wendell H. Ford accused
Gov. Louie B. Nunn Wednesday
of using special interest groups to
get his 5 per cent sales tax pro-
posal passed by the Democratic
dominated General Assembly
Ford's comments came on the
heels of a statement by Nunn
lauding the Legislature for en-
acting I* revenue and budget
hills.
"The governor hung his sue
cess in passing his tax around the
word 'more,'" Ford said. "He put
more in his budget for every sPea
ial interest group than any of
them had ever had in history."
Education appropriations, re-
quested by the powerful Kentucacy
Jeducation Association lobby, ac-
counted for a major portion of
Nunn's record $2.5 billion budget
for the next two years.
Ford said. "The special interest
groups thus became his active
helpers in corraling the votes,"
The Owensboro Democrat add-
ed that Nunn chose a tax source
which was almost the only one
with no lobbyist in Frankfort -
the low- and middle-income cit-
izen.
"Other lobbyists . . . either tat,
itly or openly helped the govern-
or push for votes," Ford said.
A last-minute drive by Ford in
the Senate to head off the 5 per-
cent sales tax failed in the wan-
ing days of the General Assemb-
ly when several Democrats de-
fected and %sited with the Repub-
licans.
Three Pledged By
Sigma Chi At MSU
Three Murray students have
been pledged by Sigma Chi, nat-
ional social fraternity at Murray
State University. They are Greg
McKee', Ken Thomas. and Burton
Young.
McKeel, Route 4, is a freshman
majoring in engineering and phy-
sical education Thomas. Route 3.
is a freshman majoring in music
and minoring in' drama. Teethe;
South 113th Street, is a fresrman
pre-pharmacy major.
voy mowing thrimigh the pair
handle region.
Near the 1111 011ie pars lead





Landowners who have rolowsti to
sell their land to the Tasmesene
‘',11eY Authority ler Ihe
Between the Lobes sillemal
creatian area hoe freemmil • asor
group called the Keretnellw Chew
'Cr of the Amerieso Lemikossease
Association.
Mrs Corium) iondion•i, a Le-
on County, a spalhemime foe Oaf
I group, eMimates Snit 1.1116•111-
mutely HIS temailies esessiming to
the sees *we refused In mill Ibmir
property to the TVA ear Ilse de.
videpiesat.
IA arterthe feder..; wary bad
tent letterd to landemmies nada
ins offers on mopes* to Seidl
! government arprewerr had brew
Jenied enlrance. SO die said on
estimated 20 laadowwirs sahmed
to accept the Items antaisnre
the purehasa
Mrs. Whitehead mewed to the
letters as -A TVA pabeiNit.
)ve "
Spokesmen for TVA at Lee
vine. Tenn declined to consiesest
on the new wrionimallen ar Urn
Whitehead's statesnest.
Opposition to dile polkas gear
*ton projoet - en • home wad
of lead between NMI" and Sea
lucky hamsto Lpea sad %ft
counties to Leatocky asid Stew-
art County. Tennessee- has ex-
isted since annountionsent of the
project was made Illoorol "Own
ago
Total coat of the vest project




Charlie I sailer of Murray hoe
been named Camp Kysoe chair-
.4 man in Calloway County. is has
been announced by W T. t•C,
executive director at the Kos-
tucky Society for Oripplad an-
dren
As Camp Kysoc chain**, LOW
iter will each with Ise/ Mak
a gene iess permisisa fleowellists
and taachers-in hatishig le ',-
list mem hmadiesprad ehlIdeett
for selmsbiesse at the camp thin
year. •
Camp Kyacc at Carrollton. is
owned and operated by the SIP-
tudty Society for Cnggleill as.
dren and is the sow naidoo
ea.sping facility in the imsse
ie.! to serve *Yam with




Bowling Green Es. Then
are four students from Calloway
Counts: among the 9.31I5 regular.
ly enrolled students at Western
Kentucky Universits for the 111111
spring semester
This marts the largest *dug
moossew enrollment In lite Maw
el the University. Lail yew
in unrolled for Ihe spring mew
osier, arekles an imam of is
tie stadmhis. er 1834 Isv
more lbw the WAN spring sow
ester Illeollammt.
litidests Iran Odintear Conner
easelled st Woolson ills wing
are likeibell Reim 2111111.11r.
Sit Wens - '. Amps
Mudd. Lena& Asa Willimm
•411
• • 4
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THURSDAY - MARCH 21. 1968
Quotes From The News
By t %ITU/ Mane LarTERNATIONAL
ErrockuniLM The goofiliti. government, in a 22-page
statement. Wanting the GUMMI Elleles1 fa.Uing to -end the
Vietaium W.ar
- United Illistes can only hold the prospect of a war
r 
Id for year* and.3geors7-wnich mast entail additional
of hams lealle."
- --
WAIIIHINGTOM - PeatMaster Geniiral Lawrence F. CF-
BREW a top aide ID President Kennedy. in a speech in which
be mid be never contemplated resigning when the former
President's brother alllioulicect he would oppose Johnson:
You do not serve unless *Sal
WA.SHINOTON Sen
Prefildent Johnison's IS-year
It was deatigiaed to hoot
Robert F Kennedy. describing
program to rebuild the ithettoes:•
good on the books "
ATLANIIC crry - Walter Burke. secretae-treas-
tirer el the United Steelworkers-Elmo/1 (USW), commenting
on USW presidenua. .-..incliciate. Donald Rarick
it wood be late:- ipee how Mr Rarick would ope-
rate if. Oft forbid .. elected presid,nt of the union"
-
A Bible Thought for Today-
De bath aid dealt with us after our sins, uwe rewarded
es seemerag ie Mit istageities. -Psalm 103.14.
oe never furuet t hut God dealt with our sins at
Delver, - Osuos ihteugh the One who suffered in our place.
Ton Years Ago Today
ISIL
itanttiffsm. 4•101 of the kite Joe Lancaster
ot Murj,died In ilaideelhol1111. Pia. on March 19.
The MEM aide-derili "Sather played havoc with the ap-
01 elleset all beendiemf evergreens, but only a few
Lif MOM appier to be peemsanently damaged. according to
W P lelberte local nurseryman
Bernard Harrel. administrator al the Murray Hospital.
•,poice an the responsibility of the hospital to vive the proper
care ti it., patients and something of the inunner in which
the huipital uperates at the meetine al the Murray Rotary
CM&
The lientan Indian* were defeated by the Disviess County
telpin by Vim score Of WO in the ,.ite nisio.'n:i(l tournament
IMillmgesst
Twenty Years Ago Today
• t 1.- sus
The Indy of IL 5awns Of Oreesiville. Miss. brother of
J 0 Doreen r4 elierflef, lies estind Thursday In the Missis.itypt
River nem Greenville Be had been mussing since December
?he tia:loway Cloutity PTA Council. composed of units
lean Kirkse7. Lynn Grine. Murray KWh, and Hazel, met at
the Kase, School with Mrs Ottla Patton. president, presiding
• Guy Saartas. fisid 'executive if the Happy Valley District
1100111111ree Ainervea. spoke at the Parents Night banquet
hid et ISE MEOW larh School gyeenasium.
Mrs Gee Mae Gainey Harrell. soloist. and Virginia Wade,
pianist. elleisentod Chleiestal *Want at the meeting of the
Novae Department at Me elearray Woman's Club
!IMMO. MORI
1111111Mboc-c-c...0-=
(Mesa - Mesita itita
teams - Nursery
leentiones, Moose M. ION
Miss Menet harmer MRS Col-
(ere Vireo Miirr Donald
Adams Rid* 1 Dexter Mrs Lo-
awellissi dm*, I Hamit.
Mrs11110110 haslet. 4140 Norte
let flemet. Marra) JIIMIW
term ail Pete Aes&We leer
ray I edwo Itraerl.• et
I . Aims: *Mrs Flielnie Kum RI
1 14 isser.". L. 1 • D 4HkdI eataiie
t it‘,/eiet -lasiain Noumea RI
• murraz H14 F. itosont'
%turas II* *rem Midge.
r damn lass Sherry timeto. 51S
„seidtt 1111/6 Wiret %Mersa.. Mr.
Nairwsiset- and hail), girl
-Route1, Main '11r,hv bey Dent
sit DM Tel crt Murray
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PIGS SQUEAL ON TRUCK THIEVES-Workmen unload the
vehicle, (top, lett) after the stolen truck with 13 pigs sooar6
wits involved In an accident on Route 126 mar Lexington,
Mass Lass ,,-g one of the ifi:mt pot het a that co, aped la herd-












Bank of Murray ..„." 71'2 32's
Cathey 69 35
0.1.adsey 's f17 37
[Martin .011 66 38
T. V. Service Center 61's 42t4
Colonial Bread 55': 48',
Corvette Lanes 54's
Palace Drive Inn 51% 52%
All Jersey 49 55
Liberty Super Mkt. 49 55
School of Business 4442 59%
Murray Cablevision 41 63
Trenholru Drive Inn 39% 64%
Jerryi Drive Inn 37% 66%
high Team Game NC
Martin Oil 1125






Paul Heise Jr. 215
High Three Games Scratch
Vernon Riley 598
James Neale - 589


































- Geo. Hodge, Sec.
MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
week of March Te, 19611
Twain Standings: W. I..
John,,nn'. Grocers: 78 26
Ezell Beauty School 74 30
Rowlands Refng 57', 46%
Murray Beauty Salon 53 49
Owens Food Market Si. 52%
Jerry's 50 54
Country Kitchen 50 54
High TIMM Game Scratch
Murray Beauty Salon 78.3
!Ur A land Refi meration 772
JOhnson's Grocery 756
Hilts Team Gain* WHC
Murray Beauty Salon 1008
Row la nel "1- Refrigeration 991
Country Kitchen 956
re •
High Team 3 Games Scratch
owland's Refrigeration 2178
Johnson's Grocery. 2166
Murray Beauty Salon 2137
High Team 3 Games WHC
Rowland's Refrigeration 2835
Murray Beauty Salon 2812
Country Kitchen 2794
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High Team Game Scratch
Demons 746 (1 25-68)
RedBirds 742 (2-1-68)
High Team Game (HC)
Spares and L & S 861 01-9-67/






Red Birds 2439 19 -67)
Nightriders 2428 (12-28-67)
1,213 
High Ind, Series Scratch
Wornen-
Betty Dixon 330 (2-1-48)
Judy Parker 523 (10-26-87)
Men-
Barry Trivis 689 (10-12:67)
Jim Neale 630 00-5-67)
leak Ind. Series HC
Women-
Betty Dixon 692 (3-6-68)1















L., J. Hendon 266 (3-14-68)
T. C. Hargrove 253 (11-16-671
















THURSDAY - MARCH 21, 1968
Shirley Garden Center
500 NO. 4th STREET
NURSERY sroc K SUPPLIES - FERTILIZERS
GARDEN TOOLS - BEDDING & VEGETABLE PLANTS
Continuous Showing
c.o.!, 1 o ,v1 Daly




"TO SIR. WITH LOVE7
TECHNICOLOR'
KIDDIE SHOW SAT., 1 til 3'p.m. •••
"Mara, Of The Wilderness"
-•••••••-..m. • ••••.*•. .
MURRAY Drive.ln Theatre-inkri.Amizzahwaitatzt , -
It
Boxoffice Opens - COO * Show Starts - 6:45
* TON1TE thru SATURDAY -*
GH1DRAH .71:D MONSTER 1
s F( rr 
- - - - - -
AGENT SUPER DRAGON
* SUN. MON. - TUE. - WED. *
aniItitP42407"1.




this is the place to SANT
Cs."7.."`"""•,.)
NoDr,e1
v;-/ 'Jim Martin '~.:".1
TOP QUALITY PAINT 4'
Super Latex
2 CUPS ISIS WI:14•4 per seller.
e hei,ier coat to, mere Melons, power.
100'e lets.,
Hi Value Laiex
Goes on fast and east Walls are
washable. One coat corers its own







Ideal los coiling's. U0 io 50% more
y spreads easily. Eliminates
drip or spatter. $4.69
Murray Supply Co. Inc.
208 Last Main Street Telephone 753-3361
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Rick Monday And Sal Bando Houston-UCLA
Plan Reunion In Oakland Basketball
• By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
The Athletics hope a reunion
season will give them some-
ing to celebrate in their in-
- gural year in Oakland.
Sal Rando whia_p
- onday on the Arizona State team
cnich won the national collegiate
f iseball title in 1965. hopes to
ollow Mcnday to the As this
•ea son .
Ca
Bando and Monday both signed
pro contrcats in the summer of
'65 after winning the collegiate
title. Monday was the No. 1 pick
in the first baseball free agent
draft and made it to the majors
on the full-time basis last year.
But Bando. who p'ayed 116
games at Vancouver last year and
only 47 with the A's. looks like
.be's goita to ate,. in Oakland this
• aeason
The third na-ioman `iit his sixth
homer of the sr ring Wednesday
to highlight a A-hit A's attack
which sparked the club to a 6-2
victory over Cincinnati Bando,
who singled in his first trip, hit
his homer in the eighth with John
Donaldson on`base.
Pierce Victor
Tony Pierce pitched the first
16 • -five innings to get credit for the
victory while George Culver took
the loss.
, Mickey Mantle slugged a homer
In the first inning and the New
York Yankees went on to crush
the Mexico City Reds 9-1. It was
a face-saving triumph for the
Yanks who lost their first game
to the Mexico City Reds two days
ago
.11 Tom Seaver, who in his second
season is the face of the New
York Meta' staff, pitched two-hit
scoreless ball for five innings as
the Mets topped the Baltimore
Orioles 5-1. Ed Charles and Phil
Linz, a pair of veterans dropped
from the regular roster. led the.
hitting attack and continued to
make a strong bid to make the
club. Each had two hits and Linz
drove in two runs.
Don Wilson and Tom Griffin
teamed to stop the Detroit Tigers








Builders of Fine Memoriam
Porter White . Manager
111 Maple St 753-2313
turned in a 2-1 triumph. Wilson 'Game Is Late
went the first six innings and
Griffin came on in the seventh.
Al Kaline's fourth-inning homer
was the only Detroit hit. By VITO STELLINO
Steve Blass pitched five shut. UPI Sports Writer'
inailtrs as the Pittsburgh  -P-1,---Ltieitra--4•11enT-srhiter CLUS mn-
rates edged the Chicago White ed to playing in a losing game
Sox 2-1. „Tommy John, who be- About once every five years. pro-
came the fir§.1. Chicago pitcher bahly exrilained the situation 'in
to work sir-thnings this spring, the best manner.
yielded only three hits but walk-
ed four and threw two pitches.
Both wild piV•hes came in the
fourth inning when the Pirates
scored Nice to win.
Sandy Stars
Sandy Valespino slammed a ho-
mer. double and a single against
his former teammates as the At-
lanta Braves topped the Minne-
sota Twins 8-6. Valdespino, Mike
Lum and Clete Boyer all hit
Braves' homers off Minnesota
starter Date Boswell as the Twins
Went down to their set enth sta.
ight defeat.
The world champion St. Louis
Cardinals committed eight errors
but staggered to a 9-8 victory over
the Los Angeles Dodgers'in 10
innings for the ninth r victory in
-11 exhibitions. Only one Dodger
run was earned as rookie second
baseman Steve Hunt made three
errors and Orlando Cepeda two
Floyd Wicker Roger Maris and
EdSpiezio chipped in with one
each.
In other 'games. Dick Ellsworth
went seven innings as the Boston
Red Sox stopped the Philadel-
phia Phillips 0-1: the • California
Angels scored three runs in the
eighth inning oft Eddie Fisher
for a 9-7 triumph over the Cleve-
land Indians and the Chicago Cubs
battered Gaylord. Perry for 12 hits
and six runs in six innings en




By United Press International
Atlanta 9 Minnesota 6
Oakland 6 Cincinnati 2
Houston 2 Detroit 1
St Louis 9 Los Angeles 8 10 inns
New York (N) 5 Baltimore 1
Boston 6 Philadelphia 1
Pittsburgh 2 Chicago (A) I
Chicago (NV 10 San Francisco 4
California 9 Cleveland 7 .
Try the Tref Ian.
Early Ambush Plan
... it gets the weeds before
they get your soybean yields.
Set up your weed control as
much as six weeks before
planting. Broadcast Treflan and
disc. Cross disc again ahead
of the planter. You'll incorperato
your Treflan, prepare your








"I've never been No. 2 in any-
thing pertaining to basketball in
my life and I don't want to get
used to it" Allen Said. n
But Allen and his UCLA team-
mates became No. 2 on Jan. 20,
1968 when Houston toppled the
Bruins 71-69 at the Astrodome.
Allen's last losing game before
that came when he was a junior
in high school in Kansas City in .
1963.. Lew Alcindor's last losing.,
game' was when he was a senior
in a New York high school in
1965--and his team had W. III 71
straight before htat.
Houston Loss
Allen, Alcindor and the other
three starters--Mike Warren. Lynn
Shackelford and Ittike Lynn; att
veterans of NCAA title teams --- •
are used to winning. But now they
face their toughest challenge when
they attempt to reverse that loss
to Houston and become No. 1 a-
gain.
UCLA meets Houston in the
Los Angeles Sports Arena Friday
night in the NCAA semi finals.
The winner will meet the Ohio
State-North Carolina for the na-
national chaiiipionshpi on Satur-
day night.
The Houston-UCLA rematch will
be televised nationally by Sports
Networks Inc., nut many of the
nation's fans will have to stay up
late to watch it since the opening
tip is set for midnight EST.
This one will be worh staying
'up toser to find out if the odds%
makers are right in listing UCLA
as the favorite. The point spread
is usually listed fro 4ii to 6'i
points.
These odds seem a little high
since the clobs seem so evenly
matched that it could easily go
either way by three points.
But there are some strong
points of logic in 1.1./CA's favor.
The Bruins have what amounts
to a home court advantage in the
L. A. Sports Arena even though
the club's home court is now Paul-
ey Pavilion.
The Bruins also have Alcindor.
who was still bothered by an eye •
injury when they met the first -
time, back in top shape. Houston
is also missing guard George Rey-
nolds, who's nileigible for post-
season play. His replacement,
Vern Lewis. will be hard pressed
. to kepe up the UC1.A back-court
combo of Allen and Mike War-
ren.
The Bruins also can't be as cons
placent as they were haat in
January when so many coaches
were saying they were unbeatable
and the greatest college team in,
history.
Houston proved the Bruins
weren't unbeatable—and the big- .
, gest incentive fr othe Cougars in
the rematch is that they're the
' underdog.
Alt indoes Fonts
The Cougars were rankled that.
some 'basketball followers consid-
ered the Houston upset a fluke
I because Al-intlor supposedly
wasn't at top strength.
Center Ken Spain claims, "we're
going to be up more for this one
than we were for the first one.
Alcindor was out on the floor and,
anyway, they said they were go-
mg to beat us even without him."
There were also some complaints
t about the strange background at
tke . Astrodome, leading Houston
coSeh Guy Lev.is to gibe. -they
didn't complain about hte Astro-
dome when they practiced there
and thimght Allay aTre going to
beat us by 20 points."
Now if Houston turns the trick
again in Los Angeles, there can
be no doubt that the first time !
wasn't a fluke.
would think psychologically -
we have the edge." Lewis claims.
"we beat them this year. They've •
got to prove they can beat 'us."
Lewis said he doesn't expect
. any chahige in stratggy so it meansl
Houston will again count on its
big, owering front line of Elvin
Hayes, Spain and Theodis Lev to •
crash the boards and take the re.
hounds away „from Alcindor. On
offense. Houston will again count
on another big bight frtim Hayes.
who scored 39 points in the first
' meeting.
I r*Ortft Carolina is Aso 'listed as
a six-point 'favorite over Ohl)
State in the first game. North
-'arolina's big problem is not ti
....: overlooks Ohio State towards a
!meeting with the Houston-UCLA
!winner. Last year the Tar Heels
I did that and wound up losing, to.
!Dayton in the semi-finals. .
.! Ohio Stare, in the semi-finals
, for the first time since the Jr rry
! Lucas days, isn't lookirg at•ead.
• It is concentrating on beating





























Real anti-perspirant action • 4.
F 1110
DEODORANT
for day long protection. 7 oz, net. n

































SIZE ‘Walkreens. 100 tablets.
$1.59 Cod Liver Oil





$121,- Concentrated Shampoo 9:130
SIZE Formula 20. 5 oz. net. Plastic tube MEN
$l" Dandruff Shampoo 2 °I101SIZE Form!. '20. Plastic tube. 4 or. net •
39'
SIZE
Nail Polish Remover 0rime


















leaves skin velvet soft.
12fl







Especially formulated I, 550for folks over 40!




SIZE CHEWABLES;Orange flavor. 100 mg. 2 1
20$1.19 VITAMIN C Tablets, loo's
$3.69 Vitamins & Minerals










35° Child's SPIRIN 9:16'
SIZE Cherry flavor. 11.14 gr. 3E' al It V
69' MINERAL OIL ; 70c
& itSIZE 'Non-fattening. 16 fl. oz. I
98' Hygienic Liquid 20F
SIZE Tannette, Daintiness. S fl. oz.
98' Child Cough Syrup Van'
SIZE Cherry flavor. 4 fl. oz. is Rau
512! Antacid Liquid 
1"SIZE Stomach soother. 12 fl. oz.
2 31°













5' Fruit Drops 0.1 Mirts2:104

















496 Tooth Brushes 33c
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1)r. Castle Parker
,Cpeaks At FHA .1Ieet
Drs Castle Parker 'vas the speak
er at the meeting of the Murray
.1tet Sch chanter of the Fu-
e Homemakers of America held
icada, N'.r L. at six o'clack
ii he esening in the study hall.
' The speaker showed :tides and_
• ..ned abaut his L-le to the
Cartlayean last suninteu- during
- n served as a &mai miss:
sionara. Dr. Parker was tritr•-luas-
a-u .,2a Miss Debbie Joni, s




Mrs, an. hat-! Steczak was hon-
ored with it lovely baby shower
Monday evening by Mrs. Nor-
man Klapp at her home on South
7'welfth Street.
-be guest list included women
inhn's Frese•pal Church. A
needs for the new
b4loy. was heid with Mrs. Larrie
C:ark winning the prize.
The bar tree, opened her many
,sela gifts which had been




Miss Ciealsti Rust became the
bride -Danny Gaines at South
neasent Greve Method* Church
.iu Mures), on Endes. Matadi 8.
Res. W T Jacksan performed
t , e doom., erromony hob,g
Ire altal banked wail fern and
arrangements of pink and white
arststi ins.
The bride is the daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Rust of Pa-
ducah The groom is the sm of
V.: alai T. it Gaines of Ti-
line.
An organ gram of ruptial
music was presentee' by Mrs Ot-
to vim
The bride. given in marriage
hr her father. wore a white satin
long sleeve. street-length dreg
' overlaid with lace. The shaulder
length veil- was of bridal illusion
and lace. She carried a small
- ott'RE AT, KENTUCKY,
Social Calendar
Thursday, March 21
ac id \ .ter 'I niemakers
Club will meet at. the home of
Mn. Van R. Burnett at one pm.
• . •
The Faculty Wives Bridge Club
-will meet at the Student nioc
cafeteria at seven p in Make re
sersati, us 1.3) March 19 with Miss
Ann' Carr 75a 2i66. Dr. !seven:
Fowler 753 Xdo, Mrs. Charles
Ryan 733-6453, or Mrs. Yatt
Sparaman 753 3262
• • •
The 'tome Department of the
Murras oman's Club will hese
its annual lunchean at the club
bona at one p.m Mrs. 0. C. Wells
Will be in charge of the program
• "
Buisiness and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the)
Wonsan's Club House at 6:30 p.m.
....a,•,n. Several innouti it rao ltS •:;: . h white Bible covered with A bridal . •I .. ' • .".'• . large.. t •-e made. bouquet of white carnations and , The Lynn Grove Homemakers Mr. Fink Engaged. I white satin streamers tied in loveA small birdnias cake I. Ana ' Club will meet with Mrs. John
N leli-untir salad plate with anots. 'I, . assiter at one p.m. Mr and Mrs. Mason Jones ofa ...tulle was pre.sented to 1Sb -'f'ee ,,nd ,e3 ,..re served feu, Mrs Shin Poat. sister of the • nardin Route One announce the.Alla& Jan- '-;:u°P- ',1-e ffirine table overlaid with a bride. served as matron of honor engagement of their youngester its' grout, then • t"': 1 App' : lace el stli and centered with a She wore a two-piece light blue I Friday, March 12 daughter. Mary Catherine. to Sea-'.I.rthday" to Miss Beaman. 1,a-elv arranaement nf fruit. Mrs. suit of wool, with matching se- I The Fidelis Sunday - School i man Recruit Ralph A. Fink, Jr.
with r is.-:app was oisatHed in serving by evasively; 'and a' white carnation i Class of the First Baptist Church 4 son of Rev. and Mrs. Ralph A.
pinned at her shoulder. . a ill have a potruek dinner at the . Fink, Sr. of 1700 Poplar Street in
. Attending Mr. Gaines as best 1 home of the teacher, Mrs. E. C. Benton.
-7 '11- 47 present were Mesdames Man was his brother, Tommy ,Jonea, 103 S aoh Tenth Street,.,:.ii• !ei...• R mert Mabry. F. Gaines ' at ettiven a.m. Miss Jones is now employed at
Birds •nt... Fred Fields, Charles The bride's mother. Mrs Rust. i 
• • • Boone's Laundry-t'leaners in Slur
. Hinds, Bennie George, Charlie these a two-piece beige suit and 1 The executive ssard of 
theray and Ralph. Jr. is stationed at
NI '- re Larrie Clark Luis Zirn matching accessories i IKirksey School PLS will meet at
Great Lakes. Illinois where he is
rennin Mut:heel Gardone. David sening as a member of the. U.S.Mrs Gaines selected a dress ve- 9:30 p m. at the school.cr -sans the honoree and the hos- Navy.. teal blue satin with :natching ac-A libritten Home Is . SO "JIIIr - 1114 Mr-‘; W'llisnn r• :'e4s- . cessories. Both mothers wore I The ay-ms Grove and Alm. PTA Wedding arrangemeafa are in-Sc n 1 .,t !•1'. 'X', • . Kentuck. ,-. &IC • 'white carnation corsages I men's and women 'S basketball complete at this time.Provi'dence - -4 ..: .,a_e rie -- raarriage of the. r t`naboe ti attend but sending 1 .
te.ms will play at Lynn Grove at
'even p.m
• a • .
Monday, March 2S
The Calloway Cmnty Branch of
will meet- at Robertson
school, at four p.m. Mrs. Harlan
adges will present the program
• • •
The Beta Sigma Phi stronty
will meet at .ne social hall at
;seen p.m with Verona Ross and
at Goodridge as hostesses.
•
The Creative Arts Department
` the Murr,v W-nran's Club will
fleet at the house at 9-30
m. Hostesses, will be Mesdames
J. E. Garrison, C. D. Scarborough,
Wayne Doran, Henry Hilton. and
Cal Luther.
• • •
fhe ineetsn,.., • •rs • lose-,4
, Ir.
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Rirthday Dinner Is
Held In jionor Of
Co/burn
Children of Mrs George Col-
burn, Mun-as Route Five met at
her home recently for A surprise
dinner to honor Mrs Colhurn on
her 70th birthday
Dinner S 35 served buffet style
The table vies covered with a lace
cloth, and had is its central ap-
p:-.intment a decorated birthdiv
take.
Those present were three sons
and their wives Lnana Calvert City.
Dr and Mrs. William J. C .1bura.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Colburn. and
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Colburrit a
am and his site from Louisville:
Mr and Mrs George Calburn
U- ree daughters and their hus-
bands. Dr., and Mrs. Arthur Bow
lea. pkinsoille. Mr ard Mrs.
Albert lialtden. Slasteld. and Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Mot: of Mur.
ray. Mrs yeruer Tyson. a daugh-
ter of Lumberton. waa unable tc
attend.
Also, recently "'es Colburn WZa
the hanoree at a fish supper given




The New Providence Horne
makers Clob met Tuesdas Mann
11. in the home of Mrs Jim All-
brnten with the piesidena Nir-r
Jure Curd: pread.ag
Mrs Virginia Matins and Mrs.
-tackle Bertram gave / veri_
amatIve lessen on Painting A
Lame ardrabe- Each member
...mg samples of material plann-
ed a basic -wardrobe- of their Ow it
A dot usaion followed of what
satrapies were • used prated:. or
I.--trrnpertyi •••
Ten members asnwerai The roll
call oy thing a household hint
Junn* A2,...z.ner. was -
.t-•-r The minutes and treasurer',
report were gr. en
Mrs Janves Puckett gave the
dev-aron
Loth member was urged bs the
prmitient tj attend the less .ns on
or,v LIU Difen....ise,4 • 'IS ht./ .an-
' oetng mallet avaitable us this area.
Delicious refreshment t were
is ned by Mrs Allbntten
.•41.-.ester. Gail. i Michael Gil-
San of Mr and Mrs.
F' :! V. est .Broadway.
Tye -eTtuble ring cereal...fly was
...-a,•tt-PRMT1114i ..;01, 14.re - zoternnon,
at two thirta fielock. in
tre sanctuary of Murray First
Cvrisinar---fesirren -̀ mr- free 'link
1 1 M Porter, pastor of the
'1 rt-0
•Yrs Cr 'm graduated trore
tagh sett- .1 Nareibers! Gelato.
n, A. Cie her ,.JPs'e rams station-.
ita 1.-‘1' Artrief:She is now
.slriait-an_LP Mureay .tate I'm
-nraity
Mr Griffin. a 1965 graduate if
M /*field High School. as /resent
at Murtay Stane---1-ni-
crs,t) 111.1".tring in pre law Ile
• •be grands,n of Mr and Mrs
Gn'f.n of Mayfie:d and
-t s•r. m.1 %tea ft,oyd Gil
rt of Murray. Keniacks
•
•
The •-ton,:e is resitting in Mar
-ay. .ntitre they are continuing
chew studies, ing plans story en Wednesday.
'au! Heise.
ts -.re Ma Warne& George . E.
n-h 1) .nalel hfield, Lean-
N..P „liner Mor can Sisk. Mar-
a Aced. and June Smith.
re. e.1111K the sh..wer a short
...Liawarlas.••• •eose•* sees ft-why-tett by.-
'ir Chariite NWTe president of
meansen's Group
I
Only the immediate ' families"!
and a few close friends attended
!the wedding and reception. which
I was held at the home of Mr. andNirs T. mm s Gaines. brother of
, the grocm. in Murray.
1 - After the reception. the coupleleft for a short honeymoon inNaaheilie. Tenn.
- - Mr-. Fit ids ita: the .,pening • • •
,..rayer. Vas. Mabry. secretary,
read the Jirnutes. and Mrs. KI.,;ip.
t. casui er. gave ner report.
Ilans vers. mode to base a
$a •..- in April with the date
., be •uouisuired later.




The •re.idartis of Miss Jud•th Ka-
thryn Howard to Edward J. Car-
esti will oe ea Sa•..idav, March
a. at tive-tharry • clock in the at-
at the First Baptist
Church 1•14.0•441 et Sundae as list-
ed in the headline we the wed&
Representatives Of
Austin School Meet
Itty,171 representatives of the A.
R. Austin Elementara School Par-
ent • Teacher Association met in
the heme iii Mrs Bill Threet. 004
Elm Street. Wednesday morning,
March 33-
The group set up guide lines
far future room represeetatives
and diecussed plans for teacher
,ppre,ase n month during April
•
Those an( meting were Mrs. Bob
t.y Wheatley. Mrs Fred Schultz.
Mrs. Jack Beale Kennedy Mrs











1 TracksaeasniaeylceietransuE. .114 dfirngfh!Chiieo:IrltelAfirlvertergi
I 50 MCPS of frock-building wow essl
r.3ve est 2-!NI Ft:213Mo! 7InklIPS!
t.e)
a • .nus on a ' -ton Fientside Job.
Ti.rrcr equipper:3 with big 8-'tot boa,
CrSs  veertline, custom comfort and
annearnrice ernapreena, chrome trot
C: pt ch•orne tr,re tomper. Also avail-
s; a: srondr,n . power steer-
ing and 3:inter Lrakest 292 Six engine
"J 4- i:vie.g transm ',von: 396 V8 and
a tfanstruSSoOn, Soft
is-iy -ease air condtonning and radio.
Sat ti - plus eaciasivs coil spring
riding smootrinens, double-strong con-
time lion and functional truck styling!
Save Ont. 2-ton Chevy-Vans!
Get rnora detivery van for the money!
See your Chevrolet dealer for special
-sate savings on a Yr-ton Chevy-Van
108 (or Chevy-Van 90). Get special
savings on a truck that Includes big
230-ette-M. Sir ongtne, chrome hub
caps, chrome7sumpers, custom equip-
ment front stabilizer bar, left and right
side Junior West Coart rnWors.
MOSS TIM two sizes MO- Of 108'
wheelbase) ... gel tough all.welded
unitized body-frame design, big 413114
cargo doors. easy-riding tapered leaf
springs ... plus Golden Anniversary
ilasongS!
see your Chevrolet dealtr lor Golden Anniversary savings now
Holcomb Chevrolet inc.
•
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• FEMININE PROTEST
1 COLOMBO, Ceylon .ilet - The
!wedding auderrty program of
bachelor Premier Dudley Sena-
! nayake crumbled Wednesday un-
der feminine pressure A series
of emergency laws put into force
three weeks ago included an or-
der restricting to 100 the num-
ber of guests at a wedding. The
premier yielded to the pretests
Or rilifria0-iiiiiided young women -11b7
-t-
Wednesday and said the limit wo- 1RAIN HELD UP
uld be increased to 250.
PLAGUE uUTBREAK -
JAKARTA ,rn - Medi( ires sup
plies by the United States vier,
rushed Friday to Bulu Kidul dis
tract where a new epidemic of
bubonic plague has killed 34 per-
sons and put another 50 in hos.
pitzls. Ind, nesian health officials
said. The new outbreak is near
Bojolali where an earlier epidemic
took PM lives.
DEATH SENTENCES
- Twit men were
sentenced to death and a third
jailed for 15 years Friday for
fatally shooting right wing news-
paper publisher Kamel Mrowa in
his office May 16, 1966_
SIHMADA, Japan .turt - All
in readiness for the inaugural
of the Clogawa Electric train I o
The trainman threw the sw
and nothing happened Inspect,.
found- that vandals had stolen 1,
Aki feet of electric cable.
- -
- T 11 E -
L Health Club
at 312 N9,4th gtreet
IS OPEN FOR THE LADIES
FROM 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS
Those interested in night hours for both men and
ladles, please calf 753-7381.
1
AN
* WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE INS EAD OF A TASK
CANNED GOODS *
DEL MONTE - = 21 Can
Peaches 3 cans $1
RH HI.LIE1
Tomato Aspic 35c
GLEN VALLEY - 303 Can
Peas 2 for 35c
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN - = 303 ('an
Green Beans 10c
•SH'S 11.4VA:OAN - 303 Can
Kraut 22c
• AMVAICAN BEAUTY - 303 Can
Corn . 2 for 39c
DF,CICS - 303 Can
1
1 Tomatoes
DEL MONTE - Flat Can
1 TUNA - - -3
^ 
- • _




PIE FILLING _ 49°
JIFIY 2 BOXES




Chuck Roast lb. 49c




SIRLOIN TIP or RUMP
Roast lb. 89c
FRESH SLICED
Side Pork lb. 39c
SLIM), DERINED
Smoked Jowl lb. 29c
REELFOOT SLICED





6rucE =____.=__ lb. 40
OMONS____ IOr
RADISHES - 2.k..153








SHEDD'S - 3 Pounds
Dos, 89c
P'NUT BUTT 5119
TOM SCOTT - -13 mt.
MIXED NUTS 69°
Flavor-Kist - I i lbs.
JUMBO CREMES . _ _ _ 43e
Doe
DOG FOOD _ _ 3 cans 29e
Cat Life
CAT FOOD _ _ _ 3 cans 35°
sunshine - 12-os.
VANILLA WAFERS _ 39.
•
sTuDiviits RALLY
MADRID epit - Militant Ma-
Arid Unisersity students held an
anti-Vietnam War rally Friday
then stoned police who came to
break it up. A dozen students were
arrested but police did nut enter,
a university building where the























































had an iestantancous forett fife
going", Cdr. Fred 11. Whittemore.
38, of Carson City, Nev., said
One of the trucks, apparently
a tanker, exploded with a fire-
ball 200 feet wide and sent a h4e
cloud of smoke 5,000 feet
the pilots said.
• Air Force MO. Charles W. hit-
Clarren. 37, of Spender. Ind., said
be was "absoluthly astounded at
the number of vehicles and the
way they were sitting out in the
open."
The U.S. command announced
five major U.S. military operat-
ions that so far have accounted
for 799 Communists killed. They
said some of the campaigns be-
gan early in January.
Total American casualties in all
of the operations, the ipokesmen
said. were 97 men killed and 997
wounded.
The largest was Operation
Clain which they said began Jan.
20 in the Central Highlands north-
east of Phan Thiet and accounted
for 475 of the Communist dead.
Others were centered in tbe
• 
northern provinces and in the Sai-
gon area, they said.
In the fighting west of Saigon
today, Allied troops reported at






George E. Kelly, president,
American Forest Products Indus-
tries, Washington. D. C., has an-
nounced that T.rooh 45 of Mur-
ray, Kentucky. is one of the youth
groups in the cation who will re-
ceive the 1987 Conservation A-
ward of Merit. This award is gi-
ven in recognition of Troop 45's
outstanding contribution to their
community and country in the
Wise use of our natural resources.
Donald Burchfield, Scoutmast-
er of Troop 45, was also given
special commendation for his au•
perior work mg conservation ed-
ucation. It has been through his
leadership and guidance that
Troop 45 has suceescfull accom-





Final rites for J. C. Phillips.
formerly of Murray, were held
this morning at 11 o'clock at the
Ted Sullivan Funeral Home in
Detroit, Mich. Burial was in a
cemetery there.
Phillips was the son of the late
Toy Phillips of South 16th Street,
Murray. He is survived by his
stepmother. Mrs. Toy Phillips of
Murray. his wife. Delores and four
children of Detroit; Mich., one
daughter, Melody Ann Phillips of
Murray. one sister. Mrs. Lathe
Kenney. and one brothel., Brent
Phillips, both of Detroit, Mich.
Reports are that Phillips, age
52, was killed in Detroit on Mon-
day.
THI.TRBDAi - IM3ARCH 21, 19811
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Funeral Held To(lay
For Mr. Cunningham
Funeral services for W. L. Cun-
ningham. age 75, are being. held
today at two P.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Johnson Easley
officiating
Pallbearers are Taylor Gooch,
Hobert Cunningham, Lethal"
Gooch, Cleon Cuninfigham. J. B.
Wilson, and Bennie Geurin. In-
terment will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Cunningham, 212 South 11th
Street, died Tuesday at the Vet-
erans Hospital, Nashville, Tem.
Survivors are his wife, Mn.
Ethel Wrye Cunningham, daugh-
ter, Mrs. Wally (Sue) Hanson, son.
Hurd Cunningham, two brothers.
Claude and Clarence Cunningham,
nine grandchildren, and one great
grandchild.
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home is in charge of the arrange-
ments.
U.S. WAR DEATHS..
(Continued From Page One)
ing into the Ho Chi Minh trail
the pilots said their bombs set
off a series of fires and " Texas Gas Authorized Toplosions from ammunition in the
"Right after our bombs hit we Expand Delivery System
convoy. 
Harlan Lawrence, a Calloway County farmer in the Hazel
Community, reviews plans for enrolling In the 1968 Feed Grain
Program. J. H. Perkins, contact clerk in Calloway County Office,
is preparing the application to participate In the program. Connie
Warren, to the left in the picture, a farmer in the Coldwater Com-
munity, has just cornpfieted his plans to participate and has sign-
ed an application. Arthur Vinson and Malvin Farris are in the
background of picture.
As of February 29, 711e farmers had enrolled in the program.
These farmers agreed to divert 144504 acres from corn to soil con-
serving crops. Lest year for this same period of time 852 farmers
had filed intentions to divert 13,261 acres from corn to soil con-
serving crops.
The signup period enakeMarch 15, 1968. Farmers interested
In, participating in the RTORMIA should contact the Calloway ASCS.
County Office before the final date.
OWENSBORO. Ky. - Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation and- two
other major natural gas conipan-
ies have received Federal Power.
Commission authorization for
$90 million prograin that will ,
!make poasible delivery of ilarge.
isew supplies of natural gas ma
Ohio, West Virginia and Pelmsyl-,
vania.
Texas Gas was authorized tia
conduct a three-phase $35,6 mil-
, lion expansion and to sell 300 mil-
, ti
n ciabic feet of natural gm daily .
..Consolidated Gas Supply Cpr-
p ration At the same time. Con.





LOUISVILLE. Ky. (WE - State
champion Glosgow's J(Arry . Dunn
was selected Player ol t4 Year
and heads the 1967-68 All-State
high school hasketball teem an-
nounced today by United Press
International
Named Coach of the Year by
sportswriters from thneughout
, Kentucky was Jim Richards, who
coached the Scotties to a 32-2
season and their first state title
last Saturday night.
Also named to the first team
were 6-3 senior guard Terry Da-
vis of Shelby County. 6-3 senior ,
guard Henry Bacon of Male. 6-8
senior fore-it'd Randy Noll of Cov-
ington Catholic and 6-4 • senior,
forward Ron Thomas of Thomas
Jefferson.
Second team selections were'
guards. Bill Burton of Pleasure
Ridge P,erk and Larry Ward of
Glasgow, forward Roy Simpson of
Seneca and George Crowe .of Ow-
ensboro and center Gary Waddell
of Lafayette.
Dunn. a 6-4 senior renter, led
Glasgow with a 24-point scoring
average and made 33 points in
the final 77-68 victoty over Sen-
eca, including 18 paints in the
final quarter to snuff out a Red- ,
skin rally.
Western Kentucky University
coach Johnny Oldham. who hopes
to land the Ganaliel native, called
Dunn, "a real good pressure ball
player."
Davis. who scored 65 points
in two games during the state
tourney, averaged 38.8 points a
game during the regular season.
Bacon, Male's mainstay the past
two seasons, is not only a fine
shooter, hitting for. a 15.7 aver-
age, but is able to tingle with the
big men up front and averaged
13 rebounds a gall* to. lead the
• Bulldogs to a 23-5. season.
Noll, rated as ahout the best
big man even before the season,
proved it by leading Covington
Catholic with a 207 seoring ay.
crags.
Thomas paced Thomas Jefferson
to a 21-6 record and 6th Reeio0
gtle lie averaged 18 points and
10. rebounds game
Richards has never had a los-
hie season at Glasgow arid for
eight years of coaching his win
percentage is .776.
' h., • : • •
Aalke• *006Oldham said the iitsci to Rich-
$37.5 frAition of facilities to con-
nect with the Texas Gas System
in Ohio through which to receive
the gas: and United Gas Pipe
ldne Company was given approv
al for $16.6 'million of new facili
ties through which to deliver ak
million cubic feet of gas daily to
Texas Gas.
The sale ,to Conseluded • is the
largest saigle new sale for which
Texas Gas has contracted in more
than 15 years.
Start of service by Texas Ginto Consolidated. and by United to
Texas Gas, is to be made on No-
vember 1. 1968. The Consolidated
Natural Gas Company system, in
which Consolidated Gas Cupply
Corporation is a transmission sub- ,
sidiary, is the prime supplier of'
natural gas to approximately 900
communities in Ohio, West Virgin-
ia and Pennsylvania.
Texas Gas now transports 106
million cubic feet of gas a day for
Consolidated This transportation
service will be converted to a sale
over a three-year period. Texas
Gas will make sale to Considat-
ed of an addition 200 million
cubic feet of gas daily in annual
increments until the full sale vol.
ume of 300 million cubic feet!
daily is reached November I, 1970. i
Gas reserves that are now dedicat-
ed to Consolidated for the trans-
portation service rendered by
Texas Gas are to be acquired by
Texas Gas.
Facilities that are to be con-
structed by Texas Gas to render
the full daily sale of 300 million
cubic feet of gas include 90 miles
of pipeline in 30-and 36-inch
diameters and addition of 118.000
compressor horsephower at exist-
ing stations. Texas Gas will, this
year, in order to render the firgt
year's service, build approximate-
ly 33 miles of the 30-inch pipeline
in Louisiana, Kentucky and Its
diaea. and approaamstely 20
of the 36-inch pipeline in Louie-
iana, Mississippi and Tennessei.
The Company also will install 71,-
000 of the compressor horsepower,
Including five 12.000-horsepower
gas turbine compressors and two
6,000 horsepower reciprocating
compressors The turbine com-
pressor installations will be made
at the Company's Bastrop, Louis
lane, Clarksdale, Mississippi, Cov-
ington. Tennessee. Slaughters,
Kentucky, and Hardinsburg. Ken-
tucky compressor stations, and the
two 6.000-horsepower reciprocat-
ing engines will be installed at
its Dillsboro, Indiana, station. Cost
of these facilities will tie approx
imately $21 million.
OR. EDDLFMAN . . .
(Continued 1-rem Page One)
conducted at 10:45 am and S
o'clock in the evening. Week-day
' services. will be held at 7.00 a.zp.
land 7:30 p m. The public is Cora-1 ially invited.
LAUNCHING. SCHEDULED
NAGASAKI. Japan CPI - A
$20 million 'supermarket built hy'
the Mitsubishi Company for Na-tional Bulk Carriers, Inc., of New
York will he launched Wednes-
day. The ship is described as the
world's largest tanker.
CELE BR ATES MASS
the neivi-r methods f basketball. (VATICAN CITY 011' - Pope I
"His team •denionttradki, ell of
His ''cressure defen* is, the. key Paul VI Thesday celebrated a mass .
to his offense Hill tehrn lied quick- in to .St. Peter's Basilica mark the
nets and he utilized at to' the max- feast day of St. Joseph, a nation-
imum," Oldham explained, al holiday - in. Italy.
•
FlodiSpeciat
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CHOICE, GRAIN-FED - Cut Any Thickness
SIRLOIN STEAK lb. 89c Wieners3W





I REEUXOOT - 1-Lb. Ciirion
49 PURE LARD - - -19(t
Braise - boil or Bar?B-Q
Short Ribs OF Beef 393
Fresh Ground
HAMBURGER 391






Ballard ati Pillsbury - 8-oz.
BISCUITS





















FISH STEAKS 2-1b. pkg. 89'
Frosty Acres - 16-oz.
PIZZA (Sausage and Pepperoni) /594
Morton - 114 lbs.
FRUIT PIES (Peach and Apple) 3 for 89'
Garden Delight - 2-lb. bag
FRENCH FRIES ,25'
Frosty Acres - S-ot. pkg.
BROCCOLI SPEARS 2 pkgs. 39'
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
MIXED VEGETABLES 2 pkgs. 39'





Flavor-Kart Jumbo.CREME COOKIES  39.
Heavy Duty - 18" roll
REYNOLDS .WRAP 59t
Blo Brother - 46-oz
TOMATO JUICE __ 3 cans 98.
Good 'N Rich
Cake Mix 8r Frosting
, 3 boxes 29'
Chef's Delight - 2-1b. boxCRIIESE SPItfAD  '  59*
Big Bro. - Plain or 41f-RisItng
FLOGS --- 25- lbs. Stilt'
Request
JACK MACKEREL__2 cans 39e








RAVISHES  bag 5'
Fancy Large
CELERY  
V PI- of - -3 for 29'
stalk '15'
Washed, Red
POTATOES 20A. bag' 49'
FISHER - 13 Ounces
Mixed Nuts
790 .





OPEN EVENINGS TILL'S P.M. * We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
TOPS - TWIN PACK
Potato Chips
39c
)IXIE BELLE - 1-Lb. Box
YOE STACKID
MISS GEORGIA YELLOW
















IUZ LEU-GLO & TIMLS
FATAL RU BEUEVED STARTED BY SLEEPING SMOICER--Whil• a fireman digs 
through debrla
(right) cf a rooming house in which eight persona wished in • !Ire in Houston. Tex.,
David Thraillc01,, flfa fumbles with his cigarette lighter (left). Be was a temporary land-.
lord and apparently fell asleep while smoking.
—
Snne to Break Up
Cozy Foursome
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: To get right to
the point. I am in love with my
best friend's husband_ I'll call him
"R." He loves me. too, but be also
thinks the world of his wife and
children.
I have a wonderful husband
and I could never hurt him. We
also have children. I know that
all "R" and I can ever hope for
are a few stolen hours of hap-
piness together, but that's better
than nothing
We' know our love is wrong
.7,ncl we have tried staying away
from each other, but we can't
for long. "R" and my husband
are very good friends. and "H's"
wife is my best friend, so we four
are always together. Our love is
growing stronger all the time and
it is making a nervous wreck out
of me. But how can we stop!
WAUKEGAN
DEFENSE TALKS
KUALA KUMPUR, Malaysia CPT
4—Deputy Prune Minister Tun Ab-
dul Razak said Wednesday that
Britain, Australia. New Zealand,
Sialaysia and Singapore have a-
greed to attend defense talks in
Ruala Lumpur, probabls the last
week of May.
MINE EXPLOSION
IFRUSALEM itrt — A taxi
struck a mine near Beer On set-
tlement. injuring three Israeli civ-
ilians, the government said Fri-
day. Police said they traced foot-
steps from where the mine was
planted to the Jordanian border.
Preaching Mission
Flyst Christian Church
MARCH 17 TO 22
"The Church Christ Wants and We Need"
Tonight, March 21, at 7:30 . . .
'THE BIBLE A BOON OF FAITH'
Missioner  John Park Winkler
of Memphis







Now Concord Rd Electric Phone 753-3175
peinvtte the home lovers of America




al your c*,o•ce Way out treed in Ather-li
Pai's bockyer0 No other trector works






IN FEATURES, IN VALUE;
IN PERFORMANCE, IN CHOICE4





Census — Adults  98
Census — Nursery 4
Admissions, March IS, 1961
Mrs. Charlene Holsapple. Box
63. Hazel: Homer Wicker. 1110
Poplar. Murray: Mrs Sherry L.
Brodsky, Dill Tn. Crt.. Murray:
Mrs. Zelma Brown, 30'7 North 5th
Street. Murray: Alvie Fareas. Rt.
I. Murray: B. H. Elkins. Route 6.
Murray: Charlie. Bennett. Almo:
Mrs. Beulah Erwin. 1003 Vine.;
Murray: Mrs. Thelma Bailey. 313
North Cherry, Murray: James H
Cassity, Route I. Almo: Mrs. Ruth
McClain, 414 North 5th Street
Murray; Mrs_ Carolyn Phillips.
Route 4. Benton: Mrs. Bertha
Young. Hamlin: Chester Myers.
Route 1. Lynn Grove. Mrs. Loyola
Wyatt. 605 Sycamore. Murray
Mrs_ Vonell Burton. 502 South
13th Street. Mursery: Harold Shoe
maker Route 3 Murray: Mrs Ve-
ra Outland. Route 6. Murray: Mrs.
Lynda Overholts. Milan. Tenn.:
Mrs Carolyn Thornton. 506 So
8th Street Murray: Mrs. Mary
Hughes. Route 2, Farmington:
Mrs Ruth Garland and baby girl.
1003 Park Lane, Murray; Mrs
Brenda Outland. Almo.
Diwninals
Bertha Jones. Hartlm; Miss
Bonnie Smith. Route 3. Murray:
Lowell Key. Route 4. Murray: Mrs.
Neva Jones. Route 2. Murray: Li}
lie Walker. Route 2. Murray; Pat
Falwell. Route 6. Murray; Mrs.
Viola Falwell. Route 6. Murray:
NtYrta Wetls. Route 2. Hazel; Av-
ery E. Hargrove. Route 1, Mur-
ray: Mrs Grace E McClain, 1603
-W Olive Street. Murray; Mrs.
Shirley Walston and baby boy,
1007 Payne. Milrrav. Joanne New-
comer. Ordway Hall MSU, Mur
,ray. Master Shawn Andrew Coop-








some. Your family or R's will
have to move out of town. And
the sooner the better And thia
farther, the healthier.
• •
DEAR ABBY: Why is it thae
when folks ask a clergyman to
officiate at a wedding, or a fun-
eral, or any other occasion where
the services of a clergyman are
required. they tell him to please
make it "short and sweet"
Most folks are in such a big
hurry nowadays they don't even
want to take time to make a
ceremony official.
IRKED IN ITHACA
DEAR IRKED: If you hays ever
been victimized by • clergyman
who took advantage of a captive
audi•nce while performing a
s•rvicii," you wouldn't have ask-
std that question. If you haven't,
mere lucky.
WAUKEGAN: You will - • • •
have to break up the foursome DEAR ABBY: Please don't ad-
before you can break up the two. vise me to ask the man down at
MANILA ces — The Philippine
House of Representatives has vot-
ed to limit the operations of night
clubs, cocktail lounges, cabarets
and private clubs to 12 hours a
day, from noon until midnight.
Some bars now remain open un-















Plus most forms that are








the bank because he'll probably
think this is a very dumb quest-
ion for a grown woman to ask:
After being a widow for one
year I married again. My first
husband handled all the finances
and I never wrote a check out in
my life. (I didn't even know how.)
My lawyer wanted to make sure
nobody took advantage of me (not
even my new husband), so he
suggested we get a JOINT CHECK-
ING account, which we did.
My question is. does a cheek
have to have BOTH signatures
on it to be good' All the money
is mine, so why should I have to
chase all over v....4n to find my
husband and get HIS signature
on a check . if I want to draw
some money out of our account?
On the other hand, if only one
signature is necessary, that means
my husband could go ahead and
draw out any amount he wants
without MY signature. So where
does the protection for rise come
in' Thank you. BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: No quas-
tion is "dumb." Certainly not this
one. In the case of a JOINT
CHECKING ACCOUNT, only one
signature is rwcassary. However,
in special caws, if •rrangiamonts






• Automatic Fine Tuning
• Automatic Flesh Tone Stabilizer
• Precision Etched Circuitry
• Big ... 18 inch Diagonal
Picture Size
BUY NOW!

























Inspect s will carry a pocket-
ed 'devite which sounds an a-
larm when it is brought to with-
in SO feet of a color TV set. The
government said many Japanese
try to avoid the $1.29 monthly fee
NIV--4.1er
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Jordan, in the Arabic language.
is Al Hamlakah Al Urdunniyah Al
Hashimayah.
—
that dtH fillatuft OS roe* ie;4- tt !MIMI !- •
wry, your husband's signature!
TOKyQ ;se televisionwill not be valid wtthosit yours.
licensing fee inspectors of JapanSince all the money is yours and
today were equipped with a wea-
you want "protection" why not ask
your banker IQ honor YOUR she* tome! b
pion in their war against the house.
hideshis color TV
nature Oil • theck, but not your
husband's unless yours accompata•
les his?
•
Everybody has a problom.
What's yours? For a personal re-
, ply write to Abby, Box 69700, LOS
Angeles, Cal., 90069 and enclose
a stamped, self-addressed •nim-
lope.
• • •
FOR AlilsY'S NEW BOOKLET
"WHAT TEEN-AGERS WANT '10
KNOW," SEND $I 00 TO ABM.




ONLY * MORE. titlis to save
during Magnavox Annual Sale
at Leach's Music and TV In
-.-•xliriand Centesr.
• BIG SCREEN Eli !
• "INSTA-VIEW"... picture and sound are almost
immediate.
• Big-screen viewing pleasure (makes every seat
front row center). 22' Diagonal Picture Size,.
282 sq. inches.
• Illuminated channel window. . . big easy-to-see
numbers.
• Roll-a-round stand at no extra cost.
• All 82-channel reception.
• coAuntoxL astomatic brightno 
$17995
A334
Vie Banbury-. STEREO CONSOLE
Big 6-Speaker System—For Great Stereo Sounds
• AM,firM /FM STEREO Tuner
• Jam-Proof Automatic 4-Speed Changtr
• Man-Made' Diamond Stylus



































Both men naci shifted ever su
.ghtly when Dan tiad stepped
thieugh the door The dcaier
had braced minister so as to be
ready to seek safety. Sand and
Marko had been expecting
someone Expecting trouble.
Dan watched their reflections
in the hack bar mirror. They
lind lost interest in him. That
satisfied him that Gid Meeks.,
like his companion, did not
know that he had been the
marshal of wild Yellow Lance..
Who were they expect ing ?
0.4.h suddenly tad tire probable
answer Alex Einm ens' Some-
how. that -Salted turn. lie fin-
label his beer. tossed a win on
ss rig nouer named the Big the bat and said. ,"That'll hold
c . Whole herds Were me for a little while."
••••!•;-r than its esimpetitore.
Hurl in maid the thought of
t. see clips in a modeet-lirnit
---Fradde 111- eRter---
le '1W111 the evetleig








1 ssrAT1 a plaid bow
tit
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CLASSIFIED ADS GET 11E31111
H RE BU Re swot,
•; Services Drente
--------- - -
CONTACT KENT WRIGHT for






Reasonable and reliable. l' hone
753:7271. April-11-NC
- - -
)'OR INCOMEINCOME TAX service, are




HORSE TRAINING, horses for
sale, quarter horses and saddle
horses. riding lessons, 'and an
English &Ache for sale at' Golden
Five Stables. Gall 753-1348.
ELIXTROLUX SALES & Service.
flax 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sand-
s , -rs Phone ;823176, Lynnville, K.
April-11-C
GUITAR LESSONS
lat.giniong Chusses are be-
ing organized N OW. Ask
I about out easy
; GUITAR RENTAL PLAN
GUltar PliYuip- is Fun! •
Join your Mends in a
I **group"!





-ill last.. rit. masts( site
,t ranch Newman At'.
,Wn rime. hie
sets •Itefteteill
An s • .1.spenuad by
• r Over rot trawowe
fo.ind that she. IA-
. i.t., woe in ttfoittlie,
, • rad . 
•
.ti ,rwise An militia-
.•i. as--f-en hy. . 4.
_.4.1,11 •• 41 111." to
Meat Kate Royal add stitra lie weer-
heard pnoler r,t) artisan-
rdean betWeen A. I v., woman Ship
Sand, re,•-wanire.1 ::r it, a pro-








friends, and relatives for their
753-2467 aftr 5 p. in., or see at CRUSHED STONE for your drive- many acts of kindness and sym-
WANTED SOY , the 011ie Brown farm. M-21 C ways and septic tanks. Also - nva-
- - - - sooary siaid. Quality service guar-
1 .14' FIBERGLASS Spec-die.- B"at- anteed. Call 753-3429 after 4 p. rn
; WANTED: Girls--or boys-26i' bIcy--,-.11.-1/._4 mei, nry in d-c -3t227C-
cle in good condition. Phone 753- skiis,' new battery. Call 762 4412
j. 1567 CHEVEELE SS, 396, 4 speed.,
power steering, tape player, taeh.,
factory _warranty. Call 738-300.
M-26-C
• ;
HONDA CB 160. excellent condi-
Lion. One owner. Call 436-5333. or ;
inquire' at State Farm Insurance,-
' 31-22-P
3609 after 4:30 p. n. M-23-C Excellent .condition.
The Guns of Jun day
Cliff Farrell's new Western thriller
- Profs WY lusrt.l, day k CO novel: Cu:might e) 
vier, by
Cliff farnee Distributed by King Feat Synai Ate. IC,
•
the rear The small windows. ot, t
high In the wees were '
t •
A iut by dust) snadca
- •. 1-111e.... Of- - finally arose
rhair in fiont of
t tioUtte and strolled
the street 'leading for a
41y-Aw 4n M.141- Gilts Steady to Wear, Sows, STea-
room suite, lamps, end tables, des- d
CULTURAL EXCHANGE
I ROME irts - A Soviet culturaldelegation headed by Nikolai
Lunkov, director general of cult-
ural relations at the Foreign Min-
istry, arrived in Rome Wednesday
from Moscow several days Of talks
with -Italian officials regarding
cultural exchanges between the
two countries.
PAGE SEVEN
stem is scheduled for November
on the Woomera range in Austral-
ia. Britain, France, West Germany




Mit - West Germany' Wednesday
successfully test-fired ' the third
stage of the European carrier roc-
ket Europa I. A spokesman said
all three engines function well.
He said the first complete test
flight of the wIfide Europe I sy-
eon's bench, den set, also tele- US 1-2 - 200-230 lbs $13.75-19.00:
%JOAO. two baby heda, bedroom US 1-3 - 190-230 lbs 518.00-18.75; ,
suite, dressers, plain:Tim and re- US 1-3 - 230,250 lbs $17.50-18.00: 1
.cliner rockers. 9' x 12' nylon rug. US 2-3 - 240.280 lbsS16.75-17.50;
twin beds, four chest of drawers, SOWS:  
refrigerator, hot plate, two milk US 1-2 - 270-350 lbs $15.50-16.50:
cans, iimilee"s dishes- Above is US 1-3 - 300450 lbs $14.50-15.50:
a partial list. Nulnerous other it- US 2-3 400-650 lbs $14.00-1500.
ems for sale including house and
lot set up for living quarters plus
income of over $200 per month. I CARD OF THANKS
iaferinafferds' on financing at auc-
Don.- a y ne Wilson. auctioneer,
or ---
' Words cannot express our thanks
and appreciation to our neighbors,
WANTED TO RENT
WANTEb to rent a 2-bectrount
house in city or reasonably close
in. Call 753-2549. M-21-P
WANTED
- - -  - - -
IXCEIJF.NT EARNINGS - thc
Avon way! Territories available in
the Dexter area--aiso Coldwater
and Hazel Ilighvvay. Write: Mrs.
WANTED: Small furnished house Evelyn L. Brown, Avan Mgr.,
or apartment, with private en- Shady Grove Rd., Mari IL Ky
trance. Call 753-3020, Ext. 218. 42.004 April-1-C
M-23-C - -  -
- 
, LOCAL CONTRACTOR has open
....._ -- ing for an eiiperienced painter
FOR RENT %%, orkman's compensation, unem•
---- -----: eloYMent Insurance and paid vs , tabies. All in exeenent like nevt dition. Clean, low mileage. alust cow and calf pairs 5170.00-241.00.
Two BEDROOM HOUSE, 107 S. cation. Goy .d pay and steady woris. • conditien. Cat! 753-8294. -M-214., sell. Cail - 762-3892. M In •C I
9th Street. Only $75.00 a month. For further information call 753 . ---- - - ---------- --- ---- ----';
Call 753-3523 or 753-3084. M-21-C 1 5287' Hog MarketM-26-NC , A NEW 10' A 51' all electric trail-; AUCTION: Saturday, Mart-h 23. -
• MALE HELP WANTED: Apply in Cr, large lot, Pan:Anima Shores.' at one p. us., at J. D. Grogan4-BEDROOM 110USE with wall- • '' '• - • ' - •
person at Murray Hume kg Autt,. , Call 7_53-44d1-
M-22-G , - 
M-2I-C place, 1505 Sycamore. In event of
to-wall carpet. Will rent to chil-
dren. Phone 753-7573. 1TC ' 




steady to strong. al•
COWS: Utility $17.75-19.25; Cut-
ter $18.00-17.80; Canner $14.00-
16.00.
BULLS: Utility to Good over 1200
lbs 521.50-22.50; Cutter and light
weights 520.00-21.25.
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Choice
350-500 lbs. $24.00-26.75: Go od
$22.00-23.75; Standard $20.00•22.-
0(1: Chuice Vealers S36A10,41.25;
Good $31.00-35.00: Standard $25.-
ou sOcer.
FEEDERS: Choice 550-750 lb
steers 524.00-26.80: Mixed Good
•aid Choice S23.50-25.75:: Good
$22.00-23.50: Standard $20.00-21.-
5: Choice 500-800• lb heifers $22.-
50-23.50; Good $21.00-23.00; Stan-
dard $20 00-2200: Choice 350-450
lb steer calves $27.00-31.00; Mix-
, ed Good and Choice $24.00-28.00;
Good 523.00-24.75; Choice 350-450
lbs heifers 523.50-25.90; Good
522.00-24.00; Standard S21.00-23.00.
STOCK COWS: Goad and Choice
' 10' ALUMLNUM BOAT 5
LADY FAMILIAR with Murray, 
tiquea-rocker, bureau, washstand,, !..' I . vice, March 21. 1968 Kentucky
2-BEDROOM TRAILEIL not in Johnson motor, an' th.,ee clock, churns, dinner kettle. wash Purchase Area Hog Market Reportto serve as welcome hostess. The
f l
s established. Sales program i
kettle, ;coot stools, mirror andtrailer park. Call 489-3623, M-23-C ox:es. Call 436-247I. Includes 9 Buying Stations.
• 
frame, picture frame.- Modern and Receipts 636 Head, Barrows and
TWO-BEDROOM furnished -apart- ability Preferred. ,  Must  
joive_oar_
ment, nice location. Call 753-3143.
M-23-P
UNFULNISHED Two-room apart-
ment. Downstairs private entrance,
phone, lights and water furnish-
ed. Lady preferred. Only 625.00.
202 Poplar. Call 753-6173. M-23-0
-
FEMALE NEVI W ANTIC
SOMEONE TO HELP with house-
work every Thursday moroing.
available. Send resume to Mrs
Lame Jurney, I664 Ryan Ave..
Murray, Ky. M-22-C
•
A GRADUATE. Licensed practical
nurse. Apply Westview Nursing
Home, or call 753-1304. M-23-C
FOR SALE
_
CLEAN RUGS. like new, so easy
so easy to do vvith Blue Lustre ,
Rent eleottic shampaoer $1. Ilugh
es l'aint Store M-23 C
CLOTHING SALE, Friday night
and Saturday: Girls sizes 2 to 4,
te and up. Mens.suits. all sizes.
$3.00 and up. Girls clothing 7 end
up. 25r and up. Ladies siies 12
and 14, 25c and up. Boys sizes
5 through 8. At 1112 Olive Street.
Call 753-7962. M 22-C
_
ELECTRIC COOK STOVE and kit
ehen cabinet. Call 489-3572.
M-22-1'
103' x 150' _LOT in' Kiegsvv-000
. - S inii C 753 4516 u v on. a alter
Must furnish own transportation. LIKE NEW Case 430 tractor:- with 
• '
lie walked out of the place
A.id pet da time to see Ale
Emmons emerging from Meg-
User house down the street. tlEi
hurich had been eget. Emmons
was erthed now Ile was carry,
mg a six-ehooter in a much
used leather he!ster The Ann
A..14,the eugnint-1,.tIttire. Inexpete
pist e it.
CAirti But be t.
kill seinen U you a.. g t.,..
hard.
Alex Emmons at .
blindly. He teade a reflex nio
Bon toward his suc-shooter
which failed. plus Magid into
before he went down, and
backed into the doorway With
his buelen wigging in his arms.
He peered nut. With one ex-
ception. his intereference In Em-
mons" purrs se had escaped no- ---
nee A (mime loomed at Amami'
length.
-Odn't you dar211fiee!" .1
lemir.ine voice
got a pistol, arselT11 ahoet if rut
try j..) kitliIrn "
Owe-Wale Kate f1.711,
beeh fool!" Dan snorted.
sn't hurt! He's only
out. Ge in here off the 5r.)1).•-
o cal
friend here will -be- almost n
goal as new in about ten min
mist •
Kate Royal mover' Moro:
-pectietf at Dan's fnce• in tit
et.liett  • Qh!" thc
She sceneed %hocked into talree,carry with lora on Ihe range
1139i:h1.11' ly Ei invair ha.1 hroug nt
this gut. with hint in saddle
pouch to fall hack on In ease of
need. . •
• as melted irttit th-.. shelter of
J" • ' .1-3 !Wt. CAT i 1111 bad a dark recessed dormice), in a
t. lace wisc , *rue, afore !Alibiing neat to the isa•
I •.VI, !tittle 4111,111 for loon. Kimmins Crossed the
I M.:a Ar eel white ,ereet heisiong directly foe the
•-t•sesed telt wirtaklea Irons ruig Chance Striding to his
'r.tsioe i. tee line of the jaw doe h I /riven by pride. Bent on
.•, hart never before set eyes asalsula tip fur. hi a humiliatipn in
(loon Waren. but the tooth- the presence of Kate Royal.
peat nore enough.Emmons was not aware Dan
• twee etuirapteriarica bad been stood in the dark doorway. He
iescritied to him ;Lid its other had eykaaady for the lighted en.
saw off.eers by word of mouth trance to the B;g Chance. In the
ono. at titnea on lists of wanted gem of that light Dan could see
snen. the bloodless set of Emmens'
The •-otheir.....tuaineat....Lba table setae..
' 'el-, the heavy:shouldered Shop
s del Dan recallnd that the tn-
... • • illation taw officers passed
mierig ia each other had men-
:. tried that Gtid Marko and Shep
Sand laeltailly operated tegether.
The presence of the pair at
Mririte table nprieently had
cut 4 damper on business, for












ONE ELECT1FC range $20.00, six
chair dinettia. suite. $10.00; lidA U)
television. 25" screen, $10.00 los
• Phone 753-7221. M-22-P
- _
y2 BLACK TOY Poodles. female,
• 8 weeks old. Also grown male
Dachshund. Call 753-2620. M 23-C ,
SIAMESE KITTENS, $15.00. Seal LLI
blue, and lilac point in this litter. Dia
Chocolate point available soon.
Mrs. Seale, 753-7770. M-23-C
for nesisece
FooLeteps wet •-•
on the aid( wad: !Air
die dOcfrile-ay 1,1 efte .15 .ttz
1)a). and the at ;mit: tt.
il"1,1 Two men Waiscrs
smoking, and falerl ece
hat the door .w113 orrni; .
' "Why del yell hit turn:- the
asked.
"I wish I 'mew." Dan sitttrted
was going Oct', Dee -sa-
loon to St art trouble we •; n
man," slie.sald. "You knew thit
didn't .31/1.1?"
"Lady, do you try to ma,.
everybody's mine ?"
-"But, I don't understand Wh%
4141 you- ?"
••{AN.,_ lopta'Ak asak. I iv4/ A "ton 
,rwa-WoWrig. We WIN,' get
him ,iway'diellt here"
• "I've got a cart t I).
peihe wheeered. It'll'." I,
He stepped silently from the rd•n'!„1-e or rw° Pr"'
doorway. a stride back of_ 411-1111k 113,1 that ',pure is
EMTIVIIIK and drove his 1-•]c eeeei hire In obody se,e. vi
WM. are -eul"fist to the side ot the neck tie -
(Pin ordered a glass of beer low the.ear It was a bltito. tha` 
enWpay leAsaaic
• 1 bar, and stood, there, sip- had Non tntight him 'by W - itt Dan se'd
g it fle had even aware of Earp,pwho 640... won (^ea: :um a r''',','"
•eny Shep Sand end Gel law man in I) Age (d.) and ..PT- l'Att eldP""1 -101
ssat reactod when he had en- Ttenhatone. Their path, . nail • P 11 !•?1, s s New , wIll von Pleas
ee. They were -.Ming so that hripporied• to croari %ow l ,
et raced the front door and had bete a entitle, sage' drinity -111 
iierrye she Kieft an,.
..isitke the only Miler entrance in Cheyenne 
14.1o,11`
4: Mtn at -the Ririe and In . "Better to beet eat than atti.ot To Et, Csr,itontual
rrom the tembleisav • 0o. newel. Cupyrisot 0 on warreli. Cseldhutel Ply King Features thadirete
might be, the last moments of kiln,' ‘Ott, 1 storp.4 him Ju.;
his Ufa a teinvo maybe. I °tight tis
What Dan did then ...ea the know bettcr. Ted we can't' See.
tast thing in the world he had in
mind. Something drove him to
intervene in an affair in which
lie had no stakcs•-.
TWO-PIECE living room suite
6100.00. Chrome dinette set, $25.
Phone 753-7241. • • M-23-C
USED SINGER Seizing Machine,
zig-zag, all regular attachments.
Sews perfect and fully euaran-
teed. Full cash price $29.50. Pay-
ments can be arranged. Write giv-
ing phone number to Martha Hop-
per, General Delivery, Murray. Ky.
M-27-P








illirizt,' wa.L.,..:,-: LC 57
4_ . OF 'ME 61-A•-,/.:
-
( -.•0.-77c. • s
pathy -extended to us during the
..l gassing of our dear loved one, ,
Cecil K. Warren.-  We ward.: to sayoo
thanks to Dr. Hugh Houston, the
_ speaker, Rev. R. J. Burpoe and •
Rev. Eura Mathis. Those who sent
food and the beautiful flowers.
and the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
' -May God•bless each and every-
one is our prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. W. - E. Wat4n
1TP
.-




THA-7 KITE --- I WANT




M.iteN Bass Guitar Am
plifier, 4 12-inek speakers, $169-04.,
Call 753-4609 after 10 p.- m..
M-21-P
A HOUSEFUL ot furniture, Frew
Provincial living nAim suite, -
bedroom suits,' one real nice Philo)
ate:et', Magic Clef etectric rangc.
Vkestiniaiuuse frost-free refriger-
ator, den suite, a dinette set, - So•
of American Peoples eneyeloped-
ia, I.1 0 volume; 2 marble top erul
01)
com
PECKY SCRAPPLE VI••SITED HER
Fsact it Eft , 3,PfER.PONT E; ROCA/NS,
KNOWN AS " BA-FteL ESS . STC•PPED
AND CHATTED W177-1 HKR..
SISTER SUE AND Teif- N,
IN TURK, WA r; STOPPED
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
011111111.1111M= by LF.Mtlea TIMES FUEILlatilleG COMPANZ, tame
lamismidgebni of she Murray Ledger. The Calloway Timm. end Tbe Times-
Ilseald. °goober an MIL and the West Kentuckian, January 1, 1.941.
103 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky. 42011
JAIL= C WILLIAMS. PURLS/MIR
11Pe nerve the nein to reject any Advertmusg. Linters So the Rilitor,
AM, Votes is 'lima our opinion. are not tor the beet Lateran of
Par readers.
RATIONAL MRPRZBilieTATIVREI WALLACE WITMKR 00. UM 1•1•11-
eon Ave. Memphis, Ten o, Time & Life Side. New York. MY. agoiaame
adn, Detroit. Mich
, *sewed at Me Mid Mae. Murray. gantedry ter treasedmies
Illiesnd Clam Matter
11011111=turelOI4 RAT= 117 Cleaner tn Murray. pee Week Ries Pee moth
ihrwhars &Mee. AL silence 
$5.41.ILML Et Oshawa) and adjoining toun year. Kee. Zones 1 è 4.
*ens* Owestandlog (Wit Asset of • camessarafts N the
Emogrits •• Its Newspaper
FRIDAY - MARCH 22, 19.11
Quotes From The News
By L'N111.0 Pates INTERNATIONAL
ANDREWS AFB, Md. - A Captain in the 113th Tactical
Fighter Wnag, commenting on the assignment to the wing of
the President's son-in-law who has expressed a desire to
/serve at Vietnam:
"Ifie hope for the best, but expect the worst."
SAN FRANCISCO - Elien Newman, a friend of Lynda
Bird Johnson Robb, telling of the President's daughter and
her husband being ejected from a Cable car because Lynda
wa-s eating a double-decker ice cream cone:
, "The conductor said. Ladies, you've got to get off if you
don't throw away your ice cream cones.' Naturally we didn't
want to do that. Do we gut off."
ri YORK - Gov Nelson A. Rockefeller. commenting
On a pinsible draft after announcing he would not be a can-
didate foe the Republican party presidential nomination:
"I expect no such call. And I shall do nothing In the fu-
ture, by word at by deed, to encourage such a call."
s
LUSAKA. Zambia - Kenneth Kauncia, president of Zam-
bia, &Medulla the Britian government for failure to inter-
vene in Me recent hangings of black Africans by neighbor-
ing Rhodesia.





or as the tiers en is high above the earth, so great is his
merry toward them that fear him. -Psalm 183.11..
The man Who puts his trust in God can't begin to measure
}Ls !'.ve and Mercy
Ten Years Ago Today
asaftwas • luta, FILM
D L•Dtvelbisa spoke to approximatety forty Cub Scouts
of Pate 145 and their fathers at the annual father-son ban-
quet of the Pack John Sammons is cubrnaster
Mrs Jennie Phillips, age II, died this morning at her
home at 400 South 16th Street, Murray
Walter E Blackburn, Lead of the Physical Science De-
partment at Murray State Oollege, has been elected chair-
man of tile newly organized Kentucky Lake section of the
American Chemical Society. Dr. Pete Panzera, MSC, is Mere-
Lary -treasure r
Mr ann Mrs William Wade Joseph of Kirksey Route Two
are the parents of a KM born at the Murray Hospital
Twenty Years Ago Today
,.....e.e.isewsoiesoneeese-seee





Was Mrs O'Leary. whose cow
kicked over the lantern. legally
liable for buring down the whole
city of Chicage? After all, if she
met left. thanlantern in the—
barn the fire never would have
gotten started in the first place.
Ohs must). in following the
Aain of cause and effect, it is
only -fair to cut off responsibility
at saw point Even if you do Ne
something wrong, the law won't
blame you for e%ery single con-
sequence. from here to eternity
But just 'a here is the cutoff
point" That is a crucial issue in
a great man) of the personal in .
jury suits so common in our court-
rooms today
To begin with. you err not lia-
ble at all if no causal connection
can be shown Suppose you are
driying with an expired driver's
license. anc • twaestriari steps m
front of yore •ar - too suddenly
for you • stop
True you did wrong by driving
with an expired license But that
would net make you liable for
hitting the pedestrian. since there
was no CAUS.31 connection between
the two nents
Esen Assuming a causal con-
nection sou are still not liable if
Your action maii not the -proxi-
mate" cause of the final harm.
Whet is a proximate cause' Of
course no two casee are identi-
cal But *hat the law looks for
most often is foreseeability That
LUGS* • VMS, Fa&
_
Deaths reported today are Mrs. Kate Outland, age 74,
who died at her home on Vine Street. Murray, and Mrs. 0. B.
Boone; of Blytheville, Art • who died after sustaining
injuries when hit by a car.
Private 1st Class Joe P Smith is a trooper serving with .
the 15th,RuarterMa.sber Troop. 1st Cavalry Division, in the
occuPation of Japan
ThOUIsinds of Western Kentucky basketball fans were on
hand to welcome the State Champion Brewers Redmen on
their return from Louisville Dr Rainey T Wells and,M 0.
Wrather Nere among the speakers at the celebration held
at Lbs. Brewers .School Sunday afternoon
James D Starks MM3vC Is home on a 25 day leave from




SEMILLaiti. Fla. OIL A pack
of refloat-quick frictiaweetered
Porsches and four Lola Cheer.
lets are amen the best chance of
bumping Ford out of the driver's
seat at Sebring
The test seill came Saturday in
the celebrated 12 Hours of Se.
bring.
The lumpy looking Ford GT4011
The worst part of the dnvmg
hits as dusk when the glaring
Florida sun beams straight in-
to the cockpits at many points on
the track
Alga..net of hybrid Ws Mark
III eye are entered, two by actor
Jame'. Garner. one (min Joakini
Bonnier and a single from.Mich-
ail Be I'dy
Speculation is that the new m;-
chines may have enough talent
to *eke the checkered flag
The white Porsches hasp a sing-
ular advantage in that they are
Decked by the factory in Stutt
gait The team. which grabbed
the to three places in the recent
Daytona race will have five en
Inc. at the Sebring starting line
SOLDIERS KILLED
defending the title are quite a'
chines that finished onettm- 441e1 MINA- ho••th Korea - AO
sue under the pair of For4 ma- •
year by blowing everything else ea-m Truck plunged from a 30
out of contention foot cliff into a lake about
A rules change has outlawed the miles northeast of Seoul Tuesday
eyeraved Ford engines of 1967 killing seven South horran sold
and the etsk of fighting off the wiz
sleek chationging fi..ld falls to I
the GT-40,.. from the Jack layers'
stable. -.he 'baby blue machines
will be run m the aeons category,
by a dricing team headed by Jack
hit,' of Belgium and Engiarai s
Brian Redinaa
The Satmday race over the
teilertine 52 mile layout starts at '
. ; m
is. -..ou are usually not held liaele
if harm was not reesonate fore-
seeable as a resul. of your ect-
•on
On the ether hand. if harm %his
indeed foregerable. you ma s be
resportsitee even if the exact form
of the tianin wiis not Pulling a-
way someone's chair. making a
minor bump elude. b.. Uld 1to
Ilablilt, tor a map, Injue, a•
weii
RUSSIAN VESSEL GETS "FIRST AID" AT BOSTON Towed into Boston Harbor by in. R116.s13.11
salvage tug eragan. the Soviet factory ship Palled& (right) lies anchored while Riphean
divers work to untartgle a fishing net from the propeller of the Pailatta. The t.' 6 Coast
Guard maintained surveillance over the two ahem,
The Almanac
by Uniteeteress International
Today is Friday. March 22. the
82nd clay of 1968 with 284 to fol.
low.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning star is Venus
The eyening stars are Mars and
Jupiter
On this day in history -
In 1794. Congress passed legis-
lation forbidding slay e trading
with foreign nations.
In 1820. Commodore Stephan
Decatur was mortally wounded in
duel with Commodore James
Barron near Washington.
In 1674 the Young Men's Heb-
rew Association was formed.
In 1941. the Grand Coulee dam
on the Columbia River began pro-
ducing elctrical power.
I A. thought for the day • British
novelist Gleghornn Gaskell said,
"A man' is so in the way in the
house
it liver, oi • inerva
mg- cause - some Mlle& by
a third party following vim own I
IlliSe.MK11.141, and legabag tile at
raient' Does that intercenasa
ause let you -off the hook"?
Often it does Yet you might
still be limbic if that intervening
cause was something you could
fairly have expected
For example a hardware deal.
er left a rake standing upricht, in
a busy aisle A small boy. runn
ing by. stepped on the teeth of
the rake snapping the handle a-
gainst a woman' head
When she sued the hardware
rnan for tiameges. he argued that
his original error was r•ullifird
by the boy's later misconduct in
running through the 'isle line
eser. the court held him liable
in spite of this intervening cause.
Reason he should have fore-
seen when he left the rake there.
that boys - especially small ones
- will be boys
An American Oar Association
public **rake fester' by Will
Bernard.
by United Press lisesrnational
Today is Thursday. Marc!. 21,
the *1st day of 1968 with 285 to
follow
The moon is in its last quarter.
• 1:11•0iaartung star is Venus
Thes.astageing stars are Mars and
Jupiter.
On thls day in history
In 1790. Thomas Jefferson of
Virginia became the first Secre-
tary of 9tate.
In 1918, American and German
:Didier! engaged in the World
War I battle of the Somme.
In 1945. some 7,000 'allied planes
dropped more than 12.000 tons of
bombs on Germany in a daytime
raid.
LARGEST TANKER.
NAGASAKI. Japan MI - The,
Mitsubishi shipyards toasty laun
chrd the world's naffed ship. a
276080-ton tankar Vat required
40, tugboats to tow it into Nage.
saki harbOr.
The scsatl.' or& red by Stational
Bulk Carriers Irc of the United
States has a speed of 17 miles
an hour
Presiously the world's largest
ship was the idemitsu Meru. a
200.0ellken tarket finished last
year.
ARRIVES Kat TALKS
BERN, Switzerland IPt - 4:•.1
Van Flo. chief of North Viet-
nam's diplomatic mission in
France. armed Vlond7a for Letts
ssith Swiss officials, the govern-
ment announced. It gave no de
tails
In 1962. SO% let Premier Krus•.-
chev pledged that Russia would
cooperate sith Amenca peaee-
ful exploration if space.
A thought for the day: Nonveg
Ian poet Henn, k Ibsen said. -Mar-
riage is a thug you've got to give
•.our whole mind to."
LEADERS CONFER
MOSCOW FPI - Foreign Min-
ister Kurt Waldheim of Austria
conferred Tueaday with Premier
Alexei N. Kcsygin and Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko, The
lass news ageRey said
-questions of mutual ,nterest"
were discussed
REMODELING?














We can haye an ircpert -
help yam plan prier




Clyde Roberts and Audrey- L.
Roberts to LU1A Dunn; lot in Cir-
earama Subdiy Won.
William E. Dodson and Juana'
Dodson to Rudolph Smith and
Murrell Smith; lot in Circarama
Subdi% ision.
Circarama Properties, Inc., to
William E. Dodson; lot in Circa'1
rama Subdivision.
William K Dodson and W: D.
Shoemaker to Circarama Proper-
ties. Inc, property in Calloway
Couhty.
Ellis Shoemaker and Myrtle
Shoemaker to Clarence Milner and
Mary Milner: property on Con-
cord-ILIA*1 Road,
William Hurt to Treva Hurt;
84 acres in Calloway County.
Ewen M. Reach, 0. L. Beach,
Olen Beach. and Verna*Coee of
Melvindele Mich to Hugh Beach
acres in CaffeWay 'Count).'
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob-
erts to H. D. Roberts and Wanda
Roberts; lot In Candlelight Estates
Dubdivision,
Lakeland. Inc.. to Louis Zim-
merman and Reena Zimuwrinan;
two lot. in Panorama Shores. •
Kereucky iake Development
Company to Michael E. Scottile
Ned Mary C. Scottile of Bender-
elletet;Zeon.; two lots.
Lake Development
Company to Maurice W Mohacs-
of Memphis, Tenn.: one lot
Kentucky lake Development
Company to James H. Winsenger
!
and Loye Wisenger of Taylor.
Mich., two lots. 
Ewen Magness Beach a n d
Blanc-he Beach to Hugh Beach:
property on Squire Radford Rued.
Hugh Beach to Ewen Brach and
Blanche Beach; '. acree In,
Calloway County.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Roberts
to Jerry M. Junes and And H.







Over 4.500 people, -the-highest
number on record. visited TVA in
1967 to study resource develop-
ment projects and methods.
FRIDAY - MARCH 22, 1968
READ THE LEDliER'S GLA3SIIILIIS
College Cleaners
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY --o
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-S852
These "study" visitors include
technicians, students, se ho
groups, and others for ehom in-
formation presenttions or tours
are arranged-in contrast to the
TVA dams and steam plants each
millions of causual yisitors to
year. Many visit TVA under the
sponsorship of education, business
or government organizations.
;The 9.548 study visitor' in 1967
included 2.276 from 111 foreign
countries. The la:gest numbers I
came from Brazil. Japan France,
Turkey. India, the Laded king-
dom, the Republic of China, Ger-
nyny, Australia, Thailand, Palo
stan, and the Netherlands.
The other 7.272 visitors were
from across the l‘nited States.
More than 2,000 of them visited ,
the National Fertilizer Develop- '
ment Center operated by TVA at,
vturicle Shoals. Alabama. These in-
cluue representatives of fertiliz-
er manufacturers. distributors,
and agricultural programs study.
in experimental , developments
there.
Most study visitors remain with
TV1f-Trum a day to two weeks,
alisite with gaff members and
y 'siting field projects. The 1967
total also includes 73 foreign
trainees sent by their governments
for longer periods of study.
I Visitor totals at Ta'A's three
Main administrative centers were
5.626 0,719 foreign) at Knoxville,
• 2,498 (379) foreign) at Muscle
Shoals. and 1,424 (178 foreign) at
Chattanooga.




LARGE VOL( - LOW PROFIT
'Service Built Our Rusinese"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A MEW OR USED CAR
is a Good
Place to do Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!
That means you need only look to PCA for all
your short arid intermediate term credit needs -
no:matter what they are. Thezugh such carefully
stnictured loans AS OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS- PCA Can provide you with the csradit tools
to do the job best --whatever it is.
Ip add;tion.'you have the adgantage of consultation
th specialists in both eredi and farming
Who will help you Save money by joint planning
to keep interest cost% iowl This is one big reason'




si in.. Pi• ',el sena
MURRAY Drive.Irt Theatre
•
iii3talliE.. ..g. , '  • :_ , -,---,a. •••..1„:;,....al_'." • •
Boxoffice Opens - 6:00 * Show Starts - 0:45 II
I* TONITE thru SATURDAY * .
GHIDRAH HT:A".:. MONSTER
SAELRN7 SUPER DRAGON
* SUN. - MON. - TUE. - WED. *
:ontinuous Showing
caorri 1 - •••1 Dady




"TO SIR. WITH LOVE",
TECHNiCOLOR-
- KIDDIE SHOW SAT., 1 hi 3 p.m. —
Untamed! Untouched!
66
SUNDAY ,thru WEDNESDAY- *
 Innen on Sonononn CO ,
'Pi: is a hundred minutes of murders,




WILFRID NYDE-WHITE• BROOK PETIRS•SUSAN SAINT JAMES
INAt Noe P5105 11114•4A4 30 ROI PWLW Kinn*. JR
atuo J 10:-5Tb051 Domitod by .03.04 OtblIr.blO4 anama 10SM J
























Rooth lath A H•liday Drive
And. Melte*. evangelist
li I Zo,rani/ntlii: IRveorvraihuein  ... ...104:10 ap.zBible St ads"  10:00 am.),






Praver N-' I.," Wnt
Sund•v E.-entre Singing
COLLZOF FREsSIVTERI IN
15th & Mole fitrevt•
li•nry MeR•nale. mini•ter
Church School 0 30 n
dein., Worshin  10:45 /inm.
Prenhyterian Youth
Weettninster FollowstiM for
1'n 1ver,111v 141101P111. I 10 nvn
PIOPTSI PII.R4uANT (MOTH
METHODIST CHCRCH
W. T. Javekses. asinIstim
Sunditik School 1.41 a
m
Morning Worship 1A•44 am
Tr A Sr Fellosrehin 
41•04 ',yet
1,7, ening D orsh in 7.10 cm
CIIIRATNICT IT. TAIIIFIBN1P11.7
frentsermtal 1•10rrol• AS 044:
d A. rTh.-..1,111
Rey Jahn W De Wet..
gundaY School 
14•11n a
Wnraltil. Jimmie t 'I
tA
• Inv 111.avAlev 7 'IA in in,
7r•Arl A•rlay' Prayer Meetlyi• 7.
10
?Arida,' P V P 
ill v
miser vaaryts• comae!,
Irevret• 'C 'n A•mat
Rms. 1, D. Wrionel. nester











Rey Johnsen Feeler. neat..
rehurrh School 1° '
041 it.m
A'orehin Rers1e II 
'4141  41/1
A ArAl-, 1•471vh•
▪ genie.. awl Jr MTV 4.00 loin
11 ••-•••••A 7.71•11,
•A1 A. MI • 1111vmd77' 7 • AA
HIRWORI • I, 1141•71PIT CRIPRPR
Vein Street at
T. A. Is-elrer. neater
nirsz.-s-rorvorrog . 7•11-4411
nuniay pr.hool • • IA 
a
MorningWvAn,hlfl 
. 1A RA 10
Tr. MI., I'01011 •
(Pent -Mar 0
( Arm Aug .
Eventne
Orme-Merl •ftri
(Apr - AIM 7 •  A A rA
Mee.hor




a HIV IVA." elr••••••••11 VP
pi.parryT/rnil v
tvet IN Rates. po•I-•
11•1001Av 'arbor., I /1.
1M m
PA*, eh MA 
11 AA •• in
50417111 °WORT WIPTIMIT rwritcw
N... 1.4nem Peniek. "ass",
Sunder, 14,•••••rd 1 A • A
A • m
WoraKfrIllmmice In • Imk a 
v.
Tra Ming l'n tem 4•10
• 7-1e nee
:OM A••••• I1 • r--1••• 7 .711 A m
1• liammert. st. •npli. Part Wm..,
TealItts 1.. DI..-'..
0T. 11.1117 C ATWviyIP CRY MPm,
Inv NT sm. •rever
It.. Warth. Viettferle. rc••••••
SMinday Mamma • a m 1/ a an AAA
47$ iv,n1
HoIrdav and Plevo Friday •
4 •In a,. 4•00 n re
vimyrgysiung n•FTIat
lit•edisInh 4111.14
J r.. (Iry hA PurAts
A -011 7 At
11.041 • ort
7.•• ern
- •114 n en




New Marisa etnisables. eemier
Amrel r OA. A, • •ne m
agneshin . ..
1cat"5n T•nlor
evenins Worshin  
Wed Prayer MeetIIIIT
.... 11 • An P.m
I, • MI n.v
4•1s nen
7•Ita pee
WT PI as teavvr I . %NO
rassovvontszr cwrarw
morsinv WereAM 11 .00 a m
Olunday Niebt 1r•cv1r.-




Rey David Itrnalier. termite,
illumtay 11-1,m1 11.0
41 •n.
Morning 111'm...hip 11 -.0 afil
traininr CAM. . •10 n
rvenbur Worshin . 7.1
41 n.rn
Wedneeirty 1.1teht . 11.1n prn
-
atissorv wryyjnofeT rpirprn
Nos. A. H. MeLeeil,
Sunday 11-Ittroni 10 C
M am
Morning 1Vorxhin d 11 00 ant
Evening Ci-neshin, . 
7-00 A M
Youth' Fellovrehlp ... 11
0 it at'
Tlferl Prayer Mettles 7 nn m
  -Foie yit vo'sievzse
H
Lorre  Wilibusson. gumbo.
Rowley 4rdi, oi 
10.00 e
WOV•hlr, Rer des 11 
'AA an,
Prayer ?destine Wedneednv 7.411
Trs1^Ine. Virden. . , t Nil-
feverlins Wershio,„, , . 7412- 11
.T.
IMMI 4 ND 47.1 1 t,TRIF.R 4 al
Hew. itterlimmi Marsh psalm.
SunAmY Schont Il
l am
Worship Ronde. • . 10.1
0 Cm
GAREN PLAIN c441 NIH
Of' CORI.?
Delp. Cretehrield, minister
Bunila• 1.11110 Study 
In rill a.m
MATITIrm 'Worship , ln 
•4e.
1117venlnir Wnr4hin • • • • 
7OA








Wonting Worship   10:1A 
rn











Marra y -Pot tortown 1101,1
Leroy LYSOL minister
Ttihie !Owls. . . . 
14•I'M a.nt
Morning Wor•hin  
11 410 a 10
'ACHIM nItillVIr




Sunria• 5.-hoot „ 
in An
te Arnfirr Wommblp  11 • SA
Sunder INM•ht Persica , 
7 410
FIRST VIA1'T1•T t 
111•11c1I7
H. C. Chides, easter
isiinday School 
.. 0 • oin
Morning_ Worthip  1^'•"I
Trstnlvw Tlnkm  
4•04






111 N. rim. lifIreet
WIllIam N. P1244or
Sunday School  
010 am
Worship Hour 
Ohl Rho Folintrabin  
In p
7 410 p tn.
• r.IF 
Evening Service 









Re, Rill Woad. pastes
Sunday School  
10:00 • in,
Morning Worahlp  
11:00 a.m.













• • • • • •
• •
•
Many impprtant events have
taken place at the well. In days
tong ago it was a meeting place,
where all came because of the
necessity to obtain life-sustaining
water.
Jacob met his beloved Rachel at
the well. Moses met the daughters
of his future father-in-law at the
well in Midian. Much later Jesus
Christ met a woman of Samaria at
the well and said, "Whosoever
drinketh of the water that I shall
give him shall never thirst: but the
water that I shall give him shall
be in him a well of water springing
up into everlasting life."
The church of God today is a
meeting place where many come
to obtain this life-giving and life-









troth which Globe std. set him tree to lire as a &. ,od. 
Cli Itit .
*.•.:
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3C.'
1..iis churcn page is being sponsored by the following business firms a
iseissterested persons:
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world 
for spreading the knowledge of Hi
s love
for mon and of His demand for
 man to respond to that love by lo
ving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, 
no government or society or way
 of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which
 we hed so dear will inevitably p
erish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one
 should support the Church for th
e sake of the welfare
of himself and his foriily. 13ecn
d that, how'ever, ev••, nerson sh
ould uphold and par-
ticipate in the Church *ord.* ii tells the truth abc
is life, death and destiny, the
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
'For Al) Your Fertilizer !Veeds'.
Murray. Ky Phone 753-1933
MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY
SALE EVERY Tt I- SDAY AT 1 
P.M.
Hilly Morgan - Max Whitfor
d - Joe Stewart
South 2nd Street Phone 
753-5334
CORVETTE LANES. INC.
fooling At Its Best --rine Fo
od
1415 Main Street Phone 753-
2202
OWENS FOOD MARKET
The Rest In Choice S
teak..
'We Specialize In Hot P
it r 11PC '
` )4,)O Main St Ph
one 753 4R87
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP CO
Massey-Ferguson - S
ales & Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N







I 1". ' '1 r•,! it Stii et
-PALACE DRIVE-IN
Five Pole• 401I1' 753 7997
KENTUCKY LAKE,LODGE REST.
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE FISH DINNERS
Oren 7 Days a 1Verk from 5 a.
m. to 10 p.m.
Aurora Rd on Hwy 68 Pho
ne 474-2259
CA IN & TAY; (°.R GULF SERVICE.
Us.-4 Cars - Whim Retta:rs
We Glve chmit
'75“ ittot?.. = N;tizrit 753-354$
manic soincos orcior
Kentgebi Trial Ckiek".
"It's Finger I,irkin' Good"




After Church Try Our Sunday B
uffet
11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
U.S Hwy 841 South Phone 753-59
86
WARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag






*rim wimp gore se yew boi dIg"
UNION ()ROTS (MLIII H
OF CHRIST
1-11Jciaitur
Sunday School  10 n0
Worship Ferv100  10 50









. Barnett Avenue - Murray. Ky.
Bro. T1anm•• Fortner. 'meter
Sunday School . 10•00 am
Morntsie Worship 11.00 a.m.
Training Union 4:10 ruin
F.'venIng Worahin 7.10 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
Prayer Sern•ine 7.410 p.m
WFST FORK RAPTIIIIT CHURCH
Roy. Reyweed Reborts. 'motor
HMI A•A School , 10•00 ii.m
Morning Worphip . 11.00 al'.
Training Cnton . 11•401 nyn.





160 East Mulberry atr-et
;•ArAla RehAA1 4•41 am.
Worship R•q"..I.V. 11 • All am
Even Ina Worah In 7•1111 pm
Teacher Tea hi •1. 4•1. n'yr.
Prn ServItte  7-75 Tyne
Isamu! _  a ;00 pri.
cros-r.sscsust.. or non rsrrarn
M. rma









Division of Freed Cotham Co
., Inc.
Heating _ Sheet Metal - Air 
Conditioning
0th at Chestnut Phone 753-4832
5 POINTS WELDING SERVICE
Harold Vaughn - Owner
Complete Shop and Portabl
e Welding Service
Septic Tanks - Tow Trucks








Yr at Sr /nAllAWAhlA
PIvem In 1r 117nrahin
YL11.7' DiPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Willie Johnsen, easter
eundadr School 19;0.9. a.p1 
Ken Miller. Supt.
Morning Worship  1100 an.
Training Union  4:10 P.M
Mike Turner, Threetor
Evening Worship  7:16 p
.m
Wed. Serytea  e.. 7:00 p.m.





7rarveinnlin7 Wrnortillp  von tom
Wed. ger-sloes 7.20 pm
PIALICM BAPTIST CIII•RCH
ROI Knight. mmtne
Sunday School 10 00 am
Morning Wornhip  11•00 am
Training Union  7 1n n m
Evening Worship . 7.11A cm
Prayer Ren Ice 7.00 pm
SINKING SPRINOS ISAPTPST
coracle
Re' Joi.si P1 01n.











VOHS 4.01 M•nl• *tree.
Lyn, •I IV Rainer final..
7 IC 7 ra
• IA and
II • In p m
7.00 nm
WIRT 14 rtm.rt.;11 rImern1 Home
"THIr ER HMI V ET'NER RAMP"
Pd ffr iimbolnnee Service-fl  Eonined
117 W azocleteist -. PINOT'. 753-4617
r A PPM T k.5•Rvirr,
rsrv-ROYST TYPE or•utto
tio• pf•fmie . I RI.Ir Rine? of 57 79th Rhone 753-14511_ 
nrvio TrIrP qi4OP for MEN
- 1304 Vhestnot St Phone 753-8837
pry 1,,C 4' MT 11;61? AV
Weef Wen gooses
1-1.1. 1„4, Cl‘rts, Re (111Fgc:41 FT111,14l3124,




-i-rov- A-V qT fiR A NT
ion..." We 471 "711
f2POW ITT VP 4117 I 'M en PPM
T"c'T)Thrc;
rpre” 7,‘• 7 777.5' r TVICTI 1n4 PAR-R_O RIMQ
7,4r 1-irrel-11Wr. PrICT
*.rr TUC MD cnr•v
-rvay R•rvuter
Mlle Went of PrerilsIr• Relte PAT%
4 ones,. P11-. RI I HnetIlvi Phone 474-“11*
t.1* 'r I T TA4E•iro enkm ANY
KWE TREAT YOU ri TIER YEARO"
tr.othetry Phone 492-R171
r5uv,ycss A 70 of,Denorv CO
FApc _ e‘cirritc
rlIAckAS •°/•••••••• Phone 7511-17,7
pnrwrog TliurnEo DOR A Trn
Interested In Too
D Qrg-I A T I TT?' TrIC 1.TNS -
110114 HPentee to Mre.e.hi. Ind 411 Lents
Phone '7A3-1717
HOT romR Cf-IrVROLET INC.
"WHERE SALES 0- SERVICE GO TOGET1FIER"
Srwth 121T1 Strnet Phone 753-361'7
ROBERTS REALTY
Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts
Phone 753-1651 • 505 R Main - "rIte 753-3924
RAY T. BROACH :
Farm Bureau Insurance Agent
209 Maple Street Phone 753-4703
FTTTS BLOCK & READY MIX CO.
',Wilding Blocks & Ready Wix Concre
te
Eas, Main Street Phone 753-3540
EDWIN CAIN
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
621 8 4th Phone
 753-1678
LYNHURST RESORT
COL. & MRS THOMAS F.. BROWN-OWNERS
Phone 436-2345 or 438-5376
LEACH'S MUSIC
"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"
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The home of Mrs Isaa, Aerie
was the scene of the meeting ••'
the Woman's Satiety of Christ
ian Service of the Martins Chape'
Methodist Church held on Tne-
dee. March 19. at seven o'clock ir
the evening
Mrs, Gerald Garrett was
charge of the program on ti
theme. "Let's Listen and Learn
She was assisted by Mrs Adene
and Mrs. Jimmy Hughes in the
pr-gram presentation.
The prrigrein was rinsed wit
Mrs. Hughes reading a beautif
piever poem
Mrs. Wilehe Flits. presider
presided. The minutes were re•-i
by Ifrs. Harm •- n Whitnell and V
treasurer'a report well Levee
Atm Rubes,
A rep-rt on the dietiict Me(
ing heed , at the South Please
Cr ve elueeh on March 5 is
giver Attending from Marne
Ceapel were Mrs Glen Hill. Mr
Ona Whence. and Mrs Hamm:
lethal.
The INSCS will hold a ber
tertian WI Iley Ears ogle is arm-
to partiepate in this aucti,n
lee pr iecrds wiel be aged itt te
ICSCS and 1,r the building pre
grant of the church.
Mrs Felts closed the ineetier
ante prayer.
; A Social hour was held wite
the h estesses, Mrs Wants ane
• Yrs. Garrett. serving refrese
Meets to the eleven members and
• 11w7 slaters. Mrs. Fifth Carson
14 Mepkinseille en& Mrs. J. ,W
IleCarty. the latter becoming s
Ite'e member of the society.
I LEACH'S MUSIC
1
ONLY 7 MORE DII'S I. sure
t.iiring Maenaso. ttuawal 'at-













Farmer Ave at N 17th Fe
Merray. Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 4.51
r.nd tiedneeda. it a On P
— ALL WELCOME —
The Bible 'ape:aka to Thu
elation WNEIS - t340 KC
Sendai/ at it 15 a m
ionunuoinmiusunntio
Hume 733-1917 or 783-41/41
MR. and MRS. RONALD JAMES ROSS
1
and her corsage wall of Pink raw
rt). .
The bride's matelnal Vendetta-
thee Mrs. Sam Wilson, Wore SA
aqua sutt, and the groom's %et-
ernal grandknother. lairs. Ruby
Harris, efts* a navy suit. Btet
anyre commies of white lamellae
The bride's grandfather, Sant Wit-




epti.in wets_ held .n the dining
re a of the James' home.
The bride's table was covered
vith white taffeta under white net
rith swegs C'e net caught up
earh side .ii vellow rose was
dared on each side of the table
--ith the f or eiwners caught up-
vrth bouquets of yellow rosebuds
:nd weite and yellow ribbon
'entering the table was the bride
rid green antique China dolls
-.-Ith the bride doll being dressed
eentirial ti the material and dci
gn of the bride's dress.
,The three tiered wedding cake
es tapped with a bouquet of
-Meting bees and yellow bow and
- et. The cake and the crystal
_ unit Is;w1 were garlended ;tell
etiow r -sebuds and greenery.
Pilaw punch. nuts, mints, and
33R-IWit hes were served
ker Engagensent—
Cook's Jewelry
= 500 MAIN SlIEET
WA P LFS DRUG
Phone 753-1272
eaCRIPTIONS- A SPECIALTY
We Have 11 — We Will Get It — Or It ('an't Be Had
(Message Changed Daily)
DIAL - A - DEVOTIONAL
I 753 - 4411
(('ut Out and Place Near Telephone)
erytetal and silver appoint- MISS PAULA JEAN WILSON
tents. The napkins decorated
eh wedding bells were imprint Mt and Mrs Russell Wilson of Htekezy, announce the engage-
,...) with the words. "Sheri and ment of Mr Wilson's eldest daughter Paula Jean, to Witham Alexand-
inutile. March 3. 1968" er Parker son of Mr and Mrs. V W. Parker of Murray.
Serene the guests were Mrs Miss Wilson is a graduate of Lowes High Sehoel and is present
--b Freen. Miss Teresa Erwin. ly attending Mon-ay State University where she is a senior majoring
iss Jenny Lou Wilson of Padu- in accounting She is a member of Phi Beta Lambda, business frati.•rn-
ih. all e•ttsins of the bride. Mrs ity.
erre: Wilson of Gilbertsville. Mrs. Mr Parker a eraduate of Murray University School. is also a
ant Gargas. and Mrs Nettie Mil student at Merray• State Lniversite. Ile is a junior majoring in ma-
ir'cf Quincy. Mich.. all aunts of thematic% sad haisine,s He IS a member of the Eueleadean Math Club
.'e bride. • ' • and Phi Reta Lemecla He is now pledging Alpha Kapta Psi. honorary
Miss Paulette Ross, sister of the business fraternity
r era. kept tee. register in the Plans are being made for a June 1 wedding,
"trance hall of the home The — -
- 4iar table was decorated with
areen antique' bride's bowl hold-
ag yellow fleeting - roses
After the reception 'the couple
eft for a short unanneuneed
i:eakting trip eith the bride wear-
rig a eeige skirt and beige cheek-
( ed emit ensemble with brown ee-
1 eamories and the orchid from her
_aneel bouquet.
.1 f iSS Sh ...re James Brieie 01 , Mr. and Mrs. Ross are now at
- • e tl I-yin Cabb RoseRonre'd .tam-s Ross In Leez•ely Ceretneyny ilt ° • •





and is attending Murray State
University..‘1•Trtil, 3 10Vflv setting -if
_ ad candelabra in tva.
aa6-ins ;lying room of the home
' the bride's parents. -Miss Streit
are James, daughter of Mr and
ra Rubin lamer Li-no Grove
ad. was [mimed to , Ronald
-nes Rem_ son of "r and Mrs.
..es Res., Iry in Cabb Read
Dr. H C Ceees% pastor of tae
Paptra Cburee. perform. i
eti impressive double ring cere-
ny on Friday March 8. at four
'lock in the afternoon before an
ssembly of sitamt fifty relatis••
rid close friends
The ceremony was read as the
cedding party. stood in front of
Preaching Mission
rust Christian Church
MARCH 17 TO 22
'The Church Christ
'"ri: imp:eve-A :liter in the
Ti f', ieseets of write stock
and gre,nery :aced on large
eavelte' pedestat were flanked on
. each side' by the three seven
brand he'd candelabra holding
white burning tapers White sat-
in Is 'vs weep placed on each of
the tantleialwaa David Gargue
Jen of the bride. and Mark
1 aims. brother of the bride, lit
the candies.
The bri-4- apprlached the im-
enwisee altar through the cent.-
-lisle of the improvised chapel in
the hying room She was escorted"
by her father iyho gave her in
marriage
Rohlimeof Dinner
The gram's parents. Mr and
Mrs. James Noss, entertained weei
a rehearsal dinner at the privalle
dining room of the T'-."hut
n Thursday evening, Hare"; 1
Centerin2 tie tatee eas 
r arrangement of yellow they-
sena:en-turns and g adhaii
The bridal ^euple presentee
efts to their attendants
Covers were laid tor Dr and
Vire H. C. Chiles, Miss Jenne Wile
rester. Mark Laesiter. Mark Jam-
e. Dwain James David eargue,
. Danny Roes, Miss Jackie Rowe -
I i#•' D Miss Paulette Rots Mr and Mr;
ftelal Calendar
Pride, March
The Fieelis Sunday School
Class of the filet Remelt Church
Rill have a potluck dinner at the
heme of the teacher. Mrs E. C.
a" :nes, 108 Seeth Teeth Street,
el., en 3)T.
• • •
The ON•cutive ward of the
Kulesey School Pf.e will meet at
pieeiat the school.
• • •
The Lynn Grove and Almo PTA
men's and women's basketball
teams vie!: play at Lynn Grove at
seven pm
• It 11/1111
Her beautiful floor length wer1-4egr,,
;James Wilson of Paducah, Mr and
Ruhin eamet. the bridal
ding gewn of white peau de sore, • eiple and the hosts.
' aas fashioned with empire wait • • •
line but was close shaped,
round neckline, waisiline, a n "=•=•=•eeereeec'"="-ee-e'="="c/4241:"6
gee es had lace appliques ere Hospital Report
ssert_prath_The
sleetes erre, • the hemline were fl'":"e".="e'"="--:''r-PC4
sr-ell:aped with the lace appliques I Census — Adults ,   110
and Ape pearls re was the, long Ceesue Nursery'
train arm hed to the waistline if nallnetasiorts, March 20, 1944
tIsa 41+.4‘ The back of the drcsa John Clayton. Hazel; Mrs. for-
mic! the Meg sleeyes were fasten- mite Askew, Route 2. Murray;
ed won tiny self revered buttons Herbert J. Brinn, 809 Waldrop,
The bride's winstlength veil of , Murray; Mrs. Eula Thompson and
,silk illUSIOPI was snip-bed to al baby girl. Route 1. Murray; lay
he.dliete of white Kau de win , Dowdy. Route 5, Benton, Mrs.
,-,o,olovis encrusted with seed Ruth Nanney, 1311 Sycamore, vale, Tom Bell, Route 3. Benton;
work rer old) jewelry was Murray; Mrs. • Lucille Peeler. Rt, Henry Eras in. 1341 , Poplar. Mur- Mrs Jim Zieba and son, Frank,
eiaraleteklace. gift of the groorn.1 Dexter. MISS Tina Norsworthy, ray, Homer Wicker, 1110 Po St. Louis. Mo are the guests
She carried a tattle" bridal bras Route 6. Murray; Mrs Linda eSa- Murray; Mary Beuilah Jones. 1204 of her parents. Mr and Mrs M4,-
eif featherret white earn; ' ees. Route 2, Murraa, Mrs_ She-- A . Olive, Murray; Altie M. Spann, Thomas Tarry her sister, M..es
e eel ellen of the aalleY. are( f''), Derneli. Route. 3. Murray: Route 4, Murray; Baby boy Ray. Rebecca Jane Tarry, and her
sits -igers arid centered with 'Cany triy fthillip.. Pottle 4, Ben 304 South 6th Street. Murray. grandm ,ther Mrs J. 81 Linn
a large yi dew ter:reed ereted ti i 
_._.__________ _   _ _
Maiwarry, March 25
The Calloway County Brant h of
taw wel meet at Robertson
Scholia at four pm Mrs Harlan
/lodges will present the program
• • •
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
ton: Baby- boy Overholt', Milan,
eenn
Dismisses
meet at the social hall at
.tevea p.m. with Verone Ross and
Pat Goodridge as hostesses
• • •
The Creative Arts Department
if the Murray tiremen's Club sal
meet at the eub house at 9:3f)
m Hostesses will be Mesdames
J E. Garrison, C. D. Scarborough






Mrs. Lots Miller was hostess for
the March meeting of the Arts
and Crafts Club held at the home
,if her daughter. Mrs Charles
Tuttle. on South Thirteenth
Street
The president. Mrs. Howard Gu-
thrie. presided at the Meeting.
Two very Incite: poems were read
137.' MTS. Carl Harrison.
Three new members voted in
to the club are Mrs V 0 Shed
km. Mrs Pauline Speeee, and
Mrs A. M. Thomas.
Mrs Tuttle displayed several
lovely pieces from Iran that were
sent to Dr Tuttle by his son
while he was in that country
The house was decorated the
iutrhout with arrangements of
spring flowers
Refreshments of . strawberry
-heese cake, nuts, and coffee were
served by Mrs. Miller and Mrs.
Tuttle to the fourteen persons
present.
• • •
-ere- tee ehite and yellee
eter scheme.
ate. Jean a ,Wireeetiter was•t1--
._ :teed thi,irr.r and the bride's .,.e
Wants and We Need" 1, attendant ifer Maar length AT •
eembje wee a base dress of yellow '
• .... Irma updc; a stets. eit .while net ;
- A Off weer daises with _ yellow iTonight. March • 22nd • .. , niers. The dress was enap:re
MEETING HAS BEEN CANCELL.ED • eeit and featured long sleeves-eine -step eith 9 yellow 1-ei-
, .ier headdress was e A** fashion
1 —1 of yellow material and net.
I - The honor attendant's bouoia t
',sail of yellow pompoms and greets-
era 1
Danny 'Ross, brother of thel
i 4re iid Nerved as tree_ mar. Air-
. ..ar ierand ("lass Dwain James,
eel% Fieid 5-ein Antonio, Texai.
....e. :a. 'deer, ef, lee _Weer. tethered the
, , 'Poti.• tn t hews --Seats in. the .7111-
, ; , rod chapel in the James
riarrie
i Music for the melding was by
Mrs James VIllscm of Paducah,
.., aunt ii! the bride Shr played the
trathtional wedding march on the
-rgan..
; Jew her daughter's wedding
1 Mrs James cheese te wear a pink
.1 wiener knit -dress a ith a corsagel
of pink rosebitila and. lilies of the I
valltry. The groom's mother wait
i
 ' attired in green dacron knit dress
Due to Inclement Weather
Missioner
Music







Cattle Honsden 900 No. 18th
Street. Ilbarrly; Charles W. Adams
Route 1, Alm, Mrs Thelma
Route 2, Wimp; Master Wade
Dunn, Went* S, -Murray; • Donald
Mayne Adams, Route 1, Dexter;
Mn. One Cooper., 1100 Poplar,
Moiety; Sherry Jones. 513 So.,
12th Street, Murray, Mrs. Cecelia'
Dunn. and baby girl, 1110 Elm,
Itarray; Brenda Sur Outland, Ai-
mee Osie West, Route I, Lynn! Personals
MOM!, TO A DEGRIE—USAP istitj Paul A Whela
.vOttot wife iam• their le
r1 St Lema ere r ratty, where he went from Vietnam to rp, no, his Ph 'mot










Efficient. trim design lets you scat over an acre
of normal lawn in an hoxt doirri an snow-
qualityiob. Yet plenty of Dower art ruegednese
to tackle hills and weed patches irothout a
compla,nt. 32' 7 and 5 hop models and S hp
26' Meet or exceed ASA Safety Cud*
standards.
Shirley Garden Center
500 N. 4th Street,. Murray, Kentucky
MOBILE HOME
SPECIALS
JOE MORRIS I SONS MOBILE HOME SALES
— IN( ORPORATED —
Has Declared the Month of
March
Volume Month
This means greater saving. to you than ever
before because profits have been rut to the bot-
tom in order that wh may move more mobile
homes.
HERE IS JUST ONE EXAMPLE. . .
* 1968 - 12' x 50'
Cathedral Roof, Reverse Aisle.
Delivered and set up - Only
$3,695
60 or More Mobile Homes to Choose
From At All Times!
Joe Morris & Sons also have the lertest selection of
US•ED TRAILERS• 
they have had all year!
$hop and $ave
— AT —
Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Home Sales inc.
North Main Street Phone 527-8:122
North Poplar Flit& : Phone 527-8741
Benton, Kentucky
Open Monday thru Saturna. 8 1.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday __ ._ 2 to 6:30 fi.m,
walf/frowc.. glilkiampi •
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Television Schedules





00 Dare•a• teeny I Nantes&
14 Sports. Weather I Weather. Sports
I The WM Wild
46
-L 







t (knew Pyle Omar 1,1111ir -
CORO
.00 Grand Ole OM I Movie of the Weak
4.0 34 Project roar
:11
Smart
lb. Clues at Will


















l'.W7rews Ten (Y.:Wm* News
I Weather inane Rolland Wolfe
Films at litre I The Joey Ramp
Show




.10 Agri. USA I Summ▪ er Seateellor MUM, delft
46 Par= Digest
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00 Super 6 TrankeastIon end I Casper
:16 "I tn• napossibmi
:Su Super President .
46 ITIM liorsulokl•
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lloby Dick II The I King Kong
Mighty MIghtor
ettUierman-Aguaanta I aeons of The












'Phis lam Ranspar 1-0ismseesseto
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:16
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SATURDAY EVE7111111 13 P1001A/111 _
of Kan awl 'T'litragg  Beat I . 
1491 
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10 The Sat=
00 " a
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IPV/ss• at fie Ws
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1 Dare Owen Show
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.4 ram reads Trarellspa.
•
WoollOrtuf sari lemansy
of Vett I Loan!
f •
:0 Wankel MAD in I












MURRAY LOAN 13:thcd'ietc`I' ;):1
MONEY 
HEADQUARTitlitionto atnhde
506 W. Main Street Phone 753-2




641 SUPER SHELL SERVirt:1;_nic
Across from Jerry's Restaurant
1:- MAX McCUTSTON






Has just received a large selection of
New Spring and Summer Shoes, all
the most wanted colors.
- Dress and Casual -
All Name Brands at
Discount Prices
We also have the "Lower Heels" for
Junior Misses
- - Store Flours - -
OPEN WEEKDAYS NOON to 6:00 P.M.
OPEN FRIDAYS NOON to 800 P.M.
OPEN SATURDAYS 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAYS .2:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
DISCOUNT SHOE CENTER
Located on So. Ill Hwy., Neil Car Auction
ilirs 733-2711
MRS. !ROOKS WATSON - OWNER
Aiii-00418611111 SIT GIRLS SPoiL.
vi-OUTVL~Ct roprks spring magi for the 
white
collar girl _does a shirt dress in 
grey 'or yenow rayon/acetate
warsted, brass buttoned, tidily collared, and 
cutted.ln while.
315, $30.00

























I News. weather The Outdoorman
Sports
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NORTH 1.1.Ets. 1'4T Giagi• 1;
CUMBERLAND r itEt11:111TERIAB
titY141.11
• Ea. 14.4 Cillace, paler
Pandas' S. hool  10.00 a.m.
Morning 111 °rah lp  11:00 a.m
Young People  13:00
Worship 
JE/51011.1111111 W1TNESSIVI
Se? Nadi rain* Street
Nell W. Leas. =thalato
Wateh ower Study
Bible lecture Sunday .... 3:00 p.m.
Sunday  4.00 pm.
listile Study Tuesday   5:00
Minle,r) School Thurnday 7:30 p.m.
Serel..• Meeting
Thurartuy  II:30 p.m.
SEtENTII BAY ADVENTEPP
cHURCII
1510 And tip Amore
Fag L. WiUlam.. pater
la Eilibbath School  1.00
Service  00 p.m.
I Visapetwt
I News Revert
Ice Capades, Kiss Me Kate, And
Barabbas Set For TV Next Week
By JACK SATYR
NEW YORK an - The week's
specials on the television networks
include "The Ice Capades," the
stage musical, "Kiss Me, Kate,'
documentaries on the beginning of
life and the problems of the aged
and the drama, "Barabbas."
ABC introduces a new weekly
big-prize contest program on Wed-
neAday.
Highlights for Morels St-99:
Sunday
"The CBS Children's Film Festi-
val" screens "Hand in Hand," a
British film about friendship be-
tween a Roman Catholic boy and
a Jewish girl.
"NBC Experiment in Television"
repeats the 1967 program. "Theater
of the Deaf," consisting of three
short plars performed by deaf ac-
tors.
"The 21st Century" on CBS has
a documentary called " Can We
Live to be 1007" examines efforts
being made to prolong human life
NBC preempts "Bonanza" for
"The Highlights of the ice Capades
if /1611,", for which comedians Dan
Rowan and Dick Martin will be
hosts.
ABC's movie time is - expanded
to three hours to permit full-length
repeat of the film "Guys and
Dolls," starring Marlon Brando and
Frank Sinatra.
Monday
"Roman and Martin's Laugh.
In" on NBC has Sammy Davis
Jr., Joey Bishop and l'amela Au-
stin as guest stars.
A video velision of the stage
musical hit, "Kiss Me, Kate." is
on ABC. Robert Goulet and his
wile. Carol Lawrence. are starred.
Soupy Sales and Gloria Loring
are guests on Carol Burnett's CBS
hotly.
Tuesday
ABC preempts "Garrison's Go-
rillas" for a one-hour document-
ary. "Row Life Begins." Eddie
Albert is narrator for this pre-
sentation of the mystery and mir-
acle of life.
Arthur Godfrey and Kay Bal-
lard are guests on Jerry Lewis'
NBC hour.
NBC's "Tuesday Night Movie'
screens "Stranger on the Run,"
steering Henry Fonda.
The "CBS News Speeiar is
"Don't Count the Candles," an
essay on growing old, filmed and
directed by Lord Snowdon of En-
gland.
Wednesday
"Invasion of the Earthmen" is
the tale for "The avevers" on
ABC. Steed and Tara uncover a
plot to conquer the universe.
"Dream House" is the title of
the new prize-and-game show on
ABC Opposing young married
emit:dee are asked questions of
general and topical nature A win-
ning cowl* gets a room of harm-
tare.
"The Kraft Music Hall" show
on NBC will have a county fair
theme, with singer F.ddy Arnold
as the performing( host.
FAe,ar Bergen, Carmen McRae
and Toni Jones are guests on
Jonathan Winters' CBS Mar.
On NBC's "Run For Your Life"
young woman asks Paul Bryan
to help get her ;millionaire hue
band out of Easti-Gernseity.
Thursday
in "Tronside" on NBC a man
clashes with the police when he
starts his own ins ectigation of the
mysterious death of his girl
friend.
"The CBS Thursday Night Mo-
vies" screens "A Night to Re-
member," starring Kenneth More.
. Vince Edwards, Billy de Wolfe,
Morgans King, Linda Bennett, the
Kids Nex Door singing group and
comedians Colvin and Wilder are
Dean Martin's guests on NBC.
' Friday
(411S prcemptc "The Wild Wild
West" for a special sports enter-
tainment hour with the Harlem
Globetroters basketball team.
ABC's "Off To See The Wizard"
screens the second half of the
film, "The Adventures of Huckle-
berry Finn."
"The CBS Friday Night Mov-
ies" screens "The Hellions" star-
ring Richard Rodd.
Henry Denker's original televi-
sion drama "Give rs Barabba." is
aired on NBC for the third time
in seven years, as a "Hallmark
Hall of Fame" show. James Daly,
Kim Hunter and Dennis King star
in this story of the thief chosen
to be freed instead of Jesus.
Saturday
ABC's 'Pro Bowlers Tour" cov-
ers the 540.000 New Orleans Lions
PBA Open Tourney.
"CBS Golf Classic" has a first.
round match in which Sam Snead
and Gardner Dickinson play Mil-
ler Barber and Bob Charles.
"ABC's Wide World of Sports"
presents the Sebring 121nour Grand
Prix of endurance, Sebring. Fla.,
and the NCAA swimming champ-
ionships, Hanover, N. H.
NBC's "Wonderful World of
Golf" has a match between Sam
Snead and Roberto De Vicenza.
NBC's "Saturday Night at the
Movies" screens "Mirage" star-
ring Gregory Peek.
Jimmy Durante i: host for
ABC's "The Hollywood Palace,"
greeting such as Lae Mind°,
Fred and 'beide Finn, Jerry
Shane and Tim Conway.













4 NAV PLAN OF COMPLETE
PlIOTICTION AGAINST
MUNRO!




More, ker.. new. 0 /0 4.0a caw
NEW PRoVIDILNIE
CHURCE ui CORI*?
Jerry M. Cana, =twister
Bible udy
rti:oo sm. - 7:30 p. a.
Wednesday  1:3e • 111.
Worship.
bUtalai .. 11:00 SM. - 7130 arc
NT. JOHNS EPISCOPAL CREWE
1111111 Male Skeet
am Mob.= Baratta
Sunday School  10:15 a.m.
Worship Service Sunday 7:30 amt.
and 11:13 em. --
For Information call 753-0105, 763-
6961.
00141IEN METINODINT CUt NCH
Boma F Whatley, pretor
First and Third Sundays:
licrty School ,10:00 11J111.ing Serves   '11:00 a.sa.
Mesad and Fourth Sundays:
Illsaillay School -. 10:00 a.m.
1110Modet Youth
Adlow eh  '  4:16 p.m.




First and Third Sunday.:
Worship Service  0.43 am
Sunday School  10:41 a.m.
Second and Fourth Sundays:
$emi. r -44+44 aaw-
- Worship Service  11:00 0.01.
COLON CAMP 0111011SND
METHODIST cecinas
Ea. Jerry Lackey, pater
First Sunday:
Sunday School  10:00
Si-000d Skridk3:
Sunday School  10.00
wor.h.i. service  11:0,
Third Sunday:
Sunday School  10.00
Fourth Sunday.
Morality Sealer   9:45
Sunda y Scheel  10:45
P.T.F. Sunday  7.00





Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Second Sunday
Sunday School  1S:00 a.m
rvicia 11:00 a.m 
Third Sunday
Fundtry School   11:00 a.m.
Fourth Sunday
Worship SrrYkW  5:46 a.m.,




Bible Classes  10:00
Worship Preaching   10:50
Evening Worship •  7:00 lirm•
Wednesday
Bible Clasen  7:00 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CIRCECH
W. A. Fairaer. pea=
Sunday 110hOol  10 00 a.m.
Training Colon 
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday  7 : to p.m.
TME (MVECIII OF JESUS C•RIST
Or LATTER-0AV SAINTS
Meeting held in the white owned at
150s and Sycamore Streat:
Priesthood Meeting  11:110 &Jo.




Nee. Greyer Page, pasts,
Sunday School  10:00
Martine wor.h•  11:00
Nventng Worship  6:30
Welneeday Youth






B. P.. Whichater, pester
Sunday School  9:45 a.M.
litordttP  1100 a.m.
Tralinksg Umiak  6:30 p.m.
livonayi Worship  7:30 p.m.
Wedneeday Sark*  7:30 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL-RESSZILLII CHAPEL
A. M. Thoeta. willatider
TEMPLE MEL
tat and 3rd Sundays
Sunday School  5:30 a.m.
Worship  11:00 am.
2nil and 4th Sundays
Worship  0:30 a.m.
Sunday School  11:04 a.m.
Browen.LM CHAPEL''
Tr and Int Mulitirys- - 
AcirshIp  0:10 aim
SaYslay Sehool  11:00 a.m.
Znd an,1 Oil, Sundays
Sunday School  0:30 cm.
• NSW PROVIDENCS
a.m. CIECIIICH OF CMEIST
X. Camas. sopsiabs•
•m. Worship:
cln- Sunday siornhus  11:60
Sunday evening  4:14 p.m.
a.m. Bible Stuffy Cisme.:
Sunday nto-nIng  1000 s-ss
a.m. Sunda evening •  6.00 p.m
am. Wednesday evening   6.30 pin
P.m
COUDRAY/LE 1:11111111411 OF CEIRIIIIT
C10001 Crater. 111110161W - -
HMI, Mod)   10 :OA 10.111.
IM a Poplar (-writes OF canner presakkra  11:00 a.m.
Bost Jay Leekbart. .1010104 Wed. Bib= Study  7:00 p.m.
Sunday
Rh.!. 6.ii,..4  e;46 ars.
Worship Wm..  10:40 a.m.
Fs ening Worship  1:00 p. =.
Iliertneeday
NI010..ck Bible Stady 7.30 '..p.rn.
-
FISIENDIIIIIP CEVIIICIII tit tRIMIST
Lffill• 11/0•7. sitilasSer
Bible Study  1000 ant.














70 Milking Cows • 68 Holsteins
2 Jerseys • 10 Bred Heifers, due
in July and August
THE CALVING STORY:
6 Springing Cows - 10 Bred Heifers, due in early Fall
46 C•ws, milking and due back in July through Oetob-
er - II COWC. milking and due bark Novernber-Deeem-
bar 14 Recently Fresh and Open.
It you phut to add to your herd this fall, buy the cows
now. Prices on these cows will be much lees now than
they will be Vila fall when base Milk is critical. Tie a
thinking man, BUY NOW and SAVE ihe high fall prices.









DIRECTIONS - The sales arena Is located about 3 Miles




































(Mason Slid.) City 3:311- 4:30
SECOND WEDNESDAY
100
.0, sautathemn°Ptiapley,s gologogarteci 191::0000-1311:0
003° Providence 1:- 2:00
2 00 
(Concord Hwy 2-00- 3:00
Sunset Blvd. (City) 3:30- 4.30
SECOND TH1.1tSDAY
4:38 Sobool of New Hope 9.00- 9:30
Robertson Kindergarten 9:30-10:30
Robertson Eleniritary 10.30- JAY
II:00-10:40 Lunch 1.30.2:00
1000- 1 00 Calloway High School 2:00- 2:00
100- 1:30 Robinson Home




2 30- 3 30
330- 4 30 °°11e44'e
Kinder
2 00-




12 00.12:30 °Mege 112aldergurtell, Fletcher Stop





. (College Farm Rd / 2:00- 4:15








(illayfSekt Road) 1:30- 3:30
IleChwyb 116th st) 3:00- 4:30
SECOND MONDAY




Lavine Grocery 2:00- 3:001
Panorama Shores 3:00- 4:00
Count'.















make a good general - and a
good decorator. The alert, im-
aginative decorator notices . . .
and uses . . . the small things.
the subtlde touches that dis-







o.peats it in an
(neintal vase.
-imp or table
accessory in the living room.
The creative decorator teases
the memory with subtle repe-.
titions of color accents. almost
- but not quite - unnoticed.
It is not in the major piece*
of furniture that )our personal
touch will show most clearly oi
your home. It is in the small
details - tile selection and
placement of accessories, the
loving display of a piece of
sculpture, the collection :sou
find a place for. And the ways
you find to eipress your own
sense of color relationships
and of interesting design.'
Give a lot of thought to. the
details, of your home interior.
And s-isit our showroom dis-
plays often for fresh new ideas
to spark your own thionking.
sa-e41 as beautifully designed
individual and group furnish-
ing..
Helping you express your -in-
divdivality in decorating your
home is a rewarding part of














I Hopkins Gercery) 1:00- 1:30
Dex ter Rep
alcoklesT Grocery) 1:30- 3:00
-
















Prfebte Stops 9 00- 1:30
Lancia 1.30- 2011
Billy Sonettili







(Irving Cobb ltd.) 2 00-
Pane Dr. CItY0 31I)-







sunny tams) CIty, 10 00-11:00
Row Grocery
rPeceryi 1130-12:30
Tarsal 12 30- 1:00
Galloway Avenue 2 00- 3:30
I Russell Wello
(1.105 Mulberry) 3:30- 4:30
FOURTH WEDNESDAY , ied co he can be buried next
9:15-10:15 to -her." How should 1 take all
10 30-11:30 this?
12 00- LOD SECOND FIDDLE
1:CKS. 1:30 DEAR SECOND: It's all right
for a man to remember the ast
but hio doosn hare to live in it.




H I 1:1111-1. I G H-T'S N C4 •
74eige.fabiscoVERY
AIR FORCE EC-135 JET, ONE OF
8 APOLLO NETWORK FLYING COM-
MUNICATION STATIONS IS TEST-
ING A FIVE-MILE-LONG WIRE
411212 F;
ANTENNA. TOWED BEHIND THE PLANE, IT WILL
BE USED AS A VERY LOW FREQUENCY BACK-
UP SYSTEM TO PENETRATE MAGNETIC STORMS
TRANSMITTING ON THE 17 KC LAND.
 WEMIlr N') ot, 
\ IV
, aw
ft ': , • •'''14r4.,! wIL.a.04/01,g.'
' ..:.........rti, ....... ,.---To s
.












FIRST LONG LIFE ARGON GAS
LASER BECAME PRODUCTION
UHF ITEM AT RCA OUTPUT
OF TUBE IS HIGH DENSITY
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT BEAM
WITH 1.000-HR LIFE IT
WIL1 REPLACE SLOWER OPERAT-
ING WEAKER LIGHT SOURCES
IN BIO-CHEMICA1 DRUG PRO-
CESSING AND PHOTO COPYING.
SATURN WI, FIRST Of
GIANT 36-STORY APOL-
LO MOON ROCKETS,










WHEN IT WILL BE











Only in the Past






!Whitman) City 2.30- 3:30
Gilbert's




DEAR ABBY: This is the sec-
ond marriage for both Elmer and
me. My first marriage was an un-
happy one and ended in divorce.
400 
Elmer's first marriage (he claims)
was happy, but his wife died. Do4:46
you think it's right for a husband
to have pictures of his first wife
all over the place' Every wale in
every room of our house is cover-
ed with pictures of "her" They
go all the way back to their mar-
riage right up to pictures of her
wake.
Also. Elmer made me promise
that when he dies I will ship his
















Plus most forms that are






hexing Number One's icture "all
over the plac•," but if you do,
your feelings should be consid-
ered As for Elmer's wanting
to be buried next to "her," toll
him to put it in his will and
his wishes will be carried out
as soon as he is.
DEAR ABBY I am Is 14-year-
old girl Ind my problem is my.
mother. She wont let me have
anyone over to the house unless
it's hi perfect order because she's
afraid the kids might go home and
tell their mothers that she is a
poor housekeeper.
Abby. this is silly because kids
• couldn't care less how the house
looks. I konw that I don't pay any
attention to the housekeeping
when I'm at someone's house vis-
iting. And even if I did notice
that a place was e mess I sure
wouldn't go home and tell my
mother.
Please -put this in your column.
My mother never misses it. Thank
you.
NO COMPANY
PEAR NO COMPANY: I ne-
edy give /Avec* to ono who
hasn't- asked for It, but in your
5.
Cp W EAT H ER>
caws I'll maim an exception and
address this to your mother:
There is nothing more mosso',
ing to a mother than always
to know where her daughter is
-arid with whom. You can in-
sure this feeling by making your
daughter's friends welcome in
your home anytime. Youngst•rs
tak• little notice of "housekeep-
ing." In fact, the "perfect"
house is not nearly as inviting
as the one that looks "lived in."
• • •
DEAR ABBY: When my hus-
band and I go to the home of
friends for cocktails and dinner,
Ijust hate to end up sitting by
somebody else's husband -
When the hostess starts say-
ing, "Alice, you sit o.er here by
Bill, and Joan, you will sit be
side Harry " I always say. '1 still
enjoy sitting by my own husband,
thank you. "Am I wrong' I wo-
uld like your opinion.
LIKES MY OWN
DEAR LIKES: I think it is
simply a matter of good man-
ners for Forests to sit when the
hostess seats them.
CONFITENTIAL TO ROBER•
TO: Any man who can be made
"blissfully hppy" or "miserably
unhappy" by • woman is still
"young."
• • •
Ever) body has a problem.
What's yours' For a personal re-
ply write to Abby, Box 69700,
Los Angeles, Cal.. 90069 and en
dote a stamped, self-addressed
ens elope
For Abby's booklet, "How to
Hav• a Lov•ly Wedding," send
51 00 to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Cal,, 90069.
,---160* YOU KNOW
..by Uoitod Press International
The first known system of
shorthand was developed Marcus
Tullius, Tiro in Rome in 63 B.C.
It was used for recording the
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NAGOYA. Japan (let - The
leader of a small right-wing poli-
tical group was sentenced to 14




months in jail Tuesday for assault-
ing Deputy Premier Nikolai K.
Baibakov with a 3 foot wooden




FRIDAY - MARL'H 2:: 1968
Toahitaka Suridate, 25, waS con-
victed of attacking the Russian






ZEROING IN ON ZIG-ZtAGGERS- -A .105mm howitzer is moved into position by four -Marines
to bilobard Communist forces surrounding the stronghold of Khe Sanh, South Vietnam,
North Vievnam)'se troops have dug a series of mg-zag tren,:hes willun 100 yards of
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No. 70 Remover._ .65
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LOW COST CLASSIFIED ADS GET BLIES
ability preferred. Must have car
_
HELP WANTED I available. Send resume to Mrs_  
Carrie Jurney, 1664 Ryan Ave.,
EXCELLENT EARNINGS - Murray, Ky. M.22-C
Avon way:terrilorlea 
""abla- in-ti Ukit -tr -ti practicalthe Dexter area--also Colds. ater
and Hazel Highway Write- Mrs.
i&E‘elyn E. Brown, Avon Mgr.,
Shady Grove Rd., Marion, Ky.
42064 April-10-C
LOCAL CONTRACTOR has open
lug for an experienced paintr
Workman's compensation, unem-
ployment Insurance and paid va-
cation. Good pay and steady work.
For further information call 732
-I 5287. M-26-NC
0 4IALE HELP WANTED: Apply in





nurse. Apply Westview Nursing
tBoine, or call 7531304. M-23-C
I ACCOUNTANT to be in full
charge of payroll, receivables, pay-
es, trial brilance and monthly
statements for small growing cor
poration. Compensation related to
experience with prompt increase
after capacity demonstrated. All
replies will be held confidential.
Write giving full resume, 'each-
41- 'unit and experience to P. 0.
Box 562, Murray, Kentucky.
M-28-C
LADY FAMILIAR with Murray, WANTED RUT
to serve as welcome hostess. The




mechanic, minimum of three
',ears Industrial experience.
These positions have become
available as a result of recent
plant expansion.
Excellent pay, frliwi benefit
pisoram.
If you are qualified for any
.f the positions, please apply
' General Tire and Rubber
Co.. P. 0 Box 3?.1), Mayfield,
Kentucky or Phone 247-6730.
'An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer) M 211-C
C'H A PTEE 
MI117 HAS Hat s.11tD
wanted to Pr, sp. els
rattailm as g haw f111,11 f/10 1155i
-nt • deou.: ono •mbush intended
ir rtr.5,04 Jahn C10/1 thg
lair of Tell. w lady axed,
wipe go furl! , wext to wt..* •
friend of Ms. BI I 1.kyel, nit•;ht aiv•
rars 4 tot ea • ra.....14 t.rote.oi. Ar•
rising at -hit tawa allan• /lag nig
dourethetir Mt...Mos wee itttnytall
to an olde. wousig, areee-paeurd by
--PI gra linos aria several
8en•tan•rds found that she4W-
'Onia'Shennon eras in trouble ft.
"an -tail,' and otherwise An ireiire.
'ton of the extent was then by hi.
•! the train to
,tieet Mate enrol and when he 0545-
r.ii po. Uncle reams. of ..antteo-
mem betwean ti,• tee worn** ante
Suud recogaited by arlaree ••• pro-
gam to prneske
Zinmons. but rat, Royal averted •
%pit between thaen Mere But that
lernmone 1,0011 !tend and
Girl Marko is a 'camellia_ been.
k MOIRDOS
-0 clashing •ith Mena
.LEN EMNIONS bag an to
ritihn'ole and *lir Dan
'ruame sat him in a dark cot--
hovered over turn What
e fimred was that Simi) Sand
or litatao might come out of the
no: win .thrl become tnqlusitive.
A top buggy pulled up. It MY
dr.cen by Kate Ittiyal,
sta),..oig with Mends at
their ntrme on the edge of
'own, she breathed, al ghting
from the rig 'This is diet: car-
riage We'll take Alex there."
Dan lifted Alex Emmons onto
the seat of the buggy Kate
loyal liniflollaiiff his imp legs
tecti Fee She nrineeze21 heneelf
into he delvers vent
Wad to be 01 help.' Den
ta,<4.4...4ing back
"CI nut you've got to corn.,
Ain roe:' exclaimed '.Yota
mint I can handle him aloes.
Wit id it he wakes up?"
Mire peciest rain*. wets Sap-
;winching "All right.- Dan said
He crowded-leto the
iii- tge. With the dazed Alex
c forums between them Ern-
:0 an was groaning and begin-
tog to fight his way back to
the surface
The buggy lurched tato mo-
tion as Kate Ro;ial flicked the
whip. As they pained the door
of the Big Chance, Dan glenpsed
Shen Sand in the parted swing
portals. peering up and down
the etilewalk.
Kant Royal saw thle also.
The fool" she said, and choked
up a trifle.
"Who? The one back there?"
"No This one here with us.
conceit is a terrible thing." She
look td down it Alex lenimOns.
TM :erness raffle rnto her voice.
'And sometimes it's wonderful
She io,nced at Den "Alex
imirhi not arpreclate what you
she l'oetilin, but I do I want tO
Omni. you. Mr.- -Mr.-waa ̀ the
nem liriSCull ?"
i'hita It." Dan Said. -Daniel,
Dr.• "
, in tlicse parts usually
don't want to get Invo'ved In -
in.--" 5`1, dIrth't it. letting
WANTED: Girls or boys 26" bicy-
cle in good condition. Phone 753-
MOO after 4:30 p. m. M-23-C
CITIZENS BAND, 2-way radio In




We wish to express our deep
appreciation 'for the many kind-
nesses and expressions of sympa
thy extended' to us during the IL-
ness and 'death of our father,
grandfather, and brother, Herman
C. Futrell.
May God's richest blessings rest
apon each of you.
Ilr and Mrs. Scott McNabb
Miss Wanda Kay McNabb
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Brighman Futrell.
1,TC
County Soil Improvement Assn.
When? Friday, April 5, 1088
6:30 p.m Where? Calloway Coun-
ty High School cafeteria. We feed
you - cherry pie and barbecue.
hy' attend? It is your _bus-
iness and your voice and influ-
ence should be expressed. (2) You
should cast your vote for 4 dir-
ectors to be elected, Almo District
- James Belcher or Melvin
Young. Southwest Muray - Ellis
Ross Paschall or ()Hey While. Sou-
theast Murray-Dan Shipley or Cleo
Grogan At Large Distriat - Ove-
ta Bogard or Frank Hill. (3i Fin-
ancial report will be given -
Mr. 0. H. Campbell, Pres. of Sou-
thern States Board will be the
speaker. Please call your Co-op
for reservaticia for a plate by
Thursday, April 4th. Calloway Co




2-BEDROOM TRAILER, not in
trailer park. Call 480-3623. M-23-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished apart-
The G1118 of Judgment :ay
Cliff Farrell's new Western thriller
!rem am Doubleday k Co. novel: Coorriret C 3957, by
CutYsereli. Dtatributed by Kink Fes, Syndicate,
It hang in the air_
Whet LA.,, didn't help her out
uy asking what she meant. she
spoke again. "You muut nave
seen what nappenea at the de-
pot this afternoon. You anew
Alex wan going to that saloon
to have at out with that man,
Tom Smith."
-May he,- Dan said.
"1 still uon t understand why
you atupped him, Mr Driscoll."
"Maybe I figured lie waa too
young to We."
She was silent for a Hine. She
finally drew a tong, quivering
breath. "Yea," she said huakily.
"Oh. yea"
"How come you showed up
there at that moment?" Dan
asked
"After the Louble at the de-
pot I nouriaged to talk Alex into
going to the flouts., where I'm
staying overnight with old
friends. Ed and Ann I)avis I
insisted that Ire leave with me
that awful. show-off run he had
be,n. carrying He stayed for
supper, and I road believed he
Mad cooled oft. After he left,
became afraid he'd do exactly
what he tried to do Bill Davis
had hitched up his buggy. for
be was to attend his lodge meet-
ing trinIght I didn't have time
to expl,tin I borrowed it and
hee.I.•d for town. I 58W Alex
walking toward the Big Chance
and 45w you slug him."
Sire wilted, ..1 was ruing ti do
,nit what you did. You beat me
to tt."
What? You were going to
ulug hint? With what ?"
•AlreP not with a flat, of
_Matra* I've got a Colt .44 I in-
tended to use that on 'Ms stub-
born skull "
"Knife:on* wag mucky I hap-
pened to be suatund," Dan said
'He's connive artiond stre3dy.
Yon alight have laid him: out
lot quite n spell The barrel of
it six-gun ean do a lot of dam-
ere
Bette; a 'Woken nalid than a
;rave,- she said. "Well. Mire we
are, Mr. Driscoll."
She had swung the buggy Into
the driveway of a mOdret dwell-
ing Windows were iighted. Alt=
Emmons' eyes were open, the
pupils rolling weakly. Dan
alighted.
The door was opened by a
camel, young matron, "Good
henvenie" she ,exclaimed
"Where ltd you go, Kathleen?
What happened?" .
"Nothing too serious Ann.''
Kate Royal said. -•alex got
paniched in the tiivir This 15 hIS
day to lose all the fights "
Ann fesvurs' hur.band Lyme
hurrying Don handed his shore
of the b-:rris t over to rem and
turned to am ve
"Wait"' Kate Rays' titled
"
Rd Itaete introduced ionised
to Dan. 'You're new aroun.
tere 7 tie asked
"Name is onui Orsacoll,
seal. •I'm past M.opp.lig over tot
a tally or two. Heading ter Call
tot rile.
"What nappened7'
"I sort at got Dazed in oy
014111111t,'' Dan said. ''l don't know
exactly what all this is about
I reckon the young lady CAM ten
YOU better than I Can."
Kate Royal returned at Lilac
moment. "Alex will be all
right; she said, "Not even - a
broken yaw. You probably saved
his life. Kr. Driscoll"
"I'll be laying good night.
then.- Dan said.
"Are you looking for a riding
Job?' she asked quickly.
"I reckon net,- Dan seta- "I'm
moving farther west in the mor-
ning"
"We could oiler yuu a steady
Job." she Mitt She was remov
ing the dangling earzing4 She
kneaded th5 lobes ot nes ears
and said, "I should never wet,
those things. They re briitall,
heavy But they're beautalui
Heirlooms."
She added. -My father owns
a ranch down in the Spring -
water. That's south ut here
Some of the range is rough
country, no question about that
We pay tarty a month ter a rides
who isn't afraid of popping cat
tie In the brush and on the
Wants Fifty a trionth tor rouna
op work. We're uothere.
much with fence scars nor neei
fly down there Sortie LICith
course, but only in early Muni
flier We mount out erten on
good horseflesh Quarterhore
stock. We- furnish gemo grut,,
Fact is, I do most ot the olloking
royaelt Iicnow you cl like the
country."
"Sorry,- Dan said. "It sounds
like • sowpunciser's dream of
the ranch in the sky But I'm
pulling out tomorrow,
-1 can't Warne you, she sato
tisedly.
.41e neld again, "Pm sorry. Ili
Say good night now '
She extended a nand. G000
night Mr Driscoll And thank'
again for what you Md. a.
way*.
rhe earrings an. nao neer,
holding slipped from net nant,
and rol!ed on the carpel at
Dan a teet instinctively they
boils stooped to retrtiree
They awl co!ii.4,7,1
-my moo_ Dan :11,10 I nap:
you arcn t hurt
'NM at III, she saia.
Dan looked down -The ear
roe 'Atm
N 'yen mind. me SALM 'I'll
flan the other Olte lit 'en I nave
'Good night Dan r. sal, 1
Gixxi mint. - Mr alto Mrs
Diu. is Its trim t ear pleasure
in Re Cotoratned rerisoerotti.
From the Doubleday.* Go 185.8i Coryi ight 0 1918, oy Farrell Distributed by &mg P eatures syndicate
meat, 'nice location. Call 753-3143.
NOTICE 
11-23-P-- - - - -
HORSE TRAINING, horses for UNFURNISHED Two-room apart-
sale, • quarter horses--and -saddle prtvite enTrOnce,
horses, riding lessens, and an phone, lights and water furnish-
English saddle for sale at Golden ed. Lady preferred. Only $25.00.
Five Stables, Call 753-1348. 202 Poplar. Call 753-6173, M-23-C
M-26-C
2 BEDROOM HOUSE -- 318 S.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Ali' Street, pots-salon April 1st.
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sand- rent $60.00. Call Bob s flier 753
ers. Phone 382-3176, Lynnville, KY. 3312.
April-11-C
refrigerator, hot plate, two milk
cans, numerous dishes. Above is;
a partial list. Numerous other it-
ems for sale including house and
lot set up for living quarters plus
I income of over $200 per month,
information on financing at auc-
tion. Wayne Wilson, auctioneer,
753-3263 or 753-5086. M-23-C
WANTED TO RENT
YOUTHS DOMONSTRATE tion government demanded Wed-
nesday an immediate halt to
youths smashed windows and 
Americas' bombing of North Viet-
American Express Wednesday 
warring parties in Vietnam to re
same resolution called on
splashed red ink on the office of
the war in Vietnam. 
flounce a military solution and
work for a political end to thenight in a demonstration against
The demonstrators, waving fighting.
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
I flags, shouted anti-American slo-
1967 CIIEVELLE SS. 396, 4-speed, 
ganis, grabbed metal bars and
factory warranty. Call 753-8696. I tramp,
WANTED: Small furnished house paving stones from the construe-
power steering, tape player, tech.,14.26.c or apartment, with private en- tion site of a new subway station
Call 754-3020, Ext. 1211238.-C and broke windows.
2 BEDROOM TRAILER 12' wide
HONDA CB 160, excellent condi- ASK BOMBING HALT
hon. One ,owner. Call 436-5333, or ; NANTF.D TO RENT small house .
inqUire a"t State Farm Insurance, 'or large trailer or apartment. p -e- NUERNBERG. Germany t'11: -
M-22-P fel-ably- bill not necessarily fun- The social democratic faction of
I ished. Call 753-8111. M-25-C West Germany's two-party coati-
ONE ELECTRIC range $20,00; six -
chair dinette suite, $10.00; RCA I
television. 25" screen, $10.00
Phone 753-7221. M-22-P !
TWENTY SEVENTH ANNUAL I 2 BLACK TOY Poodles,' female.available now for married couple
8 weeks old. Also grown malemembership meeting. Calloway .414. Located at Green Acre's
Dachshund. Call 753-2620. M-23.0Trailer Court N 16th Extended,
Call 7534539. M-25-C
a. SIAMESE KITTENS, $15.00. Seal
blue, and lilac point in this litter.
FOR SALE Chocolate point available soon.
Mrs. Seale, 753-7770.CLEAN RUGS, like new, so
so easy to do with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Hugh
es Paint Store M-23-C
14' FIBERGLASS Speedlieer Boat.
45 Mercury mntor, trailer.
skits, new battery. Call 792 447k,
Excellent condition.
ACRE FARM one mile east in
Almo. Four room house and
gArage, outbuilding. two ponds
and tobacco base see Mrs Lavenia
'vett or call 75.1-6911 51.224;
EIGHT TABLES, eight chairs, OM
'.hiffioneer, one dresser, one
,hest. (finite" roem . set, electric
range, refrigerator and . picric
table. Call 753-34194. ___M-2.5-C
NOW 15 THE TIME to o.tic,
St-arks dwarf trees, flowering
trees, shrubs and roses. Guaran•
teed to bear. Come to see me or
; call and I will come to see you.
1
W. 0. Vaughn. agent. Phone 753-
4938. Residence 802 - Cold-x:atci
Road. H-1TP
_
10' A-LUI9INUM BOAT, 5'S 1. I-
Johnson motor. and Hue., 1,1,,-s
of bees. Call 436-2471. M-23-C
ELECTRIC COOK STOVE and kit-
chen cabinet. Call 489-3572.
M-22-1'
100' x 150' LOT in Kingswood
Subdivision. Call ' 7534516 after
5:00 p. m. M-22-C
CRUSHED STONE for your drive-
4,:ays and septic tanks. Also ma.
sonars sand. Quality service guar-
anteed. Call .753-5436 after 4 p. m.
M-22.0
M-23-C
TWO-PIECE jiving room suite
$100.00. Chrome dinette set. $25.
Phone 753-7241_ M-23-C
USED SINGER Sewing machine,
zig-zag, all regular attachments.
Sews perfect and fully guaran-
teed. Full cash price $29,50. Pay-
ments can be arranged. Write giv-
ing phone number to Martha Hop-
per, General Delivery, Murray, Ky,
M-27-P
1966 BLUE V. W., excellent con-'
dition. Clean, low mileage. Must
sell. Call 762-3892. M-23-C
---- -
Cr Saturday. March 30,
at one p. m.. at J. D. Grogan
place, 1505 Sycamore. In event of
rain sale following Saturday. An- .
tiques:---rocker, bureau, washstand,
clock, churns, 'dinner kettle, wash
kettle,- foot stools, mirror arid
frame, picture frame. Modern and
Maple - Early American living
room suite, lamps, end tables, dea-
con's bench, den set, also tele-
vision, two baby beds, bedroom
suite, dressers, platform and re-
cliner rockers, 9' x 12' nylon rug,















WHEN A TEAM L35E.5
A eiAbiE IS IT THE
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ball% by rnsted Feature Syndicate, Inc. 2;,.
WELL, I'M Mr AFRAID TO 5*1!
ikkiEN A TEAM LOSES A
GAME, I THINK IT'S THE
FAULT OF THE MANAGER!
FEMALE HELD WANTEE
SOMEONE TO HELP with house-
work every Thursday morning.
Must furnish own transportation.
Call 753-1836. 1.1-23-C
Sorvice. °Persia
CONTACT KENT WRIGHT for








TERMITES . . .








"We Go Anywhere A
Termite Goes"
As THOUGH DRAWN !W A
MYSTERIOUS FORCE, SLATS
FINDS HIS OWN HOME, HESI-
TATES, THEN WALKS 8'l...
WI* FOLLOWS HIM, THEN...
THIS HAS GOT To BE
WHERE THAT GIRL LEFTY








.0. W. I 55 -
a hoW., sow
I MUST KNOW IF
VOU'RE INTER/57ED
IN MY FIANCE. HIS
NAME IS LEFTY, AND




























The home of Mrs Ism, Ada,.
was the scene of the maven
the Efentan's Starts of Ch
lea asesrice of the Martins Chap,
11111thellist Church held on Toe--
day. March 19. at seven o'clock IT
the evening
• Mrs.. Gerald Garrett was r•
charge of the program on th.
theme. "Let's Listen and Learn'
She was assisted by Mrs Adams
Wied Mrs. Jiminv Hughes in tItt
pr-gram presentation
The program was closed wit
Mrs Ifughes reading a beautife
prover poem
11 
81/1M. Viddie Ellis. presiden
The minutes were rm.:
by Itra. Harm - n Whitnell and the
Dwarureas reput was gives a.
Mrs. Hughes,
 , A rep' et c IlW disteita diet'
Mg held at the South Plessar
Or ye chursh on March 5 w
a giver. Attending from Marti.-
% Carmel were Mrs G!en Hill. Mr
Owe Whitnell. and Mrs Itarnes-
l'ilitenWSC'S will hold
I ittrelan ta Wry Each one is urgeo .
Sc, parti-ipate in this aueti n ....
Sc pea erds will be seed in th.
WOOS and f -r the building pr.
area of the Atm+.
, Mrs Ellis clewed the meetinc
with prayer
A ;actsl hour was held wifa
* Me bailees's, Mrs. Adams and
rrs Garrett serving refresa
ii-nts to the eleven members and
, Pea vtors Mrs Edith Carnet
. if Hopkins-111e and Mrs J W
I M'-Carty the latter becoming asea member of the society.
••••••••••
thials 15,I-11117 se 15.1-1141
MR and MRS. RONALD JAMES ROSS
amelew
Miss Shei. ...iie -,amcs .,,-,.,),:es Bride OfI LEACH'S MUSIC i lies, 109 Soi.th Yeah Street, 1 .meet at the ..ub house at 931)
Well - • . Rona'd .1-11?ff€'$ Ross In Love!r Ce•-enviny At - • •
• 1-vin Cobb Road. 11 eleven a.a.
Murray The groom is employed
,r - Dirauirre Furniture mpafly
. and is attending Murray State
University.
•
THE LEDGER & TIMES — /41VRRAT, KENTUCKY
 and her corsage was of pink rose-
I ' buds
The bride's maternal grandldb:.,
ther. Mrs. Sam Wilson, wore an
aqua suit, and the grooms mat-
ernal pandistother. Nre. Ruby
Harris, ehese a navy MI. ILO
wore corsairs of %Mt, adanelias.
The bride's gramdfather. Sam Wil-
ms, was also present Sr the
wedding.
Reception
Fallowing the eremanv the re-
epilln was held at the dining
rea of the James' home.
The blade's table was covered
vith a bite taffeta under white net
vith swags cf t'e net caught up
.n ea.!, side A yellow rose was
Mated tin each side of the table
lth the fur earners caught lia
vith bourptets of yellow rosebuds
ind white and yellow ribbon
'eetering the table was the bride
nd gra eit antique China dolls
• -.Rh the bride del being dressed
ientieal ts the material end de
•.ign at the bride's dress.
The three tiered weddina este
-tspped with hauquet of
:Acting bells and yellow bow and
et. The cake and the crystal
yeah biwl were garlanded with
ellew r .sebilds and greenery
-.ahem Ranch, nuts, mints, and
sae-teaches were served
H'ilson-Parker Engagement
- is crystal and silver appoint. MISS PAULA JEAN WILSONients. The napkins deeoratud
wedding bells were imprint- Mr and Mrs Russell Wilson of Hickory, announce the engage-
'. with the woras. -Sheri and rnent of Mr Wilson's eldest daughter Paula Jean, to William Alexand-
er Parker son of Mr. swid Mrs. V. W Parker of Murray.March 3. 196W'
3er:ing the guests were Mrs Miss Wilson is graduate of lAiwes High School and is present-
.11 Frwin. Miss Teresa Erwin. ly attending Murray Nee Universits' where she is a senior majoring
.ss Jenny Wilson of Padu- in accounting. She is a member of Phi' Beta Lambda, business fratern-
arr.. Wilsan of Gilbertsville, Mrs.
.h. all c,ausins of the bride. Mrs ity.
Mr Parker. a graduate of Murray University School, is also a
aid Garr's. and Mrs Nettie Mil- student at Murray State University. He is a junior majoring in ma-
:r of Quincy. Mich.. all aunts of theenatics aid business He is a member of the Fueleadean Math Club
and Pin lees Lambda. Re is now pledairrg Alpha Kappa Psi, honorary-e bride.
Mew Paulette Ross. sister of the budgie= hillemilty.
• nin. kept the register in the Mem swe being made for a June 1 wedding.
-trirt...e hall of the home. The - -
litter table was decorated with •
. green antique bride's howl hold-
-a yellow floating roses
After the reception the couple
-at for . short unannounced
Pride's, Meech 22riding trip with the bride wear- will meet at Use social WI at
g a 'herr skirt and beige check—
ed coat ensemble with brown ac Fidelis Sunday
essoriesand the orchid from her Ow "91he First Balahal
heuquet. Rill have a potluck dinner
eome of the teseher, MrsMr. and Mrs. Ross are now at
fbetal Calendar
Isevee paw. with Verona Ross aridPat Goodridge as hostesses.
•
SA-
FRIDAY MARCH 22, 1988
WA F US DRUG
Phone 753-1272
* aCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get it — Or It Can't Be Had
(Message Changed Daily)
DIAL - A - DEVOTIONAL
753 - 4411
(('ut Out and Place Near Telephone)
I at Lesail taie- nave* itnriesi ea].
'a Maw and TV in
curing
'cleland realer.
Betrutilut Hume- -Brides Parents- -
.a4ististsi a lovely setting of
I)
• te wiseel altar in the iha
reaeria .ad tar.deisara in the ng .roens la.seras of whir stack
=does !ham room of the hume and greenery plated on large
' the bride's parents. Miss Sheii white pedestals were flanked as
.ne James_ daughter of Mr and each side_ ba. the three seven
is. Rubin James. Lynn Grose branched candelabra holding
'ad. was mamed to Ronald white burning tapers %fatale sat-
in!! Ross son of "r and Mrs. in: bows sea placed on each of
traes Ross Irvin Cobb Read the candelahrae David Carew:,
• asin of the bride. and MarkDr H C ,Calles. pastor of '-e aunes. brother al the bride. lit
''W BaPt10 Perfrirm'd the candles,
he impressive datable ring cere• The bride app,,,ached, the inv













Farmer Ave at N. 17th Si
54,irray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 A.111
Wed edne•wir • at a r4,1.••
— AU. WELCOME' —
The. Bible Speaks Up TIM_
Station WNBEI - 4340 ICC
Sunday at tt 15 3 TrI
ilf1111111.111111111111.11111111
'lock in the afternoon before an aisle' of the improvirael chapel in
ssemblY ah'Ilt fifty relat"` the living room She was escortedtad Oise friends_ by her father who gave her in
The ceremony was read as the marriage





•The Church Christ Wants and We Necd"
fonight, March 22nd
MEETING HAS HEIN CANCELLED
Due to InclernInt Weather







Her 'beautiful floor length wed-
ding gewn of white peau,de soa.
was fashioned with empire ward
*one but mis close -shaped The
rourd neckline. waistline, a n d
sleeves had lace appliques ere
artadered.. in peed pearls. The long
Rehearsal Dinner
The gee- ires parents Mr andl
Mrs. James Russ. entertained with
a vabearsal dinner at the private ,
dining raom of the Ta-rale Due
m Thursday evening, March S.
Centerinc tie tao.e lows
y-- arrangement of yellow chew '
santhennuns and gladioli
The bridal ^ouple presentea
'gifts to their attendants.
Covers were lete inr Dr and
Mrs H. C. Chiles. Miss Jenne Win-
crester. Mark Laasiter. Mark Jam-
e.% Dwain James David (,argue
Danny Rase Mite Jackie /Oak
Mias Paulette Ross Mr and Mrs.
James Wilson of Picheah. Mr. and
Mrs Rubin Jame-, the bridal




.-=-,ziezemaaera-=-e-Gcearea-...n.caZe'ices-es and the hemline is c re
walloped with the lace appaqucs t ,•n-us -- Adults 110
and seed pmts. as_ was ter long_ CUM* --_Z4orilerY 5
train arached .*...the waistline . f Adwilsorsoss. March 20, 1941
the dress The back of the drcss . John Cayton. Hazel: Mrs for-
and the long sleeves were faster, ewe Askew, Route 2, Murray:
ed with tiny self revered butteries iierbert J. Brine. 809 Waldrop,
The bride's waistleneth veil of Murray; Mrs Fula Thompson am!
*ilk illusion ,was attached to' a baby girl. Route 1, Murrby; Say
aitaacipiece of white-- -twee- de- .-Routa-- -5,..--Beerain, _
siseliuds encrusted with seed
pearls. Eer .eals jewelry was a
,s-sr a necklace. gift of the groove
Use tarried a lam bridal bee
r.upt, of feathered white carna•
!ans. lines 'if the valley, and
ir ei streeiners and center, wah
a large vell-as. tafaraed Taregid ko
'A1-,, - ir. I:0- '41-*te and `yellow
- Mimi scheme.
. Mout SetritT-Wit4iestet• was tl,
maid of ban- r and: the bride's en
ly attendant Her floor length en-
',•ernhle v..,s a base dress of yellow
a irn under .a dress of white net
.:aath white daises with yellow
, enters. The dress was en*trs
aastline -ileac eall a yellow vet-
est lien and featured long It!etatat
ilea. headdress wig a bow fashion-
' ecl of yellow material anti net.
The honor attendant's teluguet
was of yellow pompoms and green
cry
-- . Isanrry---Ress,. brother of - t it e
..-,r c.m, served es best mar, Air-
ear Sec ./n(1 Class Dwain James.
'Yeas Field. San Antonle. Texas,
I. iirother of the bride. ushered the
'4,112.sts to' their seats in Me en-
: 11n ;:1,r -iveieed chJpel in the James
er . Muaie for the weeding was by




the bride She played the
t tiara.tienal wedding march on the
...
I For. her daughter's weddingMrs. James chomp to wear a pink
. decree knit dress with a corsage
  ii
of pink •rowbuds and lilies of the 
aalley. The grooma mother was
attired in green dacron knit dress
a
Ruth Nanney, 1311 Sycamore,
Murray,, Mrs. Lorille Peeler, Rt.
1. Deiter.. Miss Tina Norswortlyy,
Saute 6. 'Murray; Mrs Linda ease
Vt.r1 Route 2, Murray, Mrs Shir-
ley Ito-melt. • Route 3, Murray;
aaby bay • Phillips. -rotife 4, Beie
,41





. Ic-if the Murray Waman•s Club will
• • •
The Creative Arts Department
am. Hostesses will be alesdanaes1J E. Garrison, C D Searbornugh
Wayne Deran, Henry 11.4ton. and
Theeracutive  card of the Cal Luther.
Ke-kaey Sehere Pf will meet at
1-30 p.m at the school.
• "
The Lyrnt Greve and Almo PTA
men's seed women's basketball




fhe Calloway Comity Branch of
rite .scr With meet at Robertson
School at four pin .les Harm.
/lodges will preeent the program
• • •
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
UNE Baby boy Uverholla, Milan,
term.
Dismissals
Callie Honsden, 9011 No. lath
Street, 'Murray. Charles W. Adams
Route 1, Alava Mrs. Thelma Rose,
Route 2, Wingo; Master Wade
Dann, Renee S. NarraY. Donald
Wayne Adams, Route 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Ona Coopee, 1100 Poplar,
Iforray;'- Sherry Jones, 513 So.
12th Street, Murray; Mrs. Cecelia
Dunn, and baby girl, 1110 Elm,
Marray; Brenda Sue Outland, Al-
Mo. Osie West, Route I, arm-
vine, Tom Bell, Route- 3. Benton,
lienrs Erwin. 1301 Poplar, Mur-
ray; Homer Wicker, 1110 Poplar,
Murray; Mary Beulah Jones, 1204
N. Olive. Murray; Altie M. Spann,
Haute 4, Murray; Baby boy Ray,





Mrs Lois Miller was hostess for
'he March meeting of the Arts
ind Crafts Club held at the home
-if her daughter. Mrs Charles
Tuttle. on South Thirteenth
Street
The president. Mrs Howard Gu-
thrie. presided at the meeting.
Two very lovely poems were read
by Mrs. Carl Harrison.
Three new members voted in
to the club' are Mrs V 0 Shel-
ton, Mrs_ Pauline Speegie. and
Mrs. A. M Thomas.
Mrs. Tuttle displayed several
lovely pieces fmrit Iran that were
sent to Dr Tuttle hs his son
while he was in that country.
The house was decorated thr-
oughout with arrangements of
spring flowers.
ReLteehments____01---istra,wberry
aheese cake, nuts, and coffee were
served by Men. Miller and Mrs.
Tuttle to the fourteen persons
present. •.• •
Personals
Mrs Jim Zieba and son. Frank,
of St. Louis. Mo., are the guests
of her parents Mr and Mrs. Mae
Thomas Tarry, her sister, M..4
Rebecca June Tarry, and her
grandmsther. Mrs. J. H. Linn
mow; TO A DEGREE-eV/3AF Mel Paul A Wheln-Allind wite.pow Mete 1
at St. tf)111,. ttri, ',ay, where he went from Vietnam to 'Wooly, his l'h fl The effEl ren











Efficient, trim design lets you scat over an acre
of normal lawn in an Mit:r doirri an estate-
quality lob Yet plenty of Dower amt rut,gedness
to tackle hills and weed patches without a
complaint 32" 7 and 5 hp models and 5 hp




5041 N. 4th Street Murray, Kentucky
MOBILE HOME
SPECIALS
ME MORRIS I SONS MOBILE HOME SALES
— IN('ORPORATED —
Has Declared the Month of
March
Volume -Month -
This means greater savings to you than ever
before because profits have been cut to the bot-
tom in order that we may move more mobile
homes.
HERE Ift JUST ONE EXANIPLE .
1968 - 12' x 50'
V'athedral Roof, Reverse ftiele.
Delivertd and set up - Only
$3,695
60 or More Mobile Homes to Choose
From At All Times!
Joe Morris & Sons also have the largest selection of
USED TRAILERS
they have had all year!
$hop and Save
egis
Joe Morris Et Sons
Mobile Home Soles Inc.
North Main Street ____ Phone 5274:322
North Poplor Extd. ___ Phone 527-8747
Benton, Kentucky
Open Monday thru Saturna. _ a a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday ____ 2 to 6:30 p.m.
faelgiestra. lailkeeere
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I les Cridotat News
Roland Wolfe
I The Joey Bishop
1 Sheer
.00 i 0 .
30 Amt. BSA I amine lanangew 1 seams °mil"
15 Montag Worship I •
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.
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I .10eirney To Center
I ist Sarth
1 itchy Dick 4 The
I Mighty Mlightor
r gArfermlie•Airtlaingn
1 Hour of Adventure
I King Kong
I "
I OsOrille of Wis
+stag*
Effie atatitsa
I Paolo Tarty I Asnahese Sandressa
I "
Ott $ams Hem The Lee MOW Claseinee4't9
:16 " 1 t ••••1010
30 fun Tromso Sports The hoed 2011101f•
741 "
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:00 Bate Line Today I Lamle
:16 Scoreboard. News
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Ice Capades, Kiss Me Kate, And
Barabbas Set For TV Next Week
By JACK GAYER tainment hour .with the Harlem
NEW YORK 1//0 - The week's Globetroters basketball team.
specials on the television networks ABC's 1'Off To See The Wizard"
include "The Ice Capades," the screens the second half of the
stage musical, "Kiss Me, Kate,' film, "The Adventures of Hackle-
documentaries on the beginning of berry Finn."
life and the problems of the aged
"and the drama. "Barabbas."
i 
The CBS Friday Night Mov-
ABC introduces a new weekly 
Hes" screens "The ellions" star-
big-prize contest program on Wed- ring 
Richard Rodd.
nesday. Henry Denker's original televt-
Highlights for March 24-90: sion drama "Give LTs Barabba." is
Sunday aired on NBC ,for the third time
in seven years, as a "Hallmark
"The CBS Children's Filth resti- Hall of Fame" show. James Daly,
val" screens "Hand in Hand," a Kim Hunter and Dennis King star
British film about friendship be- in this story of the thief chosen
tween a Roman Catholic boy and to be freed instead of Jesus.
a Jewish girl.
"NBC Experiment in Television".
repeats the 1967 program. "Theater
of the' Deaf," consisting of three
short plays performed by deaf ac-
tors.
"The 21st Century" on CBS has
a documentary called " Can We
Live to be 1(XI?" examines efforts
being made to prolong human life
NBC preempts "Bonanza" for
"The Highlights of the Ice Capades
of MK" for which comedians Dan
Rowan and Dick Martin will be
hosts.
ABC's movie time is expanded
to three hoar! to permit full-length
repeat of the film "Guys -and
Dolls," starring Marlon Brand° and
Frank Sinatra.
Monday
"Roman and Martin's Laugh-
in" on NBC has Sammy Davis
Jr., Joey Bishop and Pamela Au-
stin as guest stars.
A video version of the stage
magical hit, "Kiss Me, Kate," is
on ABC Robert Goulet and his
wife, Carol Lawrence, are starred.
Soupy Sales and Gloria bring
are guests on Carol Burnett's CBS
hour.
Tuesday
ABC preempts "Garrison's Go-
rillm" for a one-hour document-
ary, "Bow Life Begins." Eddie
Albert is narrator for this pre-
sentation of the mystery and adr-
*de of life.
Arthur Godfrey and Ear Bul-
lard are attests on Jerry Lewis'
NBC hour.
NBC's 'Tuesday Night Movie"
screens "Stranger on the Run,"
starring Henry Fonda.
The "CBS News Special" Is
"Don't Count the Candles," an
essay on growing old, filmed and
directed by Lord Snowdon of En-
gland.
Saturday
ABC's "Pro Bowlers Tour" cov-
ers the $40.000 New Orleans Lion3
PBA Open Tourney.
"CBS Golf Classic" has a first.
round match in which Sam Snead
and Gardner Dickinson play Mil-
ler Barber and Bob Charles.
"ABC's Wide World of sports"
presents the Sebring 12hour Grand
Prix of endurance, Sebring, Fla.,
and the NCAA swimming champ-
ionships, Hanover, N. H.
NBC's 'Wonderful World of
Golf" has a match between Sam
Snead and Roberto De Vicenzo.
NBC's "Saturday Night at the
Movies" screens "Mirage" star-
ring Gregory l'eek.
Jimmy Durante is host for
.ABC's "The Hollywood Palace,"
greeting such as Lisa
Fred and ?Marie Finn, Jerry
Shane and Tim Conway.
W•drwodery
"Invasion of the Earthmen" is
the tale for "The avengers" on
ABC Steed and Tara uncover a
plot to conquer the universe.
"Dream House" is the title of ,
the new prize and game show on
ABC Opposing young married
eons:des are asked questions of
general and topical nature_ A win-
ning couple gots a room of turns-
turf'.
-The Kraft Millie Hall" show
on NBC will have a county fair
theme, with singer Eddy Arnold
as the performing host.
Edgar Bergen, Carmen McRae.
assd Tom Jones are guests on
JeSSISIM Winters' CBS hour.
BC's "Run For Your life"
MIMS woman asks Paul Bryan
to WM get her milltoaaire hug-
bend set of Fast Germany.
Thursday
In "Ironside" on NBC a man
clashes, with the police when he
stirts his own investigation of the
mysterious death of his girl
friend.
"The CBS Thursday Night Mo-
vies" etweens "A Night to Re-
member." starring Kenneth More.
Vince 'Edwards, Billy de Wolfe,
Morgans King, Linda Bennett, the
Kids No's NOT singing -group and
comedians. Colvin and Wilder are
Dean Martin's guests on NBC.
Friday
CPS preemptc "The Wild Wild
West" for a special sports enter-









NEW PLAN OF COMPLETE
PROTECTION AGAINST
TERMMIS











Rev, Ed Glover, psalm
Sunday' School  10 :00 a.m.
Morning Worattp  11 a.m
Young People  6:00 um
Worship 2.00 pm 
azgoyaws w /17SZSISSI
lee/ North 'earth farm*
Nell W. Lome. etaileler
Watchtower Study
bible MOM* Sunday .... 3:00
Sunday  4-454)
140* Study Tuesday . . :00
51Fniat rY School Thursday 7.30
Servic.• Meeting




Free L. Willhome. pastor
SWIM th School  1 00
VI tenthly Service  2:00 p.m.
NEW FEOTIDENCE
ellititell OF CHRIST
Jerry IL lesessee. mieleter
1.11Me tuly
Enrolls, .... 70:00 as. - 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday  7:30 p. m.
Worship:
Sunday 11:00 son. - 7:30 pin.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CEERCII
late Nairn Street
Rev. Robert Bluebell
Sunday School  10:15 a.m.
Worship Service Sunday 7:10 1.m.
and 11:15 am.
For information emS 758-0004, 763-
6909.
GOSHEN MIETSIODIST CHURCH
Dose's F Whoelley, pester
First and Third Sundays:
Sunday School  10:00
Morning Service   11:00 a.m.
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Ferriday Scisol  10:00 a.m.
Methodist Youth
Fellowship  6:16 p.m.




Flog a.nd Third Sundays:
Worship Semler . ..... 5:0
Sunday School  10:44
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School  10:00







/ten. Jerry Luke/. Pasta'
First Sunday:
Sunday School  1.0 :00 a..M-
F.-cond Sunday:
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Wort.hie Sere Me  11:40 a.m.
Third Sunday:
Sunda) School  10:00 am.
Fourth Sunday:
Morsels) Service   4:46 a.m.
Sunda) Scheel-  10:45 a.m.
Y.F. Sunday
411e4 met Ma- liewelnyede-'
71/1 / Feeler PETRI'S! OW CIIIIVJOT
Dm. gay Lash/art. mindeler
Sundtix
Tithe. Sich0o1 .. .... 11:411 &as.
Worship Hour  10:40 a.m. FRIENDSHIP CHUM'S OF CHRIST
Fdening Worship  1:00 p. M. Lake Riley, inthaster
%mince-My Filhe St ithy  111 00 a.m.






Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Sots:mil Sunday
Sunday SiditmI  10:00 a.m
An. 11 
Third Sunday
Sunday School • • II:00 am
Fourth Sunday
Worship Scrv10)  4:45






Stele ('I.,..,..  10:410 am.
Worship lk Preaching   10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship  7:00 P.m.
mirs•de y
Bible Clashes  7:00 p.m.
A. Termer. weeder
Training Union 
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 70:00 P




Sunday School  10 00 a.m.
Wednesda y 
THE CIIITHCE OF JESTS CURIST
OF LA • -DIT BAIN'S
Meeting held in the white ohapel at
15th and Sycamore Street:
Priesthood 51pettng  8:30 a.m.
Sunday School  10:011 am.
Marrament 51«eting  11:00 a.M
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY ISAPTIsT CHURCH
Rev. Grover rage, poster
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship   11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship  5:110 p.a.--
Wednesday Youth




506 W. Main Street Phone 753-2621




IL R. Winchester, peeter
Sunday School  9:15 a.m.
Worship  11:00 ann.
Trailing Unica  5:30 p.m.





A. M. Themes, rehabber
TEMPLE MILL
1st and 3rd Sundays '
Sunday School  1:30 a.m.
Worship  11:00 a.m.
bid and 4th Sundays
Worship  1:30 a.m.
Sunday School  11:00 am.
o 11110111MILM CHAPEL
1.1 and 3rd Sundays
Warship  1:30
lisaday Schaal  11:00 a.m.
2.14 and 4th %nifty.
Sunday School  0:30 a.m.
NEW PROVIDSNCE
CHURCH, OF CMJUST
6. M. Cows. namister
W'orshtp:
Sander wooded  11:55 Lin
Sunday evening  5:30 p.m.
Bible Study ellffleel :
Sunday Morning  30:40 ars
61111•11111" evening  1:00 p.na
Wednesday evening   5:50 p.m
1301.1PWATEN Tlitratilreir- ..,
Cabmen Croaker. wateleter
Pilhe Sterdy  IS : 00 Km
Preach tug  15 :00 awe.
Wed. BiMe Study   7:00 p.m.
Dairy Herd
Dispersal




Mid-South Livestock Sales Arena
Brownsville, Tennessee
Wednesday, March 27, 1968
12 Noon -
FEATURES:
70 Milking Cows • 68 Holsteins
2 Jerseys • 10 Bred Heifers, due
in July and August
THE CALVING STORY:
6 Springing ('ows - 10 Bred Heifers, due in early Fail -
MI Cows, milking and due back in July through (Minh-
!, - II Cows, milking and due back November-Decem-
ber - 14 Recently Fresh and Open.
If you plan to add to your herd this fall, buy the cows
now. Prices on these cows will be much less now than
they will be this fall when base milk is critical. Be
thlaking man, BUY NOW and SAVE the high fall prices.









DIRECTIONS The tales arena Is located about 3 miles
east of Brownsville, Tenn., on U.S. 70, Just off Interstate
40.
•
ACTOM from Jerry's Restaurant
I:- MU MeCUISTON
• Isr. GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
Phone 758-0131
•
Discount Shoe Center I
Has just received a large selection of
New Spring and Summer Shoes, all
the most wanted colors.
- Dress and Casual
All Name Brands at
Discount Prices
We also have the "Lower Heels" for
Junior Misses
- - Store Hours - -
OPEN WEEKDAYS _ NOON to 6:00 P.M.
OPEN FRIDAYS  NOON to 8:00 P.M.
OPEN SATURDAYS  9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAYS . 2:00 P.M. to 5:00 P
DISCOUNT SHOE CENTER
Located on Se. 641 Hwy., Next to Car Auction
Isr 7 5 3 - 2 7 9 1
MRS. BROOKS WATSON - OWNER
'41st. Ltailniiii Sti GIRLS SP(.1._,
/
...11111.•••
• giPP.m. -.WI. • 6
•
e..t works spring magic for the white
collar girl.. does a shirj dress: in grey or yellow 
rayon/acetate
worsted. brass buttoned, tidily collared and cuffed in 
white.
3-15, $30.00



























(47ostoord %lenity) 2:30- 430
MIST TUESDAY
Orme Public Stop
(Trines Grocery) • 9-00-10119
Linn Grove School 10-00- 1:00
lama 100- 1:30
HUM Grove
(Olen Crawford) 1:30 -2:30
Bob Morton's Stop
G.& Grower 2 30- 319
,Lyari Grove) 3 30- 4:311
FIRST WEDNESDAY










IS (Mrs. Morgan) 10:3011 :00
Medd Cho (States) 11700-1200
Lindh 1200-1:00
Mrs: Modrey
(Mas-fleki Road) 1730- 2-30
Heoley's (16th St..) 3:00- 4.30
SECOND MONDAY




Lorins Grocery 2.00- 3011
Panorama Shores 3:00- 4:00
Count's
( Pottertow-n React) 4:00- 4:30
SECOND TUESDAY
Featherstone* 9 00- 9:30






make a good general — and a
good de(-orator. The alert, im-
aginative decorator nottees . . .
and uses . . . the small things.
the subtlde touches that dis-







repeats it in an
Oneintal vase,
lamp or table
accessory in the living room.
The creative decorator teases
the memory with subtle repe-
titions of color accents. almost
— but not quite — unnoticed.
It is not in the major pieces
of furniture that your personal
touch will show nest clearly in
your home It is 111 the small
details — the 'election and
placement of accessories, the
loving display of a piece of
sculpture. the collection you
find a place for. And the says
you find to express your own
sense of color relationships
and of interesting design.
Give II lot of thought to the
details of your home interior.
And visit our Sho)--oom dm-
plays often for fresh new ideas
to spark your own thinnking,
as well as beautifully designed
individual and group furnish-
ings.
Helping you express your in-
disdivality in decorating. your
home is a rewarding part of







""4"...9.11....1.1 1.141.11PIP144....., • • •' ---,...4"."4IPP°00041004/101.1.11falkr..04.41P••••••- •••• •
Rob Eters
(Kirk  City 1:30- 2:30
Ouir's
(Richland Sub.) City 2:30- 3-30
lkarbroagh
(Jabessis Blvd.) My 3:30- 4:30
SECOND WEDNESDAY
9 00 11:00
Lutheran Kindergarten 11 00-12:00
Providence 1 00- 2:00
(amisord Hwy 2 00- 3:00
Sunset Bird. (City) 3 30- 4.30
SECOND THURSDAY
Ekberg of New Hope 9.00- 9:30
t—
Robertson Kindergarten 9:30-10:30
Robertson Elementary 10:30- 1 -30
Lunch 1:30- 2 00
Calicomer HMIs School 2:00- 3.00
Robinson Home




















(lopkins Grocery) 1:00- 1:30
Dexter Stop
(Borskin's Grocery) 1:30- 3:00
Fielders
(Wooden) C9(7 3:30- 4:30
THIRD WEDNESDAY









Private Stoçw 900- 1:30
Lai as ' 1:30- 2710
11111ty Smith's

















Claillwawg Awaits 2:00-' 820
Rummell We







flitsinmED COW 2:30- 3:30
011bart's













MR FORCE EC-135 JET, OP4E Of
8 APOLLO NETWORK FLYING COM-
MUNICATION STATIONS IS TEST-
ING A FIVE-MILE-LONG WIRE
ANTENNA. TOWED BEHIND THE PLANE, IT WILL
M USED AS A VERY LOW FREQUENCY BACK-
UP SYSTEM TO PENETRATE MAGNETIC STORMS








FIRST LONG LIFE ARGON GAS
LASH BECAME PRODUCTION
LINE ITEM AT RCA. OUTPUT
OF TUBE IS HIGH DENSITY
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT BEAM
WITH 1.000-HR. LIFE IT
WILL REPLACE SLOWER OPERAT-
ING WEAKER LIGHT SOURCES
IN 1110-046MICAL DRUG PRO-
CESSING AND PHOTOCOPYING.
SATURN 501, FIRST OF
GIANT 36-STORY APOL-
LO MOON 100(115,










WHEN IT WILL BE












Only in the Past
By Abigail Van Buren
12:34 1:30 
DEAR ABBY: This is the sec- case I'll make an vcception a
nd
ond marriage for both Elmer and address this to your mother:
.2706. roo me My first marriage was an un- There is nothing mo
re reassur-
happy one and ended in divorce Mg to a mother than always
Elmer's first marriage (he claims) to know where her daughter is
was happy, but his wife died Do —and with whom. You can in-
low think it's right for a husband sure this feeling by making 
your -
to have pictures of his first wife daughter's friends welcom
e in
all over the place' Every wall in your borne any-time • Youngsters
every room of our house is cover tak• littl. notsc• of "housok•op-
ed with pictures of "her " They Um.- In fact, 
the "perfect"
go all the way back to their mar- house is not nearly 
as inviting




Also. Elmer made me promise DEAR ASHY i When 
my bus-
that when he dies I will ship his band and I go to th
e home of
body back to where -she" is bur- friends for cocktails 
and dinner,
ied so he can be buried next !just hate to end 
up sitting by
somebody else's husband
When the hostess starts say-
ing, "Alice, you sit Over here by
Bill. and Joan, you will sit be
side Harry." I always say, "I still
enjoy sitting by my own husband,
thank you. "Am I wrong' I wo-
uld like your opinion.
LIKES MY OWN
DEAR LIKES: I think it is
3 00- 4 00 
simply a matter of good man-




TO: Any man who can be mad•
"blissfully homy" or "miserably















Plus Most forms that are






to "her." How should I take all
this?
SECOND FIDDLE
" DEAR SECOND: It. all right
for a man to remember this ast
but he damn have to live in it.
Some wives do not object to
having Number One's icture "all
over the place- but if you do,
your feelings should b• consid-
ered. As for Elmeir's wanting
to be buried next to "her," tell
him to put it in his will and
his wishes will be carried out
as soon as he is.
• • •
DEAR ABBY I am a 14-year-
old girl and my problem is my
mother. She won't let me have
anyone over to the house unless
its in --Perfect inter -bet-ails, The'?'
afraid the kids might go home and
tell (heir mothers -that she is a
poor housekeeper.
, Abby, this is silly because kids
couldn't care less how the house
looks. I konw that I don't pay any
attention to the housekeeping
when I'm at someone's house vis-
iting And even if I did notice
that a place was a mess I sure
wouldn't go home and tell my
mother
Please put this in your column.
My mother never misses it. Thank
TWA •
NO COMPANY
DEAR NO COMPANY: I no-
war give advice to one who




Iblat's yours' For a personal re
ply _write to Abby. Box 69700,
Los Angeles. Cal . 90069 and en-
close a stamped, self addressed
envelope
Per Abby's booklet, "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding,"
$1.00 to Abby, Boa 69700,' Lob
Angeles. Cal,, 90069.
NOV, YOU KNOW
by United Prose international
The first known System of
shorthand was developed Marcus
Tullius Tiro in Rome in 63 B.C.
It was used for recording the
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leader al a maoll--r4ght-wing 
Baibakov with a 3-foot wooden 
FRIDAY - MARCH 22, .068
months in jail Tuesday for assault- Toshitaka Suridate, 25, was con






jog Deputy Premier Nikolai K. vieted of attacking the 
Russian
rd. The Japanese toxemia, soanffi-ci2a4l. during 
a Nagoya visit,
tical group was sentenced 14 
sw
mamma Asit imminim
ZEROING IN ON ZIG-ZAGGERS A 105mm howitzer is moved
 pito position by four Marines
to bombard Communist forces surrounding the stronghold of Khe Sanh, South Vietn
am,
North VieIna.tiese troops have dug a si•ries of zig-zag tren,:hes within 100 yards
 of

















A clean local truck!
$595.
PARKER FORD SALES
H, M A r YN TA- LNETTS TAKEUGSOED   A 
SPIN



















88P Hand Grip... 215






























Avon way Territories available in
the Dexter area-also Coldaater
and Hazel Highway Write Mrs
•,Eielyn L. Brown, Avon ,
Shady Grove 1W, Marion, Ky.
42064 April-10-C
- -
LOCAL CONTRACTOR has open
ing for an experienced painter
Workman's compensation. unem-
ployment Insurance and paid va-
cation. Good pay and steady work.
For further infortuation call 753
5287. M-26-NC
"MALE HELP WANTED: Apply in
person at Murray Home & Auto.
51-2.2.0
1






THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
t 1Y • LLL• F•1 Etslt • SWA1--• • a-llt-LE. • BUY • _LL• -.4ENT • SINAF-)•HIRL.
CLASSIFIED MS GET RESULTS
- • ability preferred. Must have car
HELP WANTED (available. Send resume to Mrs
Carrie Jurney, 1664 Ryan Ave.,
Mutray._1(.3E- _ h1-22.0
A GRADUATE Licensed practical
nurse. Apply Westview Nursing
Home, or call 7531304. M-23-C
ACCOUNTANT to be in full
charge of payroll, receivables, pay-
es, trial balance and monthly
statements for small growing cor
poration. Compensation related to
experience with prompt increase
after capacity demonstrated. All
replies will be held confidential.
Write giving full resume, :Act:-
ac tend and experience to P. 0.
Box 562, Murray, Kentucky.
M-28C
LADY FAMILIAR with Murray, WANTED BUY
to serve as welcome hostess. The




mechanic, minimum of three
years Industrial experience.
These positigns have became
available as a result of recent
plant expansion.
Excellent pay, kitbag benefit
Prearana.
If you are qualified for any
of the positions, please apply
t Ceneral Tire and Rubber
Co.. P. 0. BOX 3P. Mayfield.
Keatucky or Phone 247-6730.
(An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer) M-28-C
WANTED Girls or boys 26" bicy-
cle in good condition. Phone 753-
3609 after 4:30 p. m. M-23-C
ernznts BAND, 2-way radio tn
good condition. Phone 753-6862.
M-25-C
CARD OF THANKS
'axial report will be given Alme. Four room house andWe wish to express our deep
Mr. 0, H. Campbell, Pres. of Sou- wage, outbuilding two pondsappreciation for the many kind-
and tobacco base. see Mrs. Layette,
L watt or call 75.3-6911 M-22-C
---
EiGHT TABLES, eight chairs, on,
'hiffioneer, one dresser, one
beat. dinine, roam set_ electric
range, refrigerator and picnic
upon each of you. . .
aIr and Mrs. Scott McNabb
nesses and expressions of sympa
thy extended to us during the ill-
ness and death of our father.
grandfather, and brother, Herman
C Futrell.
May God's -richest blessings rest
Miss Wanda Kay McNabb
Mr and Mrs Clifford Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Briglaitian Futrell.
1-TC
thorn States Beard eta be the
speaker. I'lease call your Co-op
for reservaticns for a plate by
Thursday, April 4th. Calloway Co
il imp. Assn. Tel. 753-24.
H-ITC
FOR RENT table. Can 753-3994. M-25-C
2-BEDROOM TRAILER, not in




inItl Val wanieri to escape DM
potation es a Meertria wise rind
• Chit.U.1 tato •soburia 160.1)&4
a. Bros,. is,..ne 3dm Casa the
lla),,rr of w lege whitsied
irisievei go forth./ west to where •
friend of MS. el Ii.Jyaimt.,ht Ice
'O', • job its • ranch email. Ar-
riving at tie Iowa samwd Vise. Me
truttathetir atteltleo Was alteeetee
Jo an iild•• wotiag. ecteaLsiaaied es
Or gra i teen sill eerendI1SUE
fr.ph•rds leo found that sne
-ma Ariannon wa in trouble
Ia.:: and orimme me An Indira-
''-'or,! lie •stent was sues by his
• e Ef-urr, m• at the train to
Rot. Royal. and when he over-
•• 1.• a.abeeterdi at
" 
&alma-
..01 netwees_ tit ['Lyceums. seep




• moils, boMateRoyal averted •
irt between them there. nut that
-ht lemmata smith, serf fiend and
•,,a marks is • gambits Ilsgihn=
• es .6 .{ flPt
,•it flashing with Ahem.
LE) EMNIONS began to
t intuit WO and itlr Dan
'rUlcoe sat _rnim in a dark cor•
ri.•ii hovered over ham What
- .." I oared was that She, Sand
' or Marko rnighr romp out of the
iintson and b,-come lnqmsitiva
buttery pulled up. It wee
• driven by Kate Royal.
-I'm stayais with Mende at
, their remit on the edge of
'own. she breathed. al ghting
from the rig Thu Is their car-
ring., We'll take Alen there"
, Dan lifted Alex Ehimons onto
he sent of the buggy Kate
, Royal helped stuff his limp teas
: into place. She aqueeeed herself
, into the driver's seat!
, "Glad to be of help.** Dan
av- Th'facrirtr /lark 
"GT but you've got to rOtne
',it'll roe:" , tie exclaimed You
most I can r handle him Mdse.
What if he wakes up?'' -
More' pedestrians were ap-
.(rniaching "All-right,'.Dan said
.••tuctatitly He crowded Into the
i"irriage, with' the dosed A les
• i•7f-nm ins' between them Elm-
tramp web groaning and begIll-
a,ng to fight his way hack to
, 'he surface
'• The buggy lurched Into mei-
:. tion as Kate Royal flicked the
• whip. As they passed the door
of the Big Chance, Dan gll npsed
Shop Bold in the parted swing
., portals peering up and down
, the etdewalk
Kate Royal tow this' also.
- - 'The fool!" she said, and choked
up a trifle.
"Mut' The one back there?"
-No This one here with us.
'qnCelt 1.9 a terrible thing." he
1,-,It erl down at Akre Emmons.
.n :ernes' came mto her Vol'..
7 And •-•Ornetarriti• It's illertnderful
tan
She-:̀  looked at Dan. "Alex
:aide; not ar.preelate what you
Sio for thin, but I do. I want to
ovine 'you. Str. .-Mr.-was the
tla /.1 tariseoll?"
3 'Ttivta It,* Dan maul. *Traria('
or,,
"Taonte In these parte upuelly
you stowed up
moment?" Dan
The Gluz of Juagment Day
Cliff Forrell's new Western thriller
Prom the Dcsibleday It Co novel: Copyright 
C 1907, by
Cliff Terrell. Distributed by King Ferri .,,••4 
Syndicate.
it hang in the au
Woe., ba.. didn't help her out
oyeisatkang what ant meant. site
spoke again. "You must have
seen what nappeneo at the de-
pot MIS adteritoosi. Yt•Ir anew
Alex was going to that saloon
la hall! 11. OUt With that Mesa,
Torn Smith'
-Maybe." Dan said
"I still don t understand why
you stopped him, Mr Driscoll."
"Maybe 1 figured tie waa too
young to die,"
She was silent for • time. Site
Malty drew a long, quivering





"After the t. es me at the de-
pot I managed to talk Alex into
going to the house where I'm
staying overnight with old
friends. Ed and Ann Davie
•risisted that he leave with me
that awful. show-off gun he bad
bean canyhg Re stayed for
supper. and 1 nad believed he
had cooled off After tie left, I
what he tried do Bill Davis
became afraid 4;7" do exactly
had hitched up his buggy, for
be wee to attend his lodge meet-
ing tonight I didn't hive time
to explain I borrowed it and
healed for town. 1 saw Alex
i.valking toward the Big Ctianoe
and saw you slug him."
Shit added, 'I was going ti do
juilt what you did. You beat me
to It.-
' What? You were going to
slug him? With •vhat 7"
"Well not with a flat, of
ouurse ve got a Colt 44 I In-
tended to use that on his stub-
born skull "
"Emmons was lucky I hap-
pened to be around." Dar: said
"He's ereneme cestenel already.
Yost :Went have laid him out
MI quite a spell The herrel
a six-gun •All do a lot ot dam-
age"
"Bette, a [Woken need than •
grate," stir eastl. "Well, here we
are, Mr. Driacon;
She had swung the buggy Into
the driveway of k mOricet dwell-
ing 'Windows wins .tyhteo. Alex
Emmons eyes were open 'the
pundit rolling weakly Dan
alighted.
The door was °pane() by a
cornet; young matron "Good
Inv/meta a' she eXclaiMed.
-Where old you go, Kathleen •
What happened ?"
'Nothing teto iterioits; Ann,'
Kale Royal said. "Ales lot
punched in the jaw This Ms
day to lose all the flene
Ann Devis's hur.bann came
harryine Dan handed nia Mare
of the bird' ) fleet to aim and
turned to tan ve
"Waite' Kate Royal cried
lia‘ls Ito heal a eel pleasuredon't want to get involved in T'l
In-" Mel didn't finish it, Llavt• introdeette Mrnson 'Ti' Is eon N•le Oa r,,,N.r.,0•19
Prom the Doubleday I Cu tweet Cupyi kohl 0 1911/ by Cliff ferreli restribetee by Uses eatures denditate
to Dan 'Town new arow,-
tere! lie asked
Name is Lau) ianscau, 1-.1ar
said. 'Urn pat stopping over tor
a day or two. Heading tor Gail
10111111.
-What sappened7'
Dort of gut mixed In oy
ctdent," Dan said. "1 don't know
exactly what all this sa about
I reckon the young lady can lel:





right,' she mud. -Not even a
broken jaw You probably saved
hts hie. Mr. Driscoll"
"I'll be saying good night.,
then," Dan wild.
"Are you looking for a riding
Job?' she asked quiCkly.
"1 reckon not,- Dan saga m
moving farther west in the Moe-
"We could otter you a stead)
job," she said. She was rernov
ing the dangling carting., so.•
kneaded the lobes ot net ears
and said, 71 should -lever Vi1,11
those things. They're brutalPy
neavy. Hut they're bcautslui
Hesrloomn."
She added. -My father owns
a ranch down in the Spring
water. Thai,. south of her,
Some of the range 111 rougi.
country, no question about that
We pay forty a month to a ride;
who Isn't afraid of popping cat
Ue in the brush and on the
slants Fifty month tot roust°
up work. We're not uotbere,
much with fence scars nor heei
fly down there. Sonie ticks, o.
course, but only in early sum
nier. We mount out Mee On
good hornefiesh. Quarterhore
stock. We furnish gas, grub
Fact la, do most ol the cooking
myself. I know you'd like the
country."
saul. '.'11. sounds
like • eowiluocher s dre,..ni of
the ranch In the sky But I'm
pullir.g out tomorrow '
"I can't blame you, she sant
tiredly,
teld again. "I'm sorry. I'll
say good night now '
She ex''..ended it nand 'hood
nigr.i Mr Dnacoll. And thanki-
again my what you rhd au
ware
The ...ertings Sne nao fleei
holihrig slipped from Oct nam
and rolled on the caepei AI
Dail test Instinctively. vt*I,
huelli stooped to reteMee Meal
Their mod collided
-My rasa.' Dan sltie.
You arcn hurt- '
' 'Not at all, one saia.
Dan looked dswn "The ear
hIS" no tageor
,vcr mind, She siva •
fine the intl..' one 1•1•.ett nave
ane
'Good night. Dan •Sti,1
'Good night. atr *no "Mrs
•ftir
•
NOW IS THE TIME to ordet
Starks dwarf trees. flowering




PARIS CUM - More than 300 1
youths smashed windows and
splashed red ink on the office of
I income of over $a10 per month,
- information on financing at auc. 
American Express Wednesday
' tion. Wayne Wilson, auctioneer, night in a 
demonstration against
753-3263 or 753-5086. fa-23-c the war in Vietnam.
The demonstrators, waving
\ - WANTED TO RENT flags, shouted anti-American slo-
 I North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
ment, nice location. Call 753-3143. 1967 CHEVELLE SS, 396, 4-speed, 
- 'gains, grabbed metal bars and
_   factory warranty. Call 753-8696, 
Wt.raANncTe.EDCau: SM753a11.30f2uo, rnished 
218. and 
paving stones from the construe-
M-23-P power steering, tape player, tacha , or apartment, with private en- tion site of a new subway station
-1 
broke windows.
MORSE - TRAINING: home/ -for-UNPURNP3H-PD tvro-room -arta( 11.9E..0 
sale, quarter horses and saddle ment. Downstairs private entrance,
HONDA CB 160, excellent concha  
i
English saddle for sale at Golden ed. Lady preferred. Only $25.00. lion. One owner. Call 436-5333, or, WANTED 'TO RENT small house 
ASK BOMBING HALThorses. riding lessons. and an phone, lights and water' furnish- '
Pave Stables. Call 753-1348. (202 Poplar. Call 753-6173. M-23-C 
inquire at State Farm Insurance. or large trailer ar apartment, p *- ' NUE1LNBERG. Germany 'UK -
M-26-C 1 -- - M-22-F I ferebly but not necessarily turn- The social democratic faction of
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service.; atli Street. posses3ion April 1st, 
, ONE ELECTRIC range $20,00; six- 
ished_. Cal...1 753-8111. M-25-C West Germany's two-party coali-
1 4 BEDROOM HOUSE -- 318 S.
-
chair dinette suite, $10.00; RCA80a 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sane-
ers. Phone 182-3176, Lynnville, K. 3,112.
rent $60.00. Call Bob a.Mer 753-




TWENTY SEVENTH ANNUAL I available now for married couple 
1 2 BLACIa TOY Poodles, female,
membership meeting. Calloway
County Soil Improvement Assn.
When? Friday, April 5, 1968
6:30 p.m Where? Calloway Coun-
ty, High School cafeteria. We feed
you - cherry pie and barbecue.
it by attend" (II It is your bug-
mess and yaur voice and influ-
ence should be 'expressed (2) You
2 BEDROOM 'TRAILER 12' wide ,
refrigerator, hot plate, two milk
cans, numerous dishes. Above is!
a partial list. Numerous other it-
ems for sale including house and'
1 • quarters I
only. Located at Green Acres 
Daewhshusnd°. 7so53-2b1I0*.nMm-23a-Ce'
Trailer Court N 16th Extended,
Call 7534539. M-25-C
, SIAMESE KITTENS, $15.00. Seal
blue, and lilac point in this litter.
FOR SALE Chocolate point available soon.
Mrs. Seale, 753-7770. M-23-C
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
so easy to' do with Blue Lustre TWO-PIECE living room suite
Rent electric shampooer Si. Hugh $100.00. Chrome dinette set, $25.
should cast your vote for 4 dir- es Paint Store M-23-ca lama.. 753-7241.  ____  M-23-C
ectors to be elected. Almo District _ ________ .
- James Belcher or Melvin USED SINdER Sewing machine,14' FIBERGLASS Speedlitier Boat.
Young. Southwest Muray - Ellis 45 it. , , mercury
motor, trailer. 
zig-zag. all regular attachments.
Ross Paschall or Otley White, Son- Sews perfect and fully guaran-
skiis. new battery. Call 762 4471:
Iheast Murray-Dan Shipley or Cleo teed. Full cash price $29.50. Pay-
lateellent condition, N1-23-1'
Grogan. At Large Distrat - Ove- , _  ___ ments can be arranged. Write -giv-
ta Bogard or Frank Hill. (3) Fin- I a.; ACiLE _FAIN one mile east ta ing phone number to Martha Hop-
per, General Delivery, Murray. Ky.
M-27-P
1966 BLUE V. W., excellent con-
dition. Clean, low mileage. Must
sell. Call 762-31392. M-23-C
---
Cr Saturday, March 30.
at one p. m., at J. D. Grogan
pace, 1505 Sycamore. In event of-
rain sale following Saturday. An-
tiques-- rocker, bureau, washstand,
clock, churns, dinner kettle, wash
kettle: foot stools, mirror and
teed to hear. Come to see me or frame, picture frame. Modern and
call and I will 'mime to See you -Maple - Early American living
W. 0. Vaughn, agent l'hone 753 room suite, lamps, end tables, dea-
4938. Residence trp2 Coldwatel con's bench, den set, also tele-
Itid. . warp vision, lave baby 
beds, bedroomRoad.  _
10' ALUMINUM BOAT, 5% 111. 1'. 
scuiiinte,r dressers, w pIxatior 
nylon 
rend rug:
Johnson mator, and thive lines.
of bees. Call 436-2471. M-23-C -- 
twin beds, four chest of drawers,
' - • -- - - -- - - ---
ELECTRIC COOK STOVE and kit-
chen cabinet. Cali- 489-35c72. - 41221.1533-CARLIE 6•204.44.
WHEN A TEAM IVA'S-M-22-P
A GAME t5 IT THE
100' x 150' LQT in Kingswoor • FAU13 CA: THE PLAYEZ
Subdivision. Call "753-4516 after ""'r
5,00 p. m. M-22-C Z
CRUSHED STONE for your drive- , 4/4C
tvaers and septic tanks. Also ma- La
sonar> sand. Quality service guar-
anteed. Call 753-54 after 4 1). m.
M-22-C
1 mal
. 5 Oft BIC' AlaMbER
tom N(' LYING---






11 • - -
-.----
PAGE SEVEN
tion government demanded Wed-
nesday an immediate halt to
American bombing of North Viek_
Inam.
The same resolution called on
warring parties in Vietnam to re-
nounce a military solution and
work for a political end to the
fighting.
FEMAII , HELD WANTEC
SOMEONE TO HELP with house-
work every Thursday morning.
Mist -furnish own transportation.
Call 753-1836. 151-23-C
Stir vice. OPerect
CONTACT KENT WRIGHT for
filing Income Tax Returns. 753-
(f261 A-13-C
MOVING
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istr. by'matedure Syndicate, Inc.
wag Mei KNOW IT'S KIND OF WELL , NC' AFRAID 10 5Ate!
HARD it 5AV, AND 4/11EI..1 A 7EAM L1/5EC A
GAME, I THINK IT'S THE
-.17-7;
 









As THOUGH DRAWN BY A
MYSTERIOUS FORCE, SLATS
FINOS HIS OWN HOME, HESI-
TATES, THEN WALKS as/...
WINK FOLLOWS HIM, THEN...
•1
THIS HAS GOT TP BE I
WHE-RE THAT GIRL LEFTY
TALKED TO LIVES; HE
LIED TO ME
YOU DON'T KNOW
ME, BUT r MUST
















I MUST KNOW IF
YOU'RE INTE4STED
IN MY FIANCE. HIS
NAME IS LEFTY, AND



































Many For Nation's Civil War
Reginald Butterworth of Mur-
ray Route One toyeicht in the fill-
lowine clipping which apparently
was printed in the Mayfield Mes-
senger many years ago The story
(actually a letter to the editor)
appeared first in the Murray Led-
ger and concerns Civil War vet-
erans from Calloway comity The
story is being reprinted in full
because of the interest it will
have to so many- readers
'The following from the Mur-
ray Ledger March & 1917. was
furnished us for publication by
R C Butterworth•
F.ditor Ledger Wars and rum-
ors of war and soldiers, khaki
clad with guns and bayonets fix-
ed tramping the streets of Cello-
way's capital recalls to the mines
of the few remaining "Johnny
Rebs" another time about 56 years
ago when the scourge of war
swept over our country and a cast
was made for the boys to go ate
in defense of our sunray south-
land
As it may be interesting, net
only to the older people but als^
to the younger generation I have
decided to give some recollectiors
of those days.
Responding to our country's call
Company C was f-rmed. composed
or the flower of the voting man-
hood of the west side of our
county in fact a vet's' large part
of it came from what is now the
Swann precincts of this county.
Noah Swann was the captain.
Frank Wilkerson. first lieutenant:
Arch McPherson, second lieuten-
ant. Jasper Jones. third lieuter
ant. John W Fills notierlo sear .t-
ent I recall the following names
of men who belonged to the com-
pany- Lew Wince. Will Decay.
diver Rob Morton Holmes Fel-
ler Elie Bradles Sam Story, Fate
Disk. Sam Paschall Harmon Story
Rill Story. Will Blythe. Logan
leaner Wes Story Sam Roeerc
e!reen R.eiers Hen Flinch Mario.
wiloch Simi Taylor. Wes Phillins
Tim PSillina John Farmer. Jim
v•rmer John FIlis Sam Ellis
tohn Kelly. toe Kemp sing Kel-
t, John Osborn Made Roberts-n
'"in iliseter still- Aseis 'VISA
>dam. ft,ane Xemn Wylie Roc
rs Jim Denham. Make Oa+
'lardy- Myers Hiram Lawrence
Tem Myers. Andrew Berry. Gra,'
stile Lewis rhe Lewis. Green \I"
John Myers. Nace Butter
rth. Frank 'tree. John Cool:
Ved C ik, ner Rrnach, Fitoct.
retold. Jim nears Ira Broach, Ts:
am' Kelso. John Armstrong, J
T Hay. John Lassiter. John Cham-
bers, Calvin JAII14.6, Jack Jones,
Newt Jones, Elie Miller, Reubin
Waldrop. Geo. Simmans. Sam
Smtley. Bill Cress, H ib Haines,
Jim Cress John Stone. Tom How-
aid, Jim Oliver. lye Hendricks.
Azier  .field and Geo Lawrence.
Company _' 'Oh three other
Kentucky compare. - A. B.4-and D.
and Company E of Tennessee coin-
manded by Capt. Corer, compos-
ed what was known as King's Bat-
talion, commanded by Major H.
Clay King. This battalion w ac
made a part of the mounted in-
fantry- about the first of January.
1862. When the army retired from
Kentucky into Tennessee King s
Battalion participated in the fight
at Paris. Tenn About this time
King's Battalion was made a part
of the First Confederate Caval-
ry Regiment under Col. Tom Ciai-
born, who didn't suit us very well.
so' he was soon removed and was
succeeded in command by Col.
Lay.
When Gen Bragg led his army
au( of Mississippi into Kentucky
the First Confederate Cavalry Re-
ament•was attached to his army,.
Serving under him and the otber
generals who succeeded him in
command of the Middle Tennes-
see army. taking an active part in
la hard for'-'  battles and
.mpaigns.
n Septeir.ots :set. the remn
,r companies A. B. C and D
sere detached from the midche
rennessee army and ordered to re -




THE ORIGIN of ota prew
ent day fashions is always in-
triguing and if one delves far
enough into the annals of
fashion history, it is amazing
to discover how much inspira-
tion is gleaned from eons past.
For example The juppe. a
Short feminine garment with
long dolman sleeves worn over
a long tunic in the Byzantium
is the origin of the present
versions of overbiriuses. sweat-
ers and knit pullovers.
With the return of the suit,
mobile skirts and the tremen-
dous importance of separates
for casual, town and formal
wear, these items are cuscie
again a vital part of the feml:
rune fashion way of life.
They are vest extenders
for trwn, school and travel
wardrobes and can do so very
much to achieve a change-
about in the total lrs.k. But
care IA style and color selec-
tion must be exercised.
For casual or career wear,
toppers that are seasonless,
simply designed and are
adaptable for rr.ixing and
matching are, of course, the
ideal choice.
Those shown here were
chosen for that purpose for
several reasons: good classic
but -right sow- styling, ver-
satility. silky srnooth looks,
and easy care and mobile
comfort - -factors not to be
overlooked by the traveler,
the college or busy career
girl
All are shaped of Tycora
nylon yarn and because of the
smart, simple necklines can be
glamorized with- perky Seo:ter-
ry. colorful scarfs or tuck in
collar insets.'
In delightful vivid and pas-
tel colors as well as black and-; white, they are modestly
LONGO!. BODY look In a rib stitched and textured cardi. priced an. Since they are quite
gin by I.x.rni,or which can be worn equally as well as a different in feeling, why not
blouse or over oria The round neckline buttoned as shown, buy several for • change ofla a flne foil for chic acarfery. It comes In many colors, fashion face?
SWEATER mousr: can lead a dual life
Teamed up with either casual or town
separates'square neckline lends itself to
isyleiry arrangements By Exmoor.
"
NfrA1111.1NIP: of plain front blouse
by Designer Originals ran be ingeniously
aiiented with colorful beaded chokers or
huge square scarfs tied Western fashion.
s. .
port for duty to Gen Forrest who
was then operating in West Ken
tucky and Tennessee. serving un•
der this dashing cavalry leader
until the close of the war. If my
memory serves me right, out of
the original number. between 75
and 80 composing Company C at
the beginning of the war, there
remained only seven who served
all through to the close, as fol-
lows: John Kelly, Arch McPher-
son, Jas C. Denham and Make
Clark were paroled. 1 think either
in Alabama or South Carolina,
and Marion Enoch, Enoch Arnold
and myself were captured and
paroled at. Columbus, Miss.
I have in a very brief way fol-
lowed the fortunes of Company C
through the civil war as I re-
membered it. and I would be glad
to hear from others who can add
anything to the above history. and
especially from the other com-
panies named, as to their assign-
ments and where they were at
the finish. 
'iTrusting that these reminiscen- ing from'
ces of war times of more than A major source of dollars for ay
half centers past may be inter- local school systems is the
eating to at least some of your perty tax. Real estate holders are
pro-
Has Difficulreaders, and with kind is to treaching the point of saturation by Estelle Spicsilandregar
G. •
FRIDAY — MARCH 22, 1968
I3IDS ARE SOUGHT on construction of this $400,000 clinic (shown in an archi-
tect's drawing), which will expand -medical facilities at Kentucky State Peniten-
tiary, Eddyville. Bids will be opened in Frankfort in March. The facility will
be oionetructed adjacent to present medical services inside the walled-prison. It
will be financed from State bond money.









The Kentucky Lake Section of
the American Chemical Society
held its annual Student Affiliate
Night at Murray State University
Wednesday. March 20. with a. seo•
ies of talks by students based on
their individual research.
murrav High School was repre-
sented by Edwin Schmidt. who
spoke on "Pyroelecticity in Ionic
Crystals."
The Department of Chemistry
Murray State University %VP S
represented by Rao Parmelee and
on "Solvent Fxtractian" while
Washburn's tonic was "Determ•
intitian of Pi-Eleetron Densities
- Y I
Dvershure High School. Dyers-
burg Tenn was not represented
IS planned due to the illness of
`ors Helen Bell. Instructor.
A joint meeting is held an-
nually by the local American1
Chemical Society section with the!






Local school systems are facing
a form of bankruptcy. The cost
of education throughout the Unit-
ed States is rapidly rising. This
is not only due to the demands
for higher salaries and improved
working conditions but is also
the result of rising prices for
supplies and equipment.
The increased cost is also a re-
sult of the demand of our society
for quality education. All of those
cost dollars Where are they corn-
and are obviously one verge of
revolt
It is unfortunate that the pro-
perty tax has been chosen as a
major source of school revenues.
In effect this means that districts
which have low price homes will
normally have to pay higher taxes
to support good education.
These are generally the people
who can least afford the cost
What happens' The evidence
is that the well known quality
school districts in the nation are
usually the ones with above av
erne wealth This is obviously a
social problem
The need is for more extensive
support from taxes which have
a broader base This means more
financial aid on the state or fed-
eral level There are definite In-
dications that a complete reeval-
uation of the tas structure is
needed, especially for education
The sound financing of educa-
tion if an area where all levels of
the community can work together.
Perhaps there are ways out of
the dilemma The solution may
be different in the various states
and school districts
Everyone in the community
must put forth the needed effort
to solve the major problem fac
ing edu7ation If the problems ol
finances are not wired there will I
be chaos and a les at quality
Sean Chemical Society Participat-
ing student chapters are located
at Murray State. University of
Tennessee at Martin. Paducah Jun-
isr College and Bethel College
McKenzie. Tenn Student society
members, as well as area high -'
school students are invited each
year to present research papers
I at the meeting.The Kentuoky Lake Section.
Ameie:an Chemical Society, has a
membership composed of area
chemists, primarily from the
-orenisal duplex at Calvert CRY,
Union Carbide it Paducah, Mur-
ray State University. and other
sros colleges and universities
Nine moetings are held Yearly by
c secti -oi at various locations
in the,,mehership area.
ire Flag ALARM
The Murray Fire Department
answered a two alarm fire yester-
day at 240 pm to 402 North
Second Street, Fire Depeglammt
records said the fire was soused




Glen Sims area agent in youth,
has anneunced that the 414 cloth-
inc indeing trairaing . meeting
scheduled - for Saturday at 910
e m at Mayfield has been chang-
ed
Tse meeting for all 4-H me!
hers who plan to go to the Mat
Fair for judging will be held ow
Saturday March 30 in the eaten.-
ion ofsiee in Mayfield Mrs Rath-
' ren Thoinnson will conduct the
meeting All those who plan to
participate in the state fair judg-




The New Mt Carmel Baptist
Church will begin a Rible Institute
starting Monday. March 23 and
ending Friday. March 29 Services
will be held nightly at seven P sn•
The following will he the guest
speaker 'Monday. Bro. Leon Pe-
nick: Teesday, Bro Alvin 'York:
Wednesday. Bro. Gerald Owen:
Thursday. Brn Mayo Mansfield,
and Friday. Bro 'Roy Brown.
The pastor, Bro Grover W.
ll'age. cordially invites the public
to attend these services.
•••••
••.•Newo




PADUCAH, Ky. WI — Rep
Fred Morgan. D-Paducah, House
majority leader of the 1968 Gen-
eral Assembly, said in a televi-
sion interview Monday night that
the Democratic State Central Ex-
ecutive Committee ought to re.
sign
In an interview with Tom But
ler, news director of WPSD, Mor-
gan said. "Their record has not
been great—we have lost the gov-
ernorship two U. S senators and
are losing in the House"
Referring to the state party
leadership. he said. "We need
new leadership Put I frankly
don't know where it's coming
from"
He said he felt that the recent
ly ended legislative session did
not produce a leader to weld the
party into a "cohesive force"
Rep Julian Carroll. D-West Pa-
ducah. speaker of the House. said
in the interview that he felt that ,
Democratic lerislators had not
enough practice in leading with- ,
out a Democratic governor.
The Democratic S:ate Central
Executive Comm:nee is headed
by former Gcv and state Sen
Lawrence W. Wetherby of Frank
fort Sam Ezelle, Louisville. eac
sutive secretary of the state AFL-
CIO. recently called for Welber
by's resignation became of his
March 17, 1968 —
I must voice my oponion O• •
certain subject so near my oesUi
livilhood that I am expecting la
be severely criticized
The NEA reporter is asking
every teacher in the nation to
contribute a day's pay to help




Down Concord .; children" Now tho I may stand
alone. I have said it!
I am certainly aware that teach-
ers are service men and women.
Their worth to coilizat'on is irs$
estimable The wonders expected
of them are unbelievable, and the
problems they encounter are in-
asaseeivable.
But service men dare not strike
(some may defect to Sweden) so,
somehow, it just "destroys the
image" for teachers to be any-
thing but standard bearers.
Mrs Otis Lovins appreciated the
cards and flowers sent her dur-ft
If a day's pay were being ask- ing her week's stay in the hos-
:ed to rais the salaries of our pital, but none brought the tears
fighting me in Vietnam, I would • as the unusual offering of her
certainly loin the cause: and if 'little grandson, Eric Lovins, aftet
the Florida teachers' salaries are she returned home when after a
comparable to service men's pay, week on the farm with his dad.
I still think the teachers rate a Gene, the boy brought in a boil,
'quet of buzzards' feathers
!onus Spiceland just learned
that he and Lawrence Welk were
the same age on March 11
The Homemakers Club met last
Wednesday at the beautiful nes(
home of Mr and Mrs John Lives




But teachers know what their
salaries are to be when they ac
cept their positions and after they
accept them I would not encour.
age them in striking and I do
not believe it is "best for the
vote in favor of Gov. Louie B.
Nunn's revenue bill. which In.
eluded a 5 per cent sales tax.
Members of the committee are
M L Peace, executive director;
Frances Baxter. administrative as-
sisant. Mrs Marie Turner, vi'-"
chairman: Ham B Miller Jr
treasurer: former. Coy Edward
Breathitt. national committeemas
Mrs Dann C Byck. national com
mitteewornan; Mrs Josephine
Poynter, Thomas Ballantine Sr.
Mrs Susan Potter, Robert Hum-
pherys. Wallace J Williamson.




LOCATED 14 MILES NORTH OF PORTER COURT
(NEAR PARIS, TENNESSEE)
on Murray Highway, in bulding formerly occupied by
Singer Sewing Machine Company
NAME BRAND SHOES
20% To 60% OEF
FACTORY SAMPLES - JOB LOTS -RETURNS
FACTORY SECONDS AND FIRSTS
MANY, MANY MORE GOOD BUYS
Just Received New Shipment
* New Shipments Weekly!
Ladies Self Service
Discount Shoe Store
Open 9:00 'Til 5:00 Weekdays Friday and Saturday 9:00 'Til 8:00
— Sundays from 1:00 p.m. Until 8:00 p.m. —
do
a
•
•
